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INTRODUCTION 
The mamalian plasma membrane represents both 
an asymmetric static and dynamic specialized barrier 
that maintains the structural and functional integrity 
of numerous cellular processes. Induction of neoplasia 
could be manifested by abnormalities in the supramolecu-
lar organization of the membrane matrix itself as well 
as abnormalities in the diverse reactions of cell sur-
face molecules. 
Uncontrolled proliferation of malignant tissues 
comprises activities such as cell growth, division, com-
munication, movement, differentiation, immune recognition, 
and metastasis. The proposal that neoplasia is essen-
tially a "membrane disease," initially considered by 
Wallach (1975), is supported by significant evidence 
that reproducible alterations in membrane biochemistry 
accompany the transition from the non-transformed to 
the transformed state. Tumor and transformed cell 
surfaces often possess simplified membrane components 
rather than structurally complex, tumor-specific mol-
ecules. Generally, the basis for many changes in neo-
plasia center around the physical organization-of mem-
brane components. Although numerous cell surface 
1 
properties are modified in tumor and transformed cells, 
few are universal for the neoplastic state (Weiss, 1967; 
Capalidi and Green, 1972; Oseyoff!! al., 1973; 
Nicolson, 1975; Robbins and Nicolson, 1975). 
Differences in plasma membrane fluidity be-
2 
tween normal and neoplastic cells have been sought to 
explain gross changes in lectin agglutination, altered 
lateral mobility of membrane components, and other dif-
ferences such as changes in surface charge or ion den-
sity, modified adhesion and contact inhibition of growth, 
altered permeability and transport through the mem-
brane, impaired intracellular communication, and an ab-
normal presence of tumor-specific transplantation anti-
gens and cryptic emb~yonic antigens (Robbins and 
Nicolson, 1975). The concept of membrane fluidity 
refers to the overall relative motional freedom which 
membrane lipid and protein components may undergo and 
is contrasted to mobility which describes the ro-
tational, lateral, and transverse motions of single mem-
brane components. In fluid membranes, components undergo 
great diversity of dynamic movement. For example, lipids 
may possess: a) very rapid motion about C-C bonds in 
the phospholipid hydrocarbon chains; b) rapid angular 
motion of rigid steroids; c) rapid lateral diffusion of 
phospholipids in th~ plane of the membran~ bilay~r; 
d) rotational motion of lipids bound tightly to 
embedded protein; and e) a variable flip-flop of 
phospholipids from one monolayer to the other 
(Marsh, 1975). 
Because memb~ane lipids (i.e. phospholipids) 
3 
exist in a constrained environment within the bilayer 
proper, fluidity can more correctly be defined as a 
liquid crystalline state (Phillips, 1972). In this state, 
the lipids are not rigidly packed into an ordered confor-
mation, but rather the thermodynamic state of the lipid 
phase resembles that of liquid hydrocarbons. The 
strongest attractions are between adjacent polar headgroups 
rather than their adjoining hydrocarbon chains (Luzzati, 
1968). The distinction between an ordered gel phase and 
a liquid crystalline state is characterized by a tran-
sition temperature. Mobility of membrane components 
is hindered in an ordered array below the transition 
temperature and increased above the transition temperature. 
Overall, membrane fluidity is determined by the concen-
tration of membrane-associated protein, cholesterol, 
and phospholipids, and by the degree of the fatty acid 
4 
acyl side chains. Fluidity and microviscoosity of a 
membrane environment do not refer to identical membrane 
properties. Fluidity can be ·defined as the reciprocal 
of viscosity as it is for isotropic liquids. The major-
ity of membrane environments, however, are not isotropic 
since they do not possess equal dynamic mobilities in 
all directions. Therefore, there may not be any corre-
lation between the degree of order in a system and the 
rate of individual molecular motions (Neal~ al., 1976). 
Fluidity within a biomembrane may be asymmetric as in 
the case of opposing monolayers with identical fatty 
acid composition that have different headgroup 
orientations (Chapman, 1975). 
Numerous investigators using cloned tissue cul-
ture cell lines have sought to explain membrane compo-
sitional differences between normal and transformed 
cells. The systems employed in most cases were cell 
lines which had been transformed by chemical carcino-
gens, oncogenic viruses, or ionizing radiation, as op-
posed to spontaneous transformants arising from "nor-
mal" cell populations. Unfortunately, because of the 
diversity of the test systems, a remaining unanswered 
critical question is what are the changes endemic to 
neoplastic cells, versus the changes in a particular 
5 
transformed system. for example, virally-transformed 
- . 
cells usually possess unique ·innnunologic individuality 
with transplantation antigens located on the cell sur-
face specific for a given virus which are independent of 
the host. On the other hand, tumors induced by chem-
ical agents, ionizing radiation, or the implantation of 
biologically "inert" plastic films, along with spon-
taneous tumors, exhibit membrane associated transplan-
tation antigens that are specific for a given tumor 
rather than its carcinogenic agent (Wallach, 1975). 
Cells in vitro offer an experimental advantage 
over neoplastic cells in vivo. Under in vitro conditions, 
normal and tumor cell populations may be studied under 
identical, reproducible culture conditions. This removes 
the hormonal, enzymatic, osmotic, innnunal and stress ef-
fects that would otherwise play a role in host (in vivo) 
conditions. Excluding tissues in primary cultures, cell 
lines in vitro may not represent a homogenous cell popu-
lation. These cells may undergo changes in cellular prop-
erties, both on the macro- and micro-molecular levels af-
ter long periods of subcultivation with the net conse-
quence of selective overgrowth of a transformant in a nor-
mal cell population or vice versa. This selection 
process may be even more dramatic in the case of primary 
6 
cultur~s. Often mesenchymal elements will proliferate to 
a greater extent than normal or tumor cells, forming a 
line of contaminating fibroblasts. Cells in culture rep-
resent a unique example in which the normal constraints· on 
growth and division are absent. Cell types which may 
not normally proliferate are ·afforded the opportunity 
for unlimited growth in contrast to tumors in vitro. 
Since cells in vitro are dependent upon media and sera 
for growth and maintenance, metabolic characteristics 
may be modified substantially by the addition or re-
moval of nutritional supplements. Tissue culture af-
fords the greatest potential for the autonomy of ma-
lignant cells outside their host. It must be remem-
bered that cells in a culture compose a special type 
of cell population which, because it may be biochemi-
cally manipulated after a period of time in culture, 
may not be closely related to its counterpart in vivo. 
A striking example of the cellular variability under 
culture conditions can be observed with mouse 3T3 fi-
broblasts. This cell line is rarely tumorigenic when 
injected at high concentrations (108 cells) in mice 
and is classified as "normal" (Aaronson and Todaro, 1968). 
"Normal"3T3 cells attached to small glass beads and im-
planted into BALB/c mice, however, form hemangioendothel-
iomas (Boone, 1975). 
Semantic problems have ·arisen in the ·nomencla-
ture defining the ·types· of abnormal cells used for tumor 
membrane model systems. A distinction may be made be-
tween "tumor" cells, those·which are transformed in 
vivo and generally grown· in vivo and cells which may be 
- ---
transformed either in vivo or in vitro but are grown 
exclusively in vitro. Transformation is generally 
not considered synonymous with neoplastic alteration 
since a transformed or oncogenic cell m~st be induced 
by a ~pecific agerit and may not be tumorigenic 
(i.e., capable of producing a tumor when placed in 
a suitable environment such as an animal host). In 
contrast, a neoplasm refers to an abnormal proliferation 
of cells, usually characteristic of a cancerous growth, 
that is capable of tumorigenic activity. The common 
markers used for the verification of transformation in-
7 
elude a change in morphology (cell type and colony type), 
a loss of contact inhibition, a loss of cell orientation, 
an increase in number of nucleoli, a change in the 
nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio·· (Porter et al., 1973; Col-
lard and Temmick, 1975), an increase in the saturation 
density (Stoker and Macpherson, 1961; Todaro and Green, 
1963; Stoker, 1967, Dulbecco, 1970), a change in serum 
8 
requirements (Stoker,. 1967; Dulbecco, 1970; Holley and 
. . . 
Kiernan, 1971; Smith, 1971; Temin et al., 1972), chrom-
osomal abberrations, a loss ·of anchorage dependence 
(Macpherson and Montagnier, 1964; Dulbecco, 1970; Shin 
~ al., 1975), an ability to produce tumors in animals 
and semi-solid medium, and loss of senesence (finite life 
span). The presence of absence of any single marker does 
not prove or disprove the transformation of cells. 
Tumorigenicity is the strongest marker; however, certain 
cultures of normal cells possess the capability of grow-
ing as transplantable tumors in animals with defective 
immune responses. These defective responses are often 
caused by irradiation, drugs, or anti-thymocyte serum 
(Fr~eman and Hueber, 1973). Because of cultures with 
this capability, studies that have been performed on the 
fluidity differences between normal and virally trans-
formed cells such as SV40 transformed fibroblasts, 
may not represent the veritable situation for spon-
taneous neoplasms, and therefore, may not be suitable 
as a general model of the fluidity characteristics 
for neoplastic tumorigenic cells. 
Cell surface alterations between tumor and nor-
mal cell surface systems must be closely scrutinized as a 
consequence of the above considerations. A logical 
alternative would be the study of a neoplastic cell 
9 
system that comprises a transformed pair representing 
both the benign and malignant tumorigenic states. The 
cell lines used for this dessertation arose from spon-
taneous tumors in vivo, induced presumably from unknown 
viral or chemical agents, and the cells from these cul-
tures can be characterized by their potential for tumor-
igenicity in both in vivo (athymic "nude" mice) and in 
vitro (semi-solid medium) assays. Direct comparisons bet-
ween normal and neoplastic tissues are complicated by the 
fact that tumor cells arise in vivo from unknown precusor 
cells and may not be of the same histological or embryo-
logical origin as normal tissues. Malignant and benign 
gliomas and medulloblastomas represent idealized pairs 
from which cells of the same undifferentiated stem cell 
origin can be compared and contrasted with respect to 
membrane features. Furthermore, human brain tumors also 
possess a vertical increase of tumorigenic potential with 
the pathological grading of the tumor (i.e. from benign (1) 
to malignant (IV)] , as well as a horizontal increase of 
the malignant potential with the invasiveness of the 
tumor (i.e. from fibroblastic meningiomas to glio-
blastomas). 
The scope of this dissertation is an examination 
of the possible phospholipid structural and motional 
10 
plasma membrane fluidity changes that occur in spontane-
ous malignant and benign htiman neoplasms. Cells of the 
same embryological origin that possess striking contrasts 
in growth properties and tUmorigenicity have been 
examined. The lipid (cholesterol, phospholipid and fatty 
acid acyl side chains) composition of these cells and mem-
brane fluidity measured by magnetic resonance spin label 
probes have been investigated. The experimental approach 
was not designed to substantiate unequoviably similarities 
or differences between normal and transformed tissues by 
spin label techniques, but to examine the possible role 
of phospholipid headgroup profiles rather than fatty acid 
composition upon the modulation of membrane fluidity in a 
well defined malignant and benign cell system in vitro. 
11 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I. Structure of the Plasma Membrane 
A. Bilayer Structure and Component Motions 
Presently, there is no remarkable model that 
accurately encompasses molecular experimental data and 
hypotheses into a generalized system truly representative 
of all types of membrane structure and function in neo-
plasia. Rather than review all the previously proposed 
membrane models, it is more appropriate to consider the 
basic mosaic models with regard to lipid and protein 
organization. A single model', therefore, cannot be 
exclusively applied to all membranes, to all membrane 
components, or to all giveri states of a particular mem-
brane system, even though some degrees of similarity 
may exist among different membranes. 
The fundamental structure of the mosaic models 
is based on the pauci-molecular model of Danielli-
Davson (1935). This model was proposed as a conse-
quence of the characteristics of lipid films (Gorter and 
Grendal, 1925; Danielli and Harvey, 1935). Biological 
membranes were considered to consist of bilayered 
phosphatides positioned with the polar lipid headgroup of 
the phospholipids oriented at the membrane surface and 
the hydrocarbon chains forming an internal apolar 
region. Membrane ·proteins located at the polar 
12 
surface interacted with the 'lipid components through 
ionic or hydrogen bonding. Further refinement of mem-
brane ultrastructure observed in electron micrographs 
advanced the "unit membrane" model (Robertson, 1959). 
The design implied that the non-lipid components may 
be asymmetrically distributed across the membrane with 
the hydrophilic proteins on the external surface 
forming extended a pleated sheets. For a number of 
reasons, most particularly the inconsi~tencies of assum-
ing the basic structure of myelin for more complex 
membrane systems, the Danielli-Davson model or "unit 
membrane" hypothesis was considered an oversimplifica-
tion of biomembrane structure. Lipids in this model are 
arranged as a closely packed phospholipid bilayer po-
ssessing rigid, fully extended hydrocarbon chains. The 
fatty acid acyl side chains, however, are more likely 
to be disordered, due to entropy, and probably approach 
the same type of state as observed for liquid hydro-
carbons. Phospholipids are not necessarily densely 
packed filling every available space, but rather, their 
surface area per lipid molecule in a biomembrane is less 
than that of a closely packed array. Since the phospho-
lipids are not tightly packed, it is possible for apolar 
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regions of proteins to pene~rate the bilayer. The proteins 
associated with lipid components that require ionic bond-
ing as suggested in the "unit membrane" model have led to 
numerous proposals regarding the structure of lipid 
biomembranes (Sjostrand, 1963; Benson, 1966; Green 
et al., 1967). Based upon the hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
--
regions of the lipid and protein components as well as 
the asymmetric distribution of phospholipids, membrane 
proteins, glycolipids, and glycoproteins, the bilayer it-
self is asymmetric. The bilayer form of the basic bio-
membrane structure has been confirmed by X-ray diffrac-
tion studies (Blasie and.Worthington, 1969, Engelman, 1970; 
Blaurock, 1971; Wilkins et al., 1971), nuclear magnetic 
(Glaser et al., 1970; Chan et al., 197.J.; Lee~ al., 1972), 
electron spin resonance (Hubbell and McConnell, 1968; 
Keith~ al., 1968; McConnell and McFarland, 1970;Tourtel-
lotte ~ al., 1970; Hubbell and McConnell, 1971; Jost et 
al., 1971; Kornberg and McConnell, 197la, 197lb; Scan-
della et al., 1972), and differential scanning calor-
imetry studies (Steim et al., 1969; Reinert and Steim, 
1970; Papahadjopoulos and Kimelberg, 1973; Chapman 
~ al., 1974). Although an asymmetric bilayer con-
figuration is applicable to myelin membranes, myco-
plasma plasma membranes, and erythrocyte ghosts, 
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there is evidence that the bilayer can be discontinuous, 
and in some cases (erythrocytes) , it can be penetrated 
by membrane proteins which extend through the bilayer 
structure. In some cases it has been shown that hi-
layers are stabilized by the presence of cholesterol. 
In order to compensate for the inadequacies 
present in the Danielli-Davson pauci-molecular model, 
several modified mosaic models were proposed (Singer, 
1971; Vanderkooi and Green, 1970; Wallach, 1975). 
Lipid-protein interactions neglected in the pauci-
molecular membrane model have been incorporated into 
a generalized mosaic structure by Nathanson (Nathanson, 
1904). Parpart and Ballentine (1952) attempted to in-
tegrate erythrocyte proteins into the bilayer membrane 
by proposing a protein continum with 50 R cylindrical 
lipid plugs. These channels span the width of the bi-
layer with the headgroups of the amphipathic lipids 
oriented towards the hydrated walls so as to form 
apolar channels. This model unfortunately does not 
account for lipid-protein interactions, phospholipid 
behavior, and two-dimensional spatial encoding of 
information. The mosaic models are an attempt to in-
tegrate membrane structure with function by accounting 
for stable cell surface patterns in which the disposi-
tion of membrane components is ordered to allow for 
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array encoding of mole.cular recognition sites. Struc-
tural variety seeri in many of· the mosaic models is based 
upon the following corisidera.tions. 1) The mosaic models 
should possess a lower free ·energy or greater thermo-
dynamic stability than the Danielli-Davson structure, and 
this is based solely on the thermodynamics or reactions 
between hydrophobic and hyrdrophilic areas of soluble 
membrane proteins (Singer, 1971). 2) The majority of 
membrane protein is in an a-helical conformation in 
contrast to a a-pleated sheet. 3) Phospholipids are 
partially accessible to enzymatic degradation in intact 
preparations. 4) There is a paucity of protein binding 
on the lipid polar headgroups (Glasser et al., 1970). Be-
cause of the large variability in the proportions of mem-
brane protein and lipid as well as the complexities in 
lipid and protein interactions, membrane models have 
attempted to address membrane structure rather than 
function. 
Biomembranes constitute a barrier that separates 
two metabolically and physio-chemically dissimilar domains. 
They are a plastic, condensed, noncovalently bonded array 
of diverse proteins and lipids that possess an unlimited 
number of two dimensional aggregates. Functionally, 
biomembranes should possess an asymmetrical arrangement 
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since opposing sides ·face dif.ferent environments. In vivo 
--
and in vitro genetic influences may result in different 
membrane contents (Wallach ·and Winzler, 1974), and fatty 
acid acyl side chain composition changes corresponding to 
variations in cell cycle, age, and serum concentration. 
Many of the problems that plague some mosaic 
models involve protein-lipid interactions and lateral and 
transverse diffusion of proteins in the plane of the bi-
layer. Apolar protein-lipid interactions thermodynam-
ically require that portions of membrane proteins, rather 
than the apolar side chains alone, penetrate through or 
are in association with the hydrophobic membrane core 
(Wallach and Winzler, 1974). The peptide bond itself is 
hydrophilic (Nozakiand Tanford, 1971; Tanford, 1972), 
and it would be thermodynamically improbable that peptide 
bonds could exist in an hydrophobic environment without 
the expenditure of a large amount of energy. Because 
there are restrictions on protein conformation within an 
apolar environment, the majority of membrane protein tends 
toward a helical conformation. The fatty acid side chains, 
as a consequence, must be arranged to maximally interact 
in the plane of the bilayer with the hydrophobic amino 
acids which protrude from the protein core. This 
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arrangement would allow sp~cial interactions between pro-
tein and lipid adjacent to one another as in the case of 
synaptic discs where extensive ·penetration of the bilayer 
by the protein occurs (Zampighi and Robertson, 1973). 
Physical studies upon the disposition of pro-
teins in biomellibranes have led to further difficulties 
in formation generalized model of membrane structure. 
Membrane protein has been estimated to occupy at least 
one-half of the bilayer volumes (Vanderkooi and Green, 
1970; Singer, 1971). Surface pressure measurements on 
erythrocyte lipids in spread monolayers (Bar~ al., 
1966), however, indicate that when no protein is present, 
a bilayer would fill the space available for fatty acid 
side chain interactions with only a relatively small 
amount of compressibility. The addition of protein in 
the range of 30 - 40 volume % would pack the acyl side 
chains to such a degree that there would be maximal 
compression and minimum freedom of motion. This is in 
opposition to ESR studies (Hubbell and McConnell, 1969) 
indicating considerable fluidity for the fatty acid side 
chains in lipid-proteins dispersions. 
The problem of physical orientation of proteins 
within biomembranes is compounded by oversimplification of 
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diagrannning membrane structures. From X-ray diffraction 
data the cross-sectional area of a single phospholipid 
side chain is estimated to be 20.4 R (Luzzati, 1968); 20-
23 R 2 from the calculation of bond angles, interatomic 
distances, and van der Waals atomic radii (Pauling, 1942); 
and 20.5- 24 X 2 for spread monolayers (Baret al., 1966). 
For a phospholipid with two acyl chains at maximal com-
pression, the cross-sectional hydrocarbon area is 40 -
48 X 2 , and in hydrated bilayers, lecithin has a measured 
interfacial area in the range of 70- 87.5 ~ 2 (Bar~ al., 
1966; Small et !!·· 1966;.Luzzati, 1968; Engelman, 1969). 
This is in contrast to 37 R 2 necessary for the choline 
headgroup of lecithin. Since there is insufficient polar 
headgroup cross-sectional area to cover the hydrocarbon 
side chains, uncovered water-hydrocarbon interfaces could 
possibly exist. X-ray diffraction studies (Blaurock_, 
1972) indicate there may be considerable penetration of 
protein into lipid bilayers with a calculated lipid 
bilayer thickness of 40 R (Blaurock, 1973a, 1973b). A 
statistical thermodynamic approach by Parsegian (1967) 
further substantiates that large uncovered nonpolar areas 
are probable for egg phosphatidylcholine as compared to 
long chain saturated aliphatic acids (Parsegian, 1968) or 
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liquid paraffin mixtures. Only by forming a ninety degree 
angle between the plane of the_ glycerol polar headgroup 
with the acyl side chain could phosphatides cover the 
entire surface of a bilayer h"ydrophilicly. This arrange-
ment would be most energetically unfavorable due to the 
juxaposition of polar and apolar regions (Finean, 1961). 
The degree of protein association and penetration has 
been further substantiated by phospholipase C digestion 
on model and natural membranes (Glaser!! al., 1970). 
Protein configuration is independent to some degree of 
the structural integrity of the phospholipids as has 
. 
been determined by proton magnetic resonance measurements 
of membrane phospholipid acyl side chains after enzymatic 
digestion of membrane protein. To some degree, aliphatic 
side chains are independent of the surrounding protein, 
although some membrane bound proteins such as cytochrome 
oxidase are immobilized by a surrounding single layer of 
phospholipid (Jest~ al., 1973). 
Enzymatic digestion of the phospholipids of 
plasma membranes reveal that the polar headgroups are 
readily accessible to cleavage (Glaser et al., 1970) with 
approximately 30% being hydrolysis resistant and 
presumably tightly bound to biomembrane protein. Sub-
mitochondrial membranes, however, are totally attacked 
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by phospholipase C (Zwaal et al., 1971; Lenax ~ al., 1972) 
Erythrocyte ghosts treated with phospholipase C (Finean 
et al., 1971) showed a 50% decrease in surface area due 
--
to the hydrolysis of 70% of the phospholipids that occupy 
the surface area of the membrane. 
B. Recent Membrane Models 
The lipid globular protein mosaic model (LGPM) 
proposed by Wallach (1968; Wallach and Zahler, 1966; 
Wallach and Winzler, 1974) considers domains composed of 
protein and lipid which are assembled as tangentially 
mobile patchworks penetrating the bilayer core to varying 
degrees. In contrast to the simple bilayer, contact 
occurs between protein and lipid components in both polar 
and non-polar regions of the biomembrane. Bilayer lipids 
adjacent to membrane proteins posses a compositional and 
orientational organization that is influenced by the 
surrounding protein. The ordering influence of the pro-
tein is localized not only on the outer surface where it 
may be irregularly coiled, but also on the cytoplasmic 
face of the bilayer and within the apolar core. Penetra-
ting proteins occur mainly in a-helical rods, each con-
taining a hydrophobic face. Occurring as single rods or 
closely packed forms, the a-helical proteins are grouped 
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into subunits and penetrate the. discontinuous bilayer from 
. . . 
the inner to the outer surfaces'. a-structures' with prop-
erly oriented hydrophobic 'amino acid residues, also could 
provide regions necessary for lipid-protein interactions. 
A low protein-to-lipid ratio would allow a small pro-
portion of lipid to exist in association with the apolar 
residues of the a-chains. The hydrophobic interactions 
would be decreased due to the increasing distance of the 
remaining lipid-protein clusters. Because of the distri-
bution of the polar amino acid residues of the penetrating 
protein, fatty acid side chains would be forced to lie at 
the membrane.surface forming apolar channels. Membrane 
cholesterol, proposed to exist in clusters (Wallach~ al., 
1975), and membrane phospholipids can undergo cooperative 
transitions of state within microdomains. These phos-
pholipid microdomains are constrained and are stabilized 
by the protein across the framework of the membrane. 
Experimental evidence has verified many of the tenets 
proposed in the LGPM model. Proteins in several types 
of membranes are surrounded by shells of lipids, and 
cooperative phase transitions occur in erythrocyte and 
thymocyte plasma membranes (Jost et al., 1973; Trauble 
and Overath, 1973; Wallach et al., 1974). 
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In contrast to the tenets. of the LGPM model, 
- . . 
the fluid lipid globular p.rotein mosaic model (FLGPM) hypo-
thesized by Singer (1971; Singer and Nicolson, 1972) 
states that the conformation of membrane proteins is in-
dependent of the lipid components. Membrane lipids form 
a dynamic mosaic fluid at physiological temperature as 
a result of the fluidity of phosphatidyl hydrocarbons. 
The distribution of proteins is considered to be random 
except for short-range protein-protein interactions. Ex-
perimental evidence supports the random characteristics 
of membrane protein movement and the lateral mobility of 
other membrane components. Rhodopsin protein molecules 
exist in a random, liquid-like state in frog retinal 
receptor disc membranes (Blaise and Worthington, 1969). 
Membrane components disperse within minutes after cell 
fusion or hybridization (Frye and Edidin, 1970). Mem-
brane phospholipids are known to undergo rapid lateral 
motion as has been determined by electron spin resonance 
measurements (Kornberg and McConnell, 1971; Barnett and 
Grisham, 1972; Devaux and McConnell, 1972; Scandella et 
al., 1972; Trauble and Sackmann, 1972; Shimshik and McCon-
nell, 1973; Lee~ al., 1974), fluorescence polarization 
studies (Waggoner and Stryer, 1970; Rudy and Gilter, 1972; 
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Cogan et al. , 1973; Vanderkooi and Callis, 197 4). fluo-
rescent. eximer formation (Galla and Sackmann, 1974), and 
partitioning of hydorphobic ·radioisotope labels (Rigaud 
et al.,l972). Consequentially, individual membrane com-
--
ponents appear to undergo translational and rotational 
diffusion within the plane of the bilayer although the 
diffusion rates are dependent upon the lipid composition, 
temperature, and additional physical environmental factors. 
The rates of motion are governed by the effective cis-
cosity of the lipid matrix which approaches that of light 
machine oil (Edidin, 1974). Structural constraints may 
be present for different types of antigen and lectin 
receptors. 
The organization of some surface receptors may 
be non-random (Nicolson and Yanagimachi, 1974) but mem-
brane phospholipids can also exist in domains due to 
specific lipid-lipid interactions or the presence of 
divalent cations (Shimshik et al., 1973; Jacobson and 
Papahadjopoulos, 1975). The FLGPM model attempts to 
integrate experimental evidence of pure phospholipid 
bilayer systems with the protein transpositions occurring 
in biomembranes. This model, however, does not allow for 
stable cell surface patterns required for specific 
recognition, and does not implicate the role of 
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cholest·erol in the regulation of membrane fluidity. The 
FLGPM model may be a valid prototype of membrane structure 
for nuclear membranes and the plasma membranes of some 
prokaryotic organisms, but like the LGPM model, it is not 
applicable to all membranes in general. 
A subtle modification of the mosaic models em-
phasizes the hydrophobic packing of protein within bi-
layers to form a time-averaged continuum with long-range 
stable sequences of protein patterns. The protein crystal 
model (Vanderkooi and Green, 1970) propounds that both 
proteins and lipids, rather than either one component ex-
clusively (LGPM and FLGPM models) form the bilayer. This 
is envisioned as protein molecules floating half-submerged 
in a lipid field. Based upon the limited points of con-
tact between crystallized protein molecules, the model 
portways that membranes are assembled as a lattice of 
proteins. The spacing between protein molecules is filled 
with phosphatides oriented so that their fatty acid acyl 
side chains fit into depressions and their polar head-
groups remain on the surface. 
Changes in hydrophobic interactions could affect 
the geometrical arrangement of the membrane components by 
allowing a "break" in the structural integrity of the 
bilayer which would increase .the apolar surface area 
exposed to water. Thermodynamic considerations favor 
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a decrease in energy forcing. lipid-protein structural 
interactions, and at the same time large electrostatic 
forces exist between polar lipid headgroups, headgroups 
and polar residues of proteins, and proteins themselves. 
The protein crystal structural model was originally 
supported by the solubilities of cytochrome c-phospho-
lipid complexes in organic solvents (Das and Crane, 1964), 
salt extraction of cytochrome c and lipid depleted mito-
chondria with phospholipids (Kimelberg and Lee, 1969; 
Lenaz et al., 1969), and hydrogen ion titrations of 
halophilic bacteria (Brown, 1965). Based upon chemical 
(Vanderkooi and Green, 1970b), x-ray diffraction (Blaise 
et al., 1965, 1969; Blaurock and Wilkins, 1969), and 
electron microscopic data (Fernandez-Moran, 1962; Blaise 
and Worthington, 1969; Gras and Worthington, 1969), the 
model has been applied to retinal rod outer segments 
(Vanderkooi and Sundaralingam, 1970) and mitochondria 
devoid of cytochrome oxidase (Vanderkooi~ al., 1972). 
The protein crystal model' may only be applicable f.or 
two-dimensional arrangements such as that in the outer 
segments of retinal rods. 
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II. The Concept of Fluidity 
The concept of membrane fluidity is based on the 
thermodynamic and dynamic properties of model membranes 
composed of phospholipids, glyolipids and dispersions. 
Liposomes have been studies in relation to their fluid 
and non fluid properties: The roles of divalent ions, 
the importance of cholesterol interactions, and the ori-
entation of polar headgroups. Membrane fluidity has been 
simplistically defined as the degree of saturation/unsat-
uration of the acyl side chains present in the phospho-
lipids (Chapman and Wallach, 1968;· Oldfield and Chapman, 
1972). Membrane fluidity is influenced by both intrin-
sic and extrinsic controls. It may be extrinsically 
controlled by the level of dietary fatty acids (Linden, 
1973 a, b) in the case of E. coli auxotrophs, or the pre-
cursors of phosphatidyl polar headgroups (Schroeder !! 
al., 1976 a, b). In contrast, fluidity can be intrinsi-
cally modified by the unknown mechanisms controlling 
trans headgroup phospholipid exchange and biosynthesis 
or by the defluidizing effect of cholesterol. The focus 
of the present role of membrane fluidity in the litera-
ture has not primarily concerned itself with the molec-
ular movement of bilayer components themselves, but 
rather the suggestion that many membrane-bound enzymes of 
plasma membrane and intracellular o:rganell~s ar~ under 
the influence of membrane fluidity for enzymatic orien-
tation and catalysis. 
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A functional definition of membrane fluidity 
depends on the conformational orientation of hydrocarbon 
chains of one lipid molecule influencing the cooperative 
arrangements in neighboring chains. Biomembranes, in 
contrast to pure bilayers or liposomes, possess a micro-
heterogeneous environment in which differing constituents 
of membranes affect the importance of stabilizing hydro-
phobic interactions. For the simple case of lipid-water 
phase interactions at constant temperatures, the degree 
of fluidity is a direct reflection of the phase trans-
ition temperature of the phospha~ides. Fluidity is in-
fluenced not only on an orientational basis but also by 
the melting temperature of the fatty acyl group. 
X-ray diffraction studies (Shipley!! al., 1972) 
have verified that the fatty acyl side chains of phospho-
lipids undergoing a phase transition can exist in two 
states: a gel phase below the-transition temperature in 
which the hydrocarbon chains are rigidly packed into a 
crystalline array and a liquid crystalline phase in which 
the hydrocarbon chains are flexible, possessing movement 
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comparable to liquid paraffins. Biological membranes 
. . 
possess· the· same qualitativ~ ·characteristics as those 
exhibited by synthetic phosp:holipid dispersions above 
their fluid phase transition (Melichor ~ al., 1970; 
Seelig and Seelig, 1974; March, 1975; Davis, 1979). Bio-
membranes, however, have lipid domains partially in an 
ordered (gel) phase (Oldfield~ al., 1972; Smith~ al., 
1979). Lipids may be immobilized with proteins into 
complexes although this immobilization is not synonymous 
with order (Blaurock and Stoeckenius, 1971; Stier and 
Sackmann, 1973). 
Membrane phospholipid acyl side chains show the 
greatest motion above the gel-liquid crystalline phase 
transition. This intrinsic fluidity results from ro-
tational isomerizations about C-C bonds of the acyl hydro-
carbon chains (Hubbell and McConnell, 1971; Trauble, 1971; 
Seelig and Niederberger, 1974) (Figure 2). Below the 
transition temperature, saturated fatty acid acyl chains 
are all extended in a trans position. The chains are 
tightly and regularly packed perpendicular to the plane 
of the membrane with the hydrocarbon axes nearly parallel 
in a hexagonal lattice (McAlister et al., 1973). For 
paraffin crystals, the hydrocarbon chains become more 
widely spaced (Muller, 1932) because of chain rotations 
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FIG 1: .Dynamic rotations of phospholipids, proteins, and 
cholesterol within a lipid bilayer. A. Very fast 
rotations about c-c bands of phospholipid hydro-
carbon chains. B. Rapid lateral diffusion of 
phospholipids in the plane of the bilayer. 
C. Transverse flip-flip of phospholipids from one 
monolayer of the membrane to the opposing mono-
layer. D. Rotational diffusion of proteins. 
E. Lateral diffusion of proteins (slow with respect 
to phospholipid lateral diffusion). F. Rotation 
of boundary lipid of proteins. The lipid composi-
tion may not be asymmetric. G. Angular motion of 
steroids, such as cholesterol. (Adapted from Marsh, 
1975.) 
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A 8 
FIG 2: A. Carbon-carbon chain isomerization of lipid 
hydrocarbon chains. B. Effects of chain isomeriza-
tions in lipid bilayer blocks. The hydrocarbon 
angle in saturated changes a is 111°, and that of 
cis and trans double bands e and y respectively are 
123°. (Redrawn with adaptation from Lagaly et al. 
(1977) and Jain and Wagner (1980) .) -- --
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about their axes so that the effective rotational radius 
is increased without changing electrostatic force inter-
actions. Cooperative ·chain motions, such as betiding or 
flexing, are a result of trans conformations rotating 
about a C-C bond 120° to form a gauche configuration. 
These highly mobile C-C rotational isomers, with a life-
time on the order of 10-6 sec (Seelig and Niederberger~ 
1974) create lateral motions along the hydrocarbon axis 
(Trauble, 1972; Trauble and Eibl, 1974;· McConnell, 1975). 
The change of a single trans to a gauche configuration 
forces the acyl chain into a widened L-shaped structure. 
The effect of two gauche rotations in opposite directions 
+ -separated by an unaltered trans bond (denoted as g t g 
or g- t g+) results in a kink perpendicularly shifting 
the part of the molecule distal to the kink. Although 
the chain remains parallel to the segment before the kink, 
it is shortened by one methylene group and is laterally 
displaced about 1.5 A0 (Trauble and Haynes, 1971; Seelig 
and Niederberger, 1974; Seelig and Seelig, 1974) 
(Figure 3). The overall image of a a-coupled gauche kink 
is that of closely packed spoons with.interchain inter-
actions caused by van der Waal's attractions (Jackson, 
1976). A kink creates a vacancy for a neighborhing chain 
to kink into, and only energy from interchain repulsion 
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would be able to force the kinking of a chain into the 
. . . 
area of a non-kinked neighbor·. Macroscopically, 6-
coupled guache kinks result ·in a reduction of the "bilayer 
thickness, an increase ·in the ·area occupied by each 
molecule, and an increase in total bilayer volume (Philips 
and Chapman, 1968; White, 1970; Trauble and Haynes, 1971: 
Demel~ al., 1972; Sheetz and Chan, 1972; Nagle, 1973). 
Liposomes composed of phosphatides with identical 
fatty acid acyl groups at the 1' and 2' position on the 
glycerol backbone exhibit highly cooperative changes bet-
ween gel and liquid crystalline states. In an aqueous 
media, this phase change represents the transition from 
a solid all trans state of hydrocarbon chains to an iso-
merization with gauche-trans rotations. Thermodynamically, 
the enthalpy of this transition, which occurs over a 
characteristic temperature range, is the energy required 
for forcing all the hydrocarbon chains into gauche pos-
itions, disrupting van der Waal's forces between neigh-
boring parallel chains, and breaking the organization of 
ordered solvent around polar lipid headgroups 
Kimelberg, 1977). 
The transition temperature of pure lipid phos-
pholipid bilayers is usually characterized by a large 
endothermic change with a sharp melting point (Steim 
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et al.,. 1969; Blazyk and Steim, 1972). Endothermic 
melting points can be ·detec.ted by a variety of physical 
techniques. Often, the limits of the transitions are 
detected by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) which 
detects the transition midpoint temperature (Tm) and the 
upper (T2) and lower (T1) limits of the melting phase 
(Chapman~ al., 1967, Chapman and Wallach, 1968; Papahad-
jopoulos, 1968; Steim ~ al., 1969; Phillipis et al., 1970; 
Hinz and Sturtevant, 1972). For dipalmitoylphospha-
tidylcholine (DPPC), the midpoint transition occurs at 
41°C (Phillips et al., 1970; Shimshik and McConnell, 
1973a). Above this temperat.ure the bilayer thickness is 
decreased by 6-7 A0 and the area occupied per molecule is 
increased from 48 R2 to 65-70 X2 (Phillips and Chapman, 
1968). Depending upon the degree of hydration, however, 
the midpoint (Tm) may occur in the range of 41°C to 45°C 
(Ladbrooke and Chapman, 1969; Hinz and Sturtevant, 1972; 
Chapman~ al., 1974; Jacobson and Paphadjopoulos, 1975), 
By forming small unilamellar vesicles from multi-la-
mellar vesicles (MLV liposomes), the transition tem-
perature is broadened, and the Tm is lowered by approx-
imately 3-5°C (Jacobson and Papahadjopoulos, 1975). Above 
the transition temperature for DPPC lateral compressi-
bility increases (Linden et al., 1973) along with a large 
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enthalpy change (AH=S..66 kcal mole - 1) and entropy change 
-1 - -1 . . . 
(~S=27.6 cal deg mole·) (Phillips et al., 1969). 
In the fully hydrated state, the transition melting 
temperature of a pure phospholipid bilayer depends upon 
the length of the lipid hydrocarbon chains, the degree of 
unsaturation, the chemical structure of the polar head-
group, the presence of divalent ions, and the placement 
of cis or trans double bonds (Chapman~ al., 1967; 
Gaffney and McConnell, 1974; Jacobson and Papahad-
jopoulos, 1975; Papahadajopoulos ~ al., 1976a). Satu-
ration of the fatty acid side chain increased the T with 
m 
increasing chain length while unsaturated chains corres-
pondingly lower the Tm. Cis C-C bonds are common in iso-
merizations of unsaturated chains, and these lower the 
Tm by placing a permanent kink in the chain which inter-
feres with regular trans or gauche isomerizations. The 
difference in the Tm between dioleoylphosphatidylcholine 
(DOPC; 18:2) and distearylphosphatidylcholine (DSPC; 18:0) 
illustrates a decrease in Tm with desaturation (-22°C for 
DOPC contrasted to 58° C for DSPC) (Phillips!! al., 1972). 
Because trans-unsaturated hydrocarbon chains (vaccenic 
acid (18:1 n-7), for example) (Lehninger, 1970) are rare, 
naturally occurring phospholipids are expected to possess 
a decreased T . In the case of naturally occurring 
.m 
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phospholipids, however, an unsaturated hydrocarbon chain 
prdominantly occupies the 2 •: .position; whereas, the 1' 
position is usually occupied by a fully saturated acyl 
chain. 
Headgroups play a major role in influencing the 
melting temperature of a particular lipid (Figure 4). For 
example, replacement of choline in dimyristolyphosphatid-
ylcholine (DMPC) with ethanolamine (forming di-
myristolyphosphatidylethanolamine (DMPE) increases the Tm 
from 23°C to 48°C (Oldfield and Chapman, 1972; Chapman et 
al., 1974; Van Dijck et al., 1976). Removal of the choline 
moiety from DMPC resulting in dimyristolyphosphatidyl-
glycerol has little effect upon the transition temperature 
(Kimelberg and Papahadjopoulos, 1974; Jacobson and Papa-
hadjopoulos, 1975). Generally, distances between head-
groups increase with increasing acyl desaturation, re-
sulting in weaker intra-molecular headgroup interactions 
and diminished melting temperature effects '(Yeagle, 1978). 
Accordingly, headgroup conformation may change during a 
phase transition. Above the melting temperature, egg 
phosphatidylcholine (egg PC) (with an average of 1-2 
double bonds per hydrocarbon molecule) and DMPC have the 
same conformation (Yeagle et al., 1977). This is observed 
with X-ray diffraction techniques (Lesslaur et al., 1972), 
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and one is able to conclude ·.that the phosphate_ group of 
. - . . 
PC and the N-methyl group of· DPPC exist in the same plane 
above and below the phase transition temperature. 
Naturally occurring phosphatides, as constrasted 
to nonideal mixtures of fatty acids from synthetic sources, 
exhibit; lo~er melting temp~ratures· with a broad endother-
mic melting range, possibly due to the microheterogenity 
of the lipids (Wallach, 1975). Egg PC consisting of 34% 
16:0, 20% 18:1, and 11.2% 18:2 hydrocarbon chains 
(Papahadjopoulos and Miller, 1967) shows a Tm of -5°C; 
whereas, beef brain phosphatidylserine (PS) consisting of 
49% 18:0, 37% 18:1, and 4% each of 20:1, 20:4, and 22:6 
acyl groups (Papahadjopoulos and Miller, 1967) melts from 
5-20°C (Kimelberg and Papahadjopoulos, 1974) or from 
0-12°C (Jacobson and Papahadjopoulos, 1975). 
The behavior of natural membranes composed of 
various proportions of lipid components in aqueous envi-
ronments exemplifies a more complicated phase organiz-
ation. Binary mixtures yield either two endothermic or 
two exothermic deflections at temperatures shifted from 
the melting temperatures of either of the pure components. 
This decrease in the transition temperature and the broad-
ening of its range, is a consequence of the coexistence of 
fluid and solid (liquid crystalline and gel) phases 
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FIG 4: Effect of transition temperature and phase 
·aggregation. A. Above the transition temperature 
all the lipids exist in a fluid state, and 
proteins are free to diffuse laterally in the 
membrane plane. B. The membrane is depicted at 
a temperature between the fluid and gel phases. 
Several lipids have begun the phase transition to 
a rigid gel state (straight tails) whereas others 
exist in the fluid liquid crystalline state (wavy 
tails) . Proteins are excluded from regions of 
rigid lipids into aggregates. c. The membranes in 
the gel state where all lipid is rigid and proteins 
are maximally aggregated. (Adapted from Linden and 
Fox, 1975.) 
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(Phillips !:£ al., 1972) (Figure 5). Domains with differ-
ent phase separations result ~in either complete .solid and 
fluid miscibility in lipids. of· similar structures (Shim-
shik and McConnell, 1973a, b; Grant et al., 1974, Wu and 
McConnel, 1974; McConnell, 1975b) or complete fluid phase 
miscibility with solid phase immiscibility (McConnell, 
1975b). A phase diagram of this type of mixture 
shows a lower transition temperature (T1) at the start 
of unequal melting and a lateral phase spearation 
(solidus curve characteristics). This is compared to the 
liquidus or fluidus portion of a phase curve which repre-
sents the terminal melting of both fluid and solid phases. 
Broad intermediate phase transitions may be the result of 
differing headgroups as is the case for DMPC and DMPE com-
plexes (Phillips~ al., 1970, 1972; Chapman~ al., 1974). 
Intemediate fluidity is also observed in binary mixtures 
of phospholipids with identical headgroups, where the 
saturated acyl side chains differ by two methylene 
groups (Phillips~ al., 1972). Homogeneous saturated 
acyl side chains situated on headgroups possessing a 
net negative charge and heterogeneous fatty acid acyl 
side chains with charged or neutral headgroups addi-
tionally enhibit broad, discrete, intermediate phase 
transitions (Ladbrooke and Chapman, 1969; Chapman 
et al., 1974; Kimelberg and Papahadjopoulos, 1974; 
papahadjopoulos et al., 1974; Jacobson and Papahadjop-
oulos, 1975). 
Macroscopic evidence for the organization of 
solid, fluid, and intermediate lateral phase domains 
exists for a large variety of pure lipid binary mix-
tures as well as for heterogeneous biomembranes. 
This data has been obtained from freeze-fracture 
electron micrographs and X-ray diffraction studies. 
"Banded" linear repeating ridges that indicate the 
presence of solid phases (Vervegaert et al., 1972; 
1973; Shimshik et al., 1973) are observed in freeze-
cleaved phospholipid bilayers ._ The banded spacings 
are characteristic of the phosphatidal fatty acid 
components (Verkleij et al., 1972) and indicate the 
large intramolecular cohesive forces which enable 
the phospholipids to migrate rapidly within the bi-
layer plane. Fluid regions, on the other hand, are 
visualized by smooth appearing surfaces (Pinto daSilva 
and Branton, 1972; Ververgaert et al., 1973; Chen and 
Hubbell, 1973; Shimshik et al., 1973; Grant et al., 
1974; Kleemann et al., 1974; Verkleij et al., 1974). 
X-ray diffraction studies (Engleman, 1970, 1971; 
Esfahani et al., 1971; Levine and Wilkins, 1971; 
Wilkins et al., 1972) have shown that the frozen and 
fluid hydrocarbon chains possess diffraction bands 
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at 4.2 R and 4.6 X, res-pectively. Similar properties 
of binary lipid mixtures. -are ·seen by. examining molecular 
details of the thermotropic phase transitions. 
The spin label TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiper-
idinyl-1-oxyl) is slightly soluble in fluid hydrocarbon 
and relatively insolub.le in crystalline phases (Hubbell 
and McConnel, 1968). Due to. the probe's enhanced par-
titioning into fluid lipids, an analysis of the spectral 
parameters (splittering of the high field hyperfine line) 
indicates the proportion of TEMPO in the hydrocarbon 
phase to the total probe present in both the apolar and 
aqueous phases. Changes in the spectral heights reflect 
changes in the partition coefficient of TEMPO and can be 
used to quantitate the amounts of lipid in solid and 
fluid domains. Construction of phase diagrams with the 
TEMPO partitioning function plotted against temperature 
indicate the occurrence of any discontinuities over a 
0 1-2 C range. Characteristic phase transitions agree with 
the Tm's determined by DSC (Phillips et al., 1968, 1970). 
The rate of exchange frequency of the lateral phase sep-
arations measured by TEMPO partitioning is greater than 
107 -1 0 sec at 30 C, accounting for the rapid kinetics of 
melting and £reezing (Dupont et al., 1972; McConnell 
~ al., 1972). 
Transition temperatures and endothermic gel+ 
- . 
liquid crystal transition are ·influenced by the degree 
of hydration (Chapman et al., 1967). Approximately 10 
moles of water are bound per mole of phosphatidylcho-
line which is unable to crystallize at 0°C (Williams 
and Chapman, 1970). Overall, the hydrat~on of the 
polar headgroups results in a lowering of the transi-
tion temperature by highly cooperative phase changes 
(Lippert and Peticolas, 1971; Chapman et al., 1967; 
Veksli et al., 1969). 
Associated with the thermodynamics of the gel-
liquid crystalline transition temperature and its mo-
lecular basis in the orientations ·and isomerizations of 
the c-c bonds of the phosphatidyl hydrocarbon chains, 
is the presence or absence of cholesterol within the 
bilayer (Figure 6). The role of cholesterol in bio-
membranes is one of a modulator since cholesterol is 
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able to directly influence chain-chain interactions and 
thereby affect the enthaply of transition. In the 
phospholipid bilayer the steroid is oriented so the 3'-S-
hydroxy group is placed in the region of the polar head-
groups and the remaining hydrophobic portion of the 
molecule is parallel to the phospholipid chains 
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FIG 5: Molecular shapes and fluidity. A. Phospholipids 
with identical fatty acid composition, but with 
phosphatides possessing large and small headgroups, 
left and right respectively. B. Phospholipids 
with identical headgroup composition, but varying 
acyl side chain composition. Cholesterol, center, 
preserves the copacking as lipids with differing 
geometries in stable bilayers. (Adapted from 
Wieslander et al., 1980.} 
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(Chapman, 1?68; Rand and Luzzati, 1?68). In the. gel state, 
- . - . 
hydrocarbon chains in the presence of choles.terol tend to 
favor a fluid state in contrast to the transition temp-
erature in which the sterol molecules defluidize the acyl 
chains (Oldfield et al., 1972; Demel and DeKruyff, 1976). 
If the concentration of cholesterol is increased up to 
30 mole %, the phosphatidal acyl chains assume a more dis-
ordered state than that below the transition temperature. 
Cholesterol, therefore, condenses the average area per 
molecule causing an ordering of the hydrocarbon C-C-rota-
tions of fluid bilayers. Cholesterol induces a degree of 
"intermediate" fluidity so that at all temperatures the 
cooperativity of the acyl side chains are either in-
creased or reduced depending upon the physical structure 
(Chapman, 1968; Ladbrooke ~ al., 1968; Oldfield and 
Chapman, 1972). 
Under freeze fracture electron microscopy, the 
regular banded regions thought to be solid lipid domains 
in binary pure lipid mixtures are not apparent (Verkleij 
et al., 1974; Kleemann and McConnell, 1976). DMPC-chol-
esterol vesicles below the phase transition at 10 mole % 
sterol (15°C) indicate the existence of two particle 
phases: a particle-rich and a particle-poor phase. 
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String-like arrays are induced below the T when the chol-
.. . . . ... m . . . . 
esterol concentration is doubled (20 mole%). This is 
contrasted with the lack of mobility for particles in 
pure DMPC vesicles (Kleemann and McConnell, 19i6). 
Within liposomes composed of a single species of phos-
pholipid, the distribution of cholesterol is random. 
This is apparent below the phase transition tempera-
ture through disappearance of the string-like arrays or 
bands (increase in smooth fracture faces) (Verkley 
et al., 1972). 
X-ray diffraction data indicate that choles-
terol, up to 7.5 mole%, increases the thickness of the 
water layer of hydration in DPCC from 9 X to 27.5 X. 
This modifieation as seen by freeze-cleavage techniques 
is also supported by X-ray scattering experiments 
(Shechten ~ al., 1972; Tradieu et al., 1973; Haest!! al., 
1974). 0 Sharp angle spacings (4.2 A, characteristic of 
crystalline paraffin chains) increase with the addition of 
cholesterol to 4.45 X diffuse spacings. Fluidization 
of the acyl chains by cholesterol occurs with 7.5 to 
50 mole% of cholesterol (Ladbrooke et al., 1968). 
Lateral motions of the chains are also increased, with 
a constant thickness of the hydration layer. Addi-
tionally, the water binding capacity of egg PC is only 
slightly affected by the addition of ch~l~s·~~rol to 
disp·ersions (Lundberg, 1974). Bilayer thickness in 
fluid systems may be increas.ed at low sterol concen-
trations (Johnson, 1973; Neviman and Huang, 1975) from 
39 X to 42 ~(Levine and Wilkens, 1971). At inter-
mediate cholesterol concentrations, the cooperativity 
of the gel+liquid crystalline phase transition is re-
duced (Trauble, 1977) as has been determined by laser 
Raman studies of phosphatidylcholine-sterol bilayers 
(Lippert and Peticolas, 1971). 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies 
have established the basis for the effects of choles-
terol within bilayers. Increasing amounts of choles-
terol above 20 mole % cause a l9wering 9f the trans-
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ition temperature and a decrease in the heat of transition 
(Ladbrooke et al., 1968). Increasing the sterol con-
centration above 20 mole % decreases the T1 melting tem-
perature along with the increasing the final melting tem-
perature T2 , thereby broadening the overall phase diagram. 
At high cholesterol concentrations (in the range of 50 
mole%), the endothermic transition temperature appears 
to be completely abolished although laser Raman vibra-
tional spectra indicate that the gel+liquid crystalline 
transition does exist. 
In sunnnary, cholesterol has a buffering effect upon the 
. . - . . 
endothermic phase transition where the chains are more 
mobile 'below the transition .temperature in the presence 
. ' . 
of a sterol. The inveise is also true: in the pres-
ence of sterol, the acyl chains are less mobile above 
the Tm. Due to the size and irregular surface of the 
steroid ring, hydrocarbon chains with their small 
cross-sectional area are prevented from flexing above 
the Tm (Phillips and Finer, 1974). Hydrocarbon chains 
also exhibit all trans-perpendicular packings in the 
gel phase. The effects of cholesterol, observable by 
DSC methods, are not only limited to choline phospha-
tides but have also been demonstrated for sphingomyelin 
and cerebrosides (Oldfield and Chapman, 1972). 
Cholesterol's influence on molecular motions, 
isomerizations, and rotations can additionally be 
determined by magnetic resonance of naturally occurring 
isotopes (la, 2H, 31P, 13c, 15N, 15NMR), specifically 
labeled deuterium NMR (DNMR) biomembranes, or pure 
phospholipid bilayers. For example, 1H NMR and 13c NMR 
provide evidence of reductions in chain mobilities for 
egg PC dispersions by cholesterol (Keough et al., 1973 
Darke et al., 1972; ~ee et al., 1971). Spectral 
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signals -are broadened in equimolar mixtur~s- of choles-
terol and sphingomyelin choles.terol and phosp·hatidyl-
choline in high resolution proton NMR at 220 MHz 
(Oldfield and Chapman, 1972}. Above transition temper-
ature the hydrocarbon chains in the presence of choles-
terol are inflexible and is consistent with results ob-
tained for equimolar cerebroside and cholesterol dis-
persions (Oldfield and Chapman, 1972). Intermediate 
order-disorder phases are relatively temperature insen-
sensitive from 20°C to 60°C to DPPC-cholesterol disper-
sions (Drake!! al., 1971). Deuterium NMR, which gives 
rise to well-defined splittings for specifically deu-
terated phosphatides, shows that with the addition of 
cholesterol (1:1 molar ratio) to pure bilayers of di-
perdeuteromyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DDMPC), the 
rotations of the acyl side chains are restricted 
(Oldfield et al., 1971). As expected, the irregular 
steroid ring does not penetrate to the apolar ends 
of the hydrocarbon chains where it could affect the mo-
tion of the hydrocarbon chains to a great extent (Drake 
~ al., 1971; Hubbell and McConnell, 1971). Both in-
tact chains (Ladbrooke and Chapman, 1969; Dekruyff 
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et gl. ,. 1972 and S-hydroxyl groups are require.d .for 
......- . . . 
steroid interactions with lipid hydrocarbon chains 
and this has been confirmed by ESR studies (Hsia et al., 
1972; Hsia and Boggs, 1972).. Viscous sites exist for 
phospholipid-cholesterol complexes above the transi-
tion temperature of the phospholipids (Chapman, 1975). 
The binding of cholesterol to a phospholipid molecule 
with the lowest transition temperature in a binary mix-
ture implies that cholesterol may selectively bind to 
protein localized in only fluid regions '(Dekruijff!! al., 
1974). X-ray diffraction and DSC measurements support the 
existence of nonrandom domains where cholesterol has 
selectively been bound to proteins (Engelman and Rothman, 
1972; Hinz and Sturtevant, 1972; Verkley et al., 1974). 
Cooling of DDMPC-cholesterol complexes below the Tm 
results in a slight decrease in the mobility of deu-
terium-labeled hydrocarbon chains along with an in-
crease of the average time distributions of rotations. 
The hydrocarbon chain of cholesterol itself exhibits 
considerable rotational movement detectable in DDMPC 
mixtures by 2H NMR (Kroon!! al., 1975). 
Cholesterol's effect on the fluidity profile 
determined by electron spin resonance (ESR) tech-
niques on phospholipids (egg PC-cholesterol, 2:1 molar 
ratio) and other lipid classes (Oldfield and Chapman, 
1971) indicates that the first eight carbon atoms 
adjacent to the bilayer surface are held rather rig-
idly (Hubbell and McConnell, 1971). Hydrocarbon mo-
tions increase with an increased probability of gauche 
transitions for the remaining methylene atoms moving 
towards the end of the chain and the center of the 
bilayer (Chan et al., 1972; Tiddy, 1972). The orien-
tation of the bulky steroid. ring restricts the motion 
of the first eight methylene groups of the phospha-
tidyl acyl side chain, possibly due to the creation 
of molecular "cavities." There is little effect by 
the flexible hydrocarbon chain on cholesterol to im-
mobilize the remaining phosphatide methylene carbons 
(Rothman and Engelman, 1972; Schrier-Mucillo et al., 
1973). In summary, the condensing effect of choles-
terol is restricted to a specific hydrocarbon sec-
tion of a phosphatide molecule. The motion of the 
third and eleventh carbons of oleic acid in stearoyl-
oleoylphosphatidylcholine detected by NMR is margin-
ally decreased or unaffected by the addition of cho-
lesterol although the rotational mobility of the 
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fourt.eenth carbon of stearoyllinoleoylphosphatidyl cho-
line is increased (Stoffel .et ·al. , 1974) . 
In both the gel and liquid crystalline states 
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the mobility of fatty acid side chains near polar 
headgroups are similar. Neither 31P-NMR nor 2H-NMR 
detect any significant effect of cholesterol on head-
group orientations (Stockton et al., 1974; Cullis ~ !1·· 
1975). 
Both steroid molecules as well as phospho-
lipid molecules tumble about their axes at very fast 
rates (McC~nnell and Gaffney, 1970). Using the spin 
label 4-(2'-(N-oxyl-4' ,4'-dimethyl oxazolidine)] -
stearate where the nitroxide group is positioned 4 
methylene groups from the polar end, the mobility at 
the distal end of the hydrocarbon chains is different 
in DPCC cholesterol dispersions in the gel and liquid 
crystalline states (Oldfield and Chapman, 1971). 
Qualitatively, line shape differences are observed for 
DMPC-cholesterol dispersions and egg PC-cholesterol mix-
tures using a paramagnetic spin label located twelve 
methylene groups from the polar carboxyl end. The egg PC-
cholesterol dispersion exhibits an isothermal increase in 
fluidity as compared to DMPC-cholesterol mixtures. In-
creasing the concentration of cholesterol causes an 
observable fluidization of the DMPC-based mixture and 
a corresponding ordering of the egg phosphatidylcho-
line system. With the incorporation of a spin labeled 
cholestane molecule in egg PC vesicles, increasing 
amounts of added cholesterol increased the order 
(Hsia et al., 1971). It has been shown that a more 
parallel (Hemminga, 1975) and perpendicular packing 
of the fluid fatty acid side chains is produced with 
the addition of cholesterol (Butler, 1970; Hsia et al., 
1970) • 
Exogenous factors, such as the rapid rever-
sible binding of divalent cations (especially ca2+ 
or Mg 2+> , are able to modulate membrane fluidity by 
affecting the surface charge of the bilayer. This 
modification is generally localized to the polar 
headgroup region of the bilayer or superficially ex-
posed hydrocarbons that are separated by steroid 
spacers in cholesterol-lipid disper.sions (Abrahamsson 
et al., 1977). The effect of metallic cations are 
generally observed with phospholipid headgroups 
having a net negative charge in contrast to zwitter-
ionic phosphatides such as phosphatidylcholine. 
Ca 2+ ions destabilize spherical phosphatidylglycer-
ol-phosphatidylcholine liposomal bilayers and in-
duce a highly organized cylindrical lamellae 
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structure (van bijck et al., 1978). In concentrations 
greater than 1 mM, they abolish the characteristic 
transition temperature of phosphatidylserine (PS) and 
phosphatidylglycerol (PG) dispersions (Jacobson and 
Papahadjopoulos, 1975). Concentrations of ca2+ in 
the 2 mM-10 mM range cause the phase transition of 
PS-PC bilayers to separate into two phases: a solid 
PS domain, with chelating ca2+ bridges, and a more 
fluid PC phase (Ohnishi and Ito, 1973, 1974; Galla 
and Sackmann, 1975}. Physical methods have further 
substatiated the evidence of solid fatty acid domains 
induced by divalent salts (Papahadjopoulos ~ al., 
1974; Jacobson and Papahadjopoulos, 1975; Papahad-
jopoulos and Poste, 1975}. This same effect is ob-
served in eggphosphatidylcholine-phosphatidic acid 
dispersions (Ito and Ohnishi, 1974) but not when 
charged phospholipids such as dipalmitoylphosphati-
dylglyerol (DPPG} or phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) 
are substituted for PC. Discrepancies caused by 
differences in the headgroup structure, incongruities 
in the miscibility properties of the phosphatide hy-
drocarbon chains, or dissimilarities in the head-
group ionization pH could explain the disappearance 
of phase separations with an increase in the transi-
tion temperature (e.g., DLPG:DLPC or DMPG:DMPC 
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dispersions) (VerkleiJ et al.,.-1974; Van Dijck et al., 
1975). It is estimated .that :one ca2+ molecule for 
every two charged phosp:holipid molecules is able to 
force the lipid into a highly packed configuration 
(Verkleij ~ !.!_. , 1974 ;. Van Dij ck et al. , 1975). 
Mg 2+. ions are one tenth as effective as ca2+ cations 
and appear to form less stable bridges. Binding is ac-
companied by an increase in the transition temperature 
(by 10-20° C) of beef brain phosphatidylserine and 
DMPG vesicles (Kimelberg and Papahadjopoulos, 1974; 
Trauble and Eibl, 1974; Verkleij et al., 1974; Jacobson 
and Papahadjopoulos, 1975; Papahadjopoulos, 1976b). 
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Heavy metal ions, for example UO~+, significantly in-
creases the transition temperature of anionic phosphatides 
(Chapman~ al., 1974). 
The effects of Ca2+ and Mg2+ on fluidity are 
variable. Doubling the concentration of ca2+ from 2 mM 
to 4 mM causes a decrease in the ESR order parameter 
(Saurebauer ~ al., 1977). The increased charge on the 
polar headgroup is strongly dependent upon the geometry 
of the polar region (Van Dijck ~ al., 1978), and there-
pulsion between neighboring headgroups has been suggested 
to account for the increase in hydrocarbon chain mobilities 
(Trauble and Eibl, 1974). ca2+-induced complexing 
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has beeri implicated in nerve .conduction and most promi-
nently in cell surface ·adhes·ion where ca2+ ions chelate 
to surfaces (Ohnishi and Ito.,· 1974). Monovalent ions in 
the suspending buffer of phospholipid dispersions and in 
biomembrane systems can interfere with modulation of mem-
brane fluidity. Phase transitions can be induced isother-
mally by altering ~he pH (Tra~ble and Eibl, 1974; 
Jacobson and Papahadjopoulos, 1975): for DPMA (dipal-
mitoylphosphatidic acid) the Tm is decreased from 67° C 
to 58° C when the pH is increased from 6.5 to 9.1, re-
spectively. This effect has been postulated to be the 
. 
result of a change from negative charge to complete ion-
ization at a basic pH of the phospholipid headgroup 
(Jacobson and Papahadjopoulos, 1975; Van Dijck, 1978). 
Deprotonation of phosphatidyelthanolamine results in 
a decreased transition temperature (Eibl, 1977; Eibl 
and Wooley, 1979). Pretransitions occur in phospha-
tidylcholine (Chapman~ al., 1967), phosphatidic 
acid (Harlos ~ al., 1979), and phosphatidylglycerol 
dispersions (Watts~ al., 1978). These pretransi-
tions, as is the case for 1,2 dihexyl-decylphospha-
tidylethanolamine, are dependent upon the ionic 
charge of the headgroup. This structural analogue 
to dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE) is 
used to circumvent the ester hydorlysis of 
diacylphosphatidylethanolamines at high pH and has been 
applied in the study of ionic strength endothermic 
phase transitions of phosphatides (Eibl and Blume, 
1979; Harlos et al., 1979; Jahnig!! al., 1979; Blume 
and Eibl, 1980}. With NaCl concentrations of 0.75 M 
to 1.5 M at pH>l3, the polar headgroup is deprotonated 
and possesses one net negative charge per molecule. 
under. these conditions, a pre-transition always occurs 
before the main transition temperature indicated by 
DSC analysis (Sturnpel et al., 1980}. 
III. Membrane Hydrocarbon Flexibility Gradients 
Theoretical models have been proposed 
(Marcelja, 1974; Scott, 1974; Jacobs et al., 1975; 
Jackson, 1976; Cotterill, 1976; Kimura and Nakano, 
1979) to account for the apparent freedom of fatty 
acid acyl side chains towards the methyl end of the 
chain and the contrasting restriction in the polar 
headgroup region. Collectively, this temperature-
dependent flexibility gradient exists not only on 
the basis of chain thermodynamics and statistics but 
also on the basis of data from electron spin reso-
nance, deuterium magnetic resonance, and fluores-
cence polarization techniques (Figure 8). The state 
of bilayer hydrocarbon chains monitored by either 
ESR or DNMR measurements is presently contradictory. 
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FIG 6: Comparison of the polavity and order gradients in 
membrane bilayers progressing from the water: 
hydrocarbon interface to the hydrophobic bilayer 
interior approximately at a 22 methylene group 
penetration depth. {From Jain and Wagner, 1980.) 
NMR techniques detect a plateau of constrained order 
up to eight methylene groups from the glycerol back-
bone; whereas, ESR order parameters perceive the ro-
tations as a biphasic increasing disorder gradient 
(Figure 9). 
Parameters of 2a NMR (deuterium magnetic res-
onance, DMR) spectra can be quantitatively analyzed 
for the deuterium order parameter, SCD' and the seg-
mental order parameter, Smol (Seelig and Seelig, 
1977). The segmental order parameter, SCD' is de-
fined by the order of a carbon-deuterium (C-D) me-
thylene bond normal to the plane of the bilayer. 
The orientation of individual c-c segments will co-
incide with the axis of the hydrocarbon chain when 
it is frozen in an all-trans configuration. This 
allows the two parameters to be related by the equa-
tion Smol = -2 SCD (Appendix I). The order parameter 
Smol provides information on the ordering of the 
chain axis and is compatible with the order parameter 
determined by electron spin resonance. S 1 relates mo 
to the average momentary angle of the chain with 
respect to the bilayer normal (S). The geometric 
configuration of the chain structure can be corre-
lated with chain geometry obviating the need for 
statistical analysis. 
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order parameters as a function of lipij hydrocarbon 
penetration length. (Redrawn from Seelig and 
Seelig, 1977.) 
Deuterium magnetic resonance is able to dif-
ferentiate between order and fluidity within a bilayer. 
2H NMR of dipalmitoyl-3-sn-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) 
where the second carbon atom of the palmitic acid 
chain is labeled with deuterium nuclei displays three 
separate signals. These arise for the observed mag-
netic resonance at approximately 30 kHz with the hy-
drocarbon chain at the 1' position on the glycerol 
backbone and at 14 kHz and 23 kHz with the acyl chain 
at the 2' position (Seelig and Seelig, 1974, 1975). 
The differences in conformation between the 1' and 
2' chains are supported by X-ray diffraction studies 
on crystalline bilayers of dilauroylphosphatidylethan-
olamine (Hitchcock et al., 1974) and DPPC-water dis-
persions (Buldt et al., 1978). Compared to the cor-
responding hydrocarbon chain at the 1' position, the 
2' chain is bent at the first segment and penetrates 
less deeply into the bilayer core. The first seg-
ment of the 2' chain is oriented essentially parallel 
to the bilayer surface (Seelig and Seelig, 1975; 
Schindler and Seelig, 1975) in contrast to the chain 
located at the 1' position which is extended perpen-
dicular to the bilayer surface. Restraint or twisting 
of one chain segment in the headgroup region affects 
the motion of other portions of the hydrocarbon 
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chains. For example, two small quadrupole splittings 
(2-3 kHz) are observed for the C-3 segment and for the 
c-10 through C-15 segments {Seelig and Seelig, 1974b). 
Fatty acid acyl side chains are, therefore, not to-
tally equivalent since identical segments of two chains 
can be positioned at slightly different distances from 
the polar headgroup-water interface and have different 
rotational movements. In all cases a z·ig-zag in the 
order parameter is present between carbons two and 
four {Seelig and Browning, 1978). 
Bilayers of DPPC (Seelig and Seelig, 1975), 
dimyristoyl-3-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) (Oldfield 
et al., 1971), dipalmitoyl-sn-phosphatidylethanola-
mine {DPPE) (Seelig and Browning, 1978), dipalmitoyl 
phosphatidyl serine {DPPS) 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (POPC) (Seelig and Seelig, 1977; 
Seelig and Waespe-Sarcevic, 1978}, and w-d3-stearic 
acid in multilamellar dispersions of egg phosphatidyl-
choline (Stockton et al., 1976) indicate that with 
the exception of the terminal 6 or 7 segments only 
a slight variation is observed in the deuterium or-
der parameter, S 1 • A constant rate of motion exists mo 
for segment conformations in the hydrocarbon chain 
towards the tenth methylene group (i.e. n = 10) after 
which there is a large increase in molecular rotations. 
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The decrease in order approaching the terminal end of 
the fatty acid acyl side chain can be correlated with 
the rotational freedom exhibited by a hydrocarbon tail 
in a less densely restricted area. Plateaus not ob-
servable on an ESR timescale may be due to a higher 
+ - - + probability of kinks (g t g or g t g ) in the polar 
headgroup region (Smith et al., 1978). The exact ef-
fect of a kink appears to return the axis of the acyl 
chain to a position approximately normal to the bi-
layer plane (or previous conformation) before the 
first disruption of configuration by a single gauche 
. 
isomerization. Specifically for POPC, the divergence 
in order profile between the fifth and ninth carbon 
atoms is a resul-t of the cis double bond stiffening 
(Seelig and Seelig, 1977). Qualitatively, the great-
est perturbations of the flexibility profile are 
caused by hydrocarbon isomerizations rather than 
negatively charged headgroups {e.g., DPPS (Seelig 
and Browning, 1978)] or protein in the bilayer 
(Dahlquist~ al., 1977). 
Cholesterol qualitatively conserves the flex-
ibility gradient detected by deuterium magnetic res-
onance. In the region of two to ten methylene car-
bons from the polar headgroups, order is constant 
and rapidly decreases toward the terminal methyl 
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group (Stockton and Smith, 1976). Cholesterol stabi-
lizes unusual conformations of steroid-hydrocarbon chain 
interactions when it is intercalaced into egg phospha-
tidylcholine bilayers. Due to the length of the ex-
0 
tended sterol acyl side chain (70 A} which is greater 
than the effective half-thickness of a phosphatidyl-
choline bilayer, the sterol hydrocarbon chain is either 
inserted into the phosphatide acyl side chains of the 
opposing monolayer or is compacted into unusual con-
figurations. Nine configurations for the sterol hy-
drocarbon chain are possible. Three, however, are 
highly improbable due to the small surface area of 
02 
the cholesterol molecule (70 A for cholesterol lino-
lenate) and the plac~ent of the hydrophobic choles-
terol acyl moiety within the polar headgroup region 
(Valic et al., 1979). The remaining configurations 
cannot affect the plateau region (determined by DMR 
order parameters) to any extent because of the con-
stant packing of inflexible steroid rings between 
hydrocarbon chains. Since the diameter of the sterol 
hydrocarbon chain is approximately one-half of the 
diameter of the ring nucleus, it may be able to pro-
duce slight constraints upon the fatty acid acyl car-
bons in the region from the tenth to eighteenth me-
thylene group (Smith et al., 1978). 2a NMR of 
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non-selectively perdeuterated cholesterol esters CYalic 
. . . 
et al. , · 19791 E!Xhibits considerably smaller (less· than 
--
one..;ha:lf) order parameters than that of corresponding 
phosphatide hydrocarbon chains. Favored conformations 
are possible in which the sterol hydrocarbon side chains 
assume a "horseshoe', configuration. The arc that is 
formed is partially similar to the geometrical calcu-
lation for a potential helical arc that could b~ 
formed by palmitic acid chains (Stockton!£ al., 1976). 
Deuterium magnetic resonance is able to dif-
ferentiate between order and fluidity of a particular 
system. For a lipid bilayer, the terms are not synon-
ymous, and there exists no well-defined relationship 
equating the two parameters. 2H NMR deflects the 
coexistence of disordered hydrocarbon chains within 
ordered bilayers. A ternary dispersion composed of 
sodium decanoate:decanol:water has an order parameter 
Smol ~ -0.6 in the constant plateau region (Seelig and 
Niederberger, 1974b; Neiderberger and Seelig, 1974) while 
the microviscosity is estimated as 0.05 poise (Schindler 
and Seelig, 1973, 1974). DPPC bilayers, however, are a 
less ordered system (Smol = 0.4-0.5), but the micro-
viscosity determined by ESR diffusion studies is in-
creased tenfold (Devaux and McConnell, 1972; Trauble 
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and Sackmann, 1973) • The lyotropic liquid crystal 
(soap) bilayer of decanol is ordered yet highly fluid in 
contrast to a DPCC bilayer which is less ordered and less 
fluid. Fluidity is therefore independent of the deu-
terium order parameter (Seelig, 1977). Other soap-like 
bilayers possess constant order only for the first nine 
to ten methylene groups (Charvolin et al., 1973; Seelig 
and Niederberger, 1974b), becoming disordered thereafter. 
Deuterium magnetic resonance indicates that constant 
order up to the tenth methylene group is a general 
characteristic of equal length saturated fatty acyl 
phosphatidyl side chains in bilayer arrangements. 
Electron spin resonance techniques using ni-
troxide-labeled derivatives of fatty acids, phospho-
lipids, and sterol molecules have provided evidence that 
the rotation of hydrocarbon chain increases as the probe 
is moved from the headgroup region toward the center of 
the lipid bilayer. Derived from the hyperfine splittings 
of experimental spectra, the ESR order parameter, 
denoted S, is a numerical value corresponding to the 
fluidity of a specific region. Unlike the NMR order 
parameters (SCD or Smol) which measure segmental motion, 
the ESR order parameter is a measure of the average 
orientation of a spin label with respect to the bilayer 
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plane. A value of S=l means that within a time frame of 
10-B sec molecular motion does not significantly change 
the orientation of the ~-orbital for the unpaired spin. 
various motions of the label have been assigned to num-
erical values of the order parameter less than unity 
(S<l.O). Spin labels undergoing isotropic motion can be 
used to measure rotational correlation times in the range 
of 10-7 to 10-9 seconds {McCally et al., 1972; Shimshick 
and McConnell, 1972). Anistropic motion, exemplified by 
rotating spin labels in biomembranes, produces a time-
averaged spectra which is the ESR order parameter 
{Seelig, 1970; Hubbell and McConnell, 1971). ESR and 
NMR are sensitive to molecular motions on a time scale of 
10-8 seconds and 10-s seconds, respectively. The ESR 
spectra arising from spin labels are a composite of com-
plex dipole-dipole, spin-exchange, and polarity inter-
actions. Qualitative and quantitative hyperfine split-
tings observed in the spectra are motion dependent 
(Hamilton and McConnell, 1968; McConnell and McFarland, 
1970; Hubbell and McConnell, 1971; Shimshick and 
McConnell, 1972; McCalley ·et al., 1972}, and concen-
tration dependent (DeVaux and McConnell, 1972; Kornberg 
and McConnell, 1971). 
Model bilayers probed with spin labels at 
varying positions on the acyl chains CWaggoner 
et al., 1969; Hubbell and McConnell, 1971) can accu-
--
rately sense the average mobilities of phosphatide hy-
drocarbon side chains. The freedom of motion for phos-
pholipid or fatty acid spin labels increases with in-
creasing distance from the polar carboxyl group and 
corresponds to variations within the interior of the 
bilayer. Incorporated into smetic liquid crystals 
(Seelig, 1970) or phosphatide dispersions (Hubbell and 
McConnell, 1971), the doxyl derivatives of fatty acid 
hydrocarbon chains with the spin label at a specific 
position on the backbone contain an unpaired electron 
in a ~ oribital situated on the oxazolidine ring R 
which is parallel to the backbone of the hydrocarbon 
chain. The rotation of the nitroxide group then 
mirrors the rotation and flexibility of the surrounding 
hydrocarbon chains. As the distance between the label 
and the polar carboxyl group increases, the amplitude 
of motions of spin labeled fatty acids increases, and 
this may be expressed as a linear decrease in log s 
with increasing number (n) of methylene groups sep-
arating the label and the polar group. The profile 
of increasing motion with increasing n has been termed 
the "flexibility gradient" and is present in both DPPC 
bilayers and liquid crystals (Hubbell and McConnell, 
1971) . This relationship is presumed to be the result 
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of an increasing probability of gauche isomerizations 
(Seelig, 1970). The center of the bilayer is generally 
more fluid and more hydrophobic than the headgroup re-
gion as determined by a decrease in the isotropic 
splitting constant, and this appears to be a general 
property of spin labels in bilayers. Hubbell and 
McConnell (1971) and Seelig (1970) have interpreted 
this flexibility gradient as being consistent with a 
bilayer model which assumes rapid trans-gauche iso-
merizations, occurring with equal probability at each 
methylene position on the hydrocarbon chain. This 
model, however, does not account for the increasing 
motion in an array of parallel packed hydrocarbon 
chains (McFarland and McConnell, 1971). 
Fatty acid spin labels can be esterified on 
the glycerol backbone of lysophosphatidylcholine 
forming a spin-labeled phosphatidylcholine molecule. 
When intercalated into egg phosphatidylcholine bi-
layers, the spin label shows a greater than logari~­
mic decrease in the order parameter (Seelig, 1970; 
Hubbell and McConnell, 1971). The model of spin-
labeled phosphatide motion has been modified to in-
clude increasing probablity of gauche isomers near 
the terminal methyl group. In this case, the majority 
of the hydrocarbon axis may be perpendicular to the 
bilayer plance but bent in another region. Chain ori-
entation is gradual throughout the bilayer (Levine 
and Wilkins, 1971). ESR studies of oriented bilayers 
have determined that the rate of cooperative interac-
tions of trans-gauche bendings are rapid on the order 
of 10-8 seconds. 
Spectra of spin-labeled phospholipids in ori-
ented lecithin bilayers with an increasing spin-label 
separation (n) (5, 8, 12, and 16 methylene groups) ex-
hibit a flexibility gradient. The time-averaged ori-
entation of chains near the terminal methylene group 
is perpendicular to the bilayer normal; whereas, the 
plane of the oxazolidine ring is tilted when the ni-
troxide is positioned in the polar headgroup region.* 
Gaussian analysis of the spectral shape shows that 
the degree of tilt is dependent upon the positioning 
of the nitroxide group in the bilayer. The most 
probable angles of tilt were found to be approxi-
mately 5°, 20°, 30°, and 31° corresponding to in-
sertion depths of 16, 12, 8, and 5 methylene groups, 
respectively (McFarland and McConnell, 1971). 
*N is the separation between the carboxyl 
group and oxazolidinoyl ring containing the 
nitroxide. The actual depth of insertion is 
given as (n+2) and is reported here as this 
value. 
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Hydrocarbon chains closest to the polar headgroup re-
gion of a bilayer are collectively tilted with respect 
to the bilayer plance. Trans-gauche+-guache- isomeri-
zations of the hydrocarbon chain near the terminal 
methylene carbon are more probable than in the polar 
headgroup region. As a result of these rotations, the 
degree of packing allows larger amplitude high fre-
quency motion towards the bilayer center. A tilt of 
30° near the headgroup region produces an approxi-
mately 12% increase in the hydrocarbon chain density 
around the terminal methyl groups. The hydrocarbon 
chains are normal to the bilayer although the carbon 
atom density of a bilayer in the hydrocarbon chain 
region is nearly constant rwilkens et al., 1971; 
McConnell and McFarland, 1971). 
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Tilt of hydrocarbon chains is biophysically 
significant. It has been suggested that phosphatide 
polar headgroups create amphillic or hydrophobic pockets 
in the bilayer by rotation of a group of tilted phospha-
tides 180° about an axis perpendicular to the bilayer 
plane. Long range lipid or lipid-protein interactions 
may be due to a "domino effect•• of multiple groups of 
tilted phosphatides (McFarland and McConnel, 1971}. 
Recalculation of the degree of tilt in ensemble 
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averaged·order parameters* (Gaffney and McConnell, 1974a) 
for hydrated bilayers of egg phosphatidylcholine and egg 
phosphatidylcholine-cholesterol dispersions (2:1 molar 
ratiot, indicates that the flexibility gradient measured 
by intercalated spin labels involves both a frequency 
and amplitude gradient. The amplitude of hydrocarbon 
rotations and isomerizations (i.e. motions) produces a 
flexibility gradient; moreover, since Sc is not equiv-
alent to S, a frequency gradient can coexist which is 
-
similar to the frequency-amplitude deuterium order 
parameter. 
2H NMR studies of oriented bilayers of c-5 deu-
terated DPPC inclined at a magic angle with respect to 
the magnetic field exhibit a collapse of the quad-
rople splittings (Seelig and Seelig, 1974a). Rota-
tions about the lipid hydrocarbon axis or isomeriza-
tions about the individual c-c bonds are axially sym-
metric around the bilayer plane, and no collective 
tilt is present with a lifetime longer than 10-6 
seconds. Additional 2H NMR studies of ternary soap-
like bilayers (Charvolin et al., 1973; Seelig and 
*It must be remembered that the -orbital of 
the nitroxide group in the oxazolidine ring is 
fixed in geometry with respect to the long axis 
of the corresponding fatty acid, and therefore, 
rotations of the hydrocarbon chain are mimicked 
by rotations of the nitroxide ~-orbital. 
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Niederberger, 1974a) imply that no tilt or bending on an 
NMR timescale exists for the hydrocarbon chains in a 
bilayer. 
There are qualitative and quantitative differences 
between the frequency-amplitude deuterium order parameter 
and those rotation derived ESR order parameters. These 
differences have been attributed to perturbations of the 
spin label in the surrounding hydrocarbon environment and 
to artifacts produced by spin-labelled phospholipids. 
Tilt has only been observed with spin-labelled phospho-
lipids and not with spin-labelled fatty acids in egg 
phosphatidylcholine dispersions. NMR and ESR operate on 
different timescales. The lifetime of a tilted chain re-
gion is short on an 2H NMR timescale (10-S to 10-6 
seconds} but long on an ESR scale (l0-7 to 10-9 seconds) • 
This results in a slighter smaller deuterium order para-
meter value than the one calculated using ESR assumptions. 
(Gaffney and McConnell, 1974; Seelig and Seelig, 1974). 
Egg phosphatidylcholine bilayers appear to be an ex-
ample of a system possessing a time-averaged tilting of 
hydrocarbon chains since ESR order parameter measurements 
indicate greater order than those made with deuterium 
magnetic resonance (Gaffney and McConnell, 1974; 
Mcconnell, 1976; Seelig and Seelig, 1977). The 
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ensemble-averaged order parameter* (ESR) is equivalent 
to the frequency-amplitude 2H NMR order parameter and may 
be rationalized if the lifetime of tilt near the polar 
headgroup is from ~o-7 to 10-S seconds. In summary, the 
average motion of hydrocarbon chains has a rate approxi-
mating that of the nuclear quadrupole interactions but 
is in effect actually slower than the rate of hyperfine 
interactions. 
The discrepancy between order parameters may also 
be attributed to perturbations of the microenvironment by 
spin lables. A penetrating nitroxide ring increases the 
. 
hydrocarbon chain diameter approximately twofold. When 
the parallel packing of the chain is disrupted and 
additional space is created by the oxazolidine ring, 
disordered molecular motion is increased. Statistical-
mechanical calculations indicate that spin label order 
parameters can only fit experimental data if chain-chain 
interactions are increased (Belle et al., ~974; Belle and 
--
Bothorel, ~974}. A spin-labelled bilayer and a nonper-
turbed hydrocarbon bilayer, therefore, are geometrically 
non-equivalent (Seelig and Seelig, 1974}. The large volume 
*The ensemble-averaged order parameter, S 2 (~cconnell, .1976} is defined by S =~<3 c8s v-1> 
where v is· the angle between the ~rincipal hyperS: 
fine axis z, and some axis fixed relative to the 
sample. The average is over all molecules in the 
sample at a given instant of time. 
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occupied by oxazolidine rings has been proposed (Mason and 
polnaszek, 1979) to increase the slow motion effects rather 
than to lower the ESR order parameter. Slow motions in 
liquid crystals (with a frequency from 10-7 to 10-8 
seconds) affect the widths and separations of spin label 
hyperfine specta* (Polnaszek and Freed, 1975) . Two types 
, 
of motion may lower the observed order parameter below its 
·true value. The first motion which is fast on a ESR 
timescale (Hubbell and McConnell, 1969; McConnell and 
McFarland, 1970) can be described by a rotational correla-
tion time about a symmetry axis, TR& • Motions with a 
frequency greater than 2xlO-lO seconds (Mason et al., 1974) 
in the absence of any tilt angle occur with an axis normal 
to the bilayer plane. The axis, however, may diverge from 
the nitroxide orbital axis. Slow motion on the ESR time-
scale (Mason et al., 1974) can be defined by a rotational 
correlation time about a perpendicular symmetry axis TRl" 
The value of TRl for deuterated bilayers by 2H NMR 
measurements is longer than 10-4 seconds. In contrast, 
spin-labelled lipids produce shorter TR
1
•s, resulting in 
the distortion of surrounding hydrocarbon chains by 
*Correlation times as short as 10-8 seconds 
affecting the degree of the ESR hyperfine widths 
are consistent with anisotropic motion described 
by the effective Hamiltonian in that time frame. 
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oxazolidine rings (Stockton et al., 1976). Variations in 
-r produce R significant effects on spectral hyper fine 
splittings and consequently on the calculated value of the 
ESR order parameter (Mason and Polnaszck, 1978). Values 
of -rR less than 3x1o-7 seconds preferentially broaden the 
outer hyperfine maxima (Mason et al., 1974, 1977). ESR 
order parameters (Ss) may be smaller than their correspond-
ing true S value as a result of 't'R being shorter than 
3xl0-7 seconds. Rigid limit orientations (Hwang~ al., 
I 
1975; Mason et al., 1977} and pseudo-axial rigid limits 
(McFarland and McConnell, 1971; Schindler and Seelig, 
1973; Gaffney and McConnell, 1974) produce similar effects 
with finite slow values of TR. The slow motion time frame 
-6 -7 no to 10 seconds} corresponds to a time-averaged 
tilting of the hydrocarbon chains, accounting for an in-
crease in ESR order parameters for polar headgroup re-
gions (Gaffney and McConnell, 1974}. 
Another model which attempts to account for the 
discrepancy in the degree of tilt on magnetic resonance 
timescales (Peterson and Chan, 1977} separates the order 
parameter into two components: one component is attributed 
to the trans-gauche isomerization scs 13 1, and the second is 
due to reorientation (tilt} motions of entire chains (Sy). 
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with this model, the overall order parameter'is redefined 
as s=sssy with 0.3<SY<0.58. 
1v. Fluidity of Biomernbranes 
The physical properties of naturally occurring 
biomernbranes can be studied utilizing the same methodol-
ogies that have been applied to the study of lipid dynamics 
in synthetic lipid dispersions. The heterogeneity of 
biological membranes, lipid-protein complexes and bulk 
lipid regions contribute to the apparent fluidity observed 
by exogenous probes. Experimental evidence indicates that 
lipid dispersions from extracted membrane lipids possess 
similar lipid orientations and motions to those observed 
in native biomembranes (except.in the case of proteins 
that are lipid dependent, i.e., rhodpsin or ATPase). 
A. Plasma Membrane Preparations 
Fluorescence polarization studies have been used 
to obtain microviscosity values for a large variety of 
isolated plasma membranes (Feinstein et al., 1975). The 
apparent microviscosity ranges from one to ten poise (P). 
Microviscosity, defined in poise units, is an average 
weighted value of lipid dynamics due to the equal parti-
tioning of DPH (1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene) and other 
fluorescent dyes into various lipid phases (Lentz et al., 
1976; Stubbs et al., 1976). Protein, usually absent in 
model dispersions, produces the same qualitative effect as 
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chloesterol (Shinitzky and Inbar, 1976; Jonas, 1977; Jonas 
et al., 1977) by decreasing the overall microviscosity. 
--
This effect diminishes at cholesterol:phospholipid ratios 
above (1:2) (Shinitzky and Inbar, 1976). Low values of 
microviscosity (1-3 poise) were found for plasma membranes 
of human erythrocytes (Rudy and Gilter, 1972; Aloni et al., 
1974; Vanderkooi et al., 1974; Feinstein et al., 1975; 
Kehry ·et al., 1977} using perylene, DPH, and DL-12-(9-anth-
royl}stearic acidC12-AS}. The same range of microviscosity 
is observed for other membranes. Bovine brain myelin 
~einstein et al., 1975) possesses an apparent microvis-
cosity of 2.7 poise. Rabbit polymorphonuclear lymphocytes 
and human peripheral lymphocytes possess values of 3.35 P 
and 1.1 poise, respectively (Rudy and Gilter, 1972). 
Furthermore, DPH fluorescence polarization studies have 
been applied to determine the microviscosity of chick 
embryo myoblasts (Prives and Shinitzky, 1977}, chick 
embryo heart (Kutchai· ·et· ·al., 1976}, bovine heart mito-
chondria and bovine chromaffin granules {Shinitzky and 
Inbar, 1976}, mouse microsomes (Tubsamen et al., 1976}, 
mycoplasma membranes (Rottem!! ·al., 1973},· E. coli 
membranes (OVerath and Trauble, 1973; Cheng ·et al., 1974; 
Overath "!! ·al., 19751, protoplast plasmalemma (Borochov et 
· ~·, 19761, and bacterial envelopes (Helgerson !! al., 
1974; Lanyi· !! ·al., 1974; Nieva-Gomez and Gennis, 1977). 
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The microviscosity of these systems is closely related to 
the microviscosity of white whale oil (1.15 poise), 
phosphatidylserine dispersions (1.73 poise), and phos-
phatidylserine:cholesterol mixtures (1:1 molar ratio). 
Electron spin resonance of lobster walking nerve, 
(Ladbrooke et al., 1968) using TEMPO partitioning, 
indicated a poise value between 0.25 and 25. Hubbell and 
McConnell (1969) showed that the ESR order parameter 
varied with the position of the nitroxide along the hydro-
carbon chain as it is situated in biological membranes. 
Typical S values were 0.63 and 0.45 for nitroxide separa-
tion values of 5 and 12 respectively. Sarcoplasmic 
reticulum vesicles (McConnell et al., 1972) have nearly 
identical order parameter values of 0.63 (n=5) and 0.35 
(n=l2). These values are in disagreement with the order 
parameter of vesicles from Halobacteriurn cutribrurn. For a 
separation value of n=l2, the order parameter equaled 0.73; 
whereas, a value of 5=0.35 was obtained for a nitroxide at 
the fifth position (Esser and Lanyi, 1973). Overall, 
isolated plasma membranes possess qualitatively restricted 
fluidity in the headgroup region and motional freedom at 
the terminal end of the hydrocarbon chains comparable to 
that of synthetic lipid dispersions. The discrepancy 
between the values obtained for eukaryotic plasma membrane 
Preparations and Halobacterium cutirubiurn data could be a 
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result of the toleration of different salt concentrations 
which are necessary for growth and division systems. 
B. Whole Cell Correlations 
Direct evidence associating model membrane studies 
to complex in vivo membranes has been inferred from 
physical studies on several Mycoplasma species and the 
bacterium E. coli to a lesser extent. Mycoplasmas, unlike 
other prokarytoic organisms, have .no cell wall or intra-
cellular structures and resemble bacterial protoplasts. 
studies of the plasma membrane show no extraneous intra-
cellular membranous contamination, a feature that is also 
found in erythrocytes. Mycoplasmas, however, are capable 
of reproduction and growth. Perhaps the greatest advan-
tage of mycoplasmas for membrane studies lies in their 
inability to synthesize long chain fatty acids (either 
saturated or unsaturated chains depending on the particular 
species) and their total dependency on media-derived 
cholesterol for growth. The membrane lipid composition of 
mycoplasmas can be controlled by the exogenous levels of 
growth medium lipids, thereby allowing the manipulation of 
the membrane organization. (For extensive reviews of 
mycoplasma membranes including both physical studies and 
control mechanisms for the regulation of membrane fluidity, 
the reader is referred to Razin, 1975; Baile et al., 1979; 
Rottem, 1980) • 
The numerous relationships between membrane 
biomolecules exhibited in more simple model systems are 
also expressed in Mycoplasma membranes, although the 
interrelationships between adjacent and transposed 
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membrane components becomes more complex. Mycoplasma cells 
studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) also 
possess an endothermic gel-liquid crystalline phase 
transition similarly observed with aqueous dispersions of 
lipids. The phase transition temperature is consistently 
dependent on the chain length and the degree of membrane 
lipid unsaturation (Steim et al., 1969; Reinert and Steim, 
1970; Rottem et al., 1973; DeKruyff et al., 1972). It 
decreases with increased levels of fatty acid unsaturation. 
Mycoplasma phase transition temperatures range from a 20°C 
to a 25°C spread, and sometimes up to a 30°C span 
(McElhaney, 1974). In contrast to the well-defined phase 
transition of specific pure phospholipid dispersions, the 
broad phase transition of mycoplasma membranes possess 
low cooperativity (Oldfield and Chapman, 1972; McElhaney 
~ al., 1973) as a result of the heterogeneity of myco-
plasma lipid components and their differing transition 
temperatures (Chapman and Urbina, 1971; Saito and McElhaney, 
1977). X-ray diffraction studies of A. laidlawii 
(Engleman, 1971) support the broadening effect for phase 
transitions in heterogenous bilayers. 
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Mycoplasmas can also be adapted to grow at varying 
concentrations of exogenous cholesterol (Rottem et al., 
1973). A Mycoplasma mycoides subcapri clone has been 
adapted to grow with decreased cholesterol levels present 
in the culture medium. The cholesterol content of the 
adapted strain is less than 3% of the total membrane 
lipids and is in contrast to levels of 22-26% in the 
native strain. The cholesterol-depleted variant possesses 
a gel-liquid crystalline phase transition at 25°C which is 
not observed in the cholesterol-rich strain. The phase 
behavior, furthermore, is accompanied by changes in fatty 
acid composition, ultrastructure, and growth properties of 
the two cell types (Rottem et al., 1973a, 1973b; 
LeGrimellac and ~eblance, 1978) • The native sterol-rich 
strain was able to grow normally at temperatures lower 
than 25°C; whereas, growth was halted for the cholesterol-
poor cells. Rottem et al. (1973a) proposed that choles-
terol maintains the "intermediate" fluidity state which 
was absent in the sterol-poor strains, thereby allowing 
the continued function of membrane bound enzymes, such as 
ATPase. Furthermore, freeze fracture of the sterol-poor 
cells at 4°C indicates smooth-faced areas of lipid rich 
domains. The cholesterol-rich strain, on the other hand, 
does not possess thermotropic phase aggregates of mem-
branous particles. 
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Electron spin resonance of spin-labelled fatty 
acids in A. laidlawii shows that flexibility gradients also 
exist within complicated heterogeneous membranes (Rottem 
et al., 1970). The fluidities of bilayers decrease 
--
slightly with increasing protein:lipid ratios as a result 
of the cooperative ordering of proteins. Protein:lipid 
ratios increase on aging in M. hominis, thereby decreasing 
nitroxide fluidity and affecting membrane-associated 
enzymes (Rottem and Greenberg, 1975). Enzymatic digestion 
of membranes with pronase (Rottem and Samuni, 1973) 
increases the fluidity. Heat denaturation and glutaral-
dehyde fixation (Rottem ~ al., 1970; Tourtellotte et al., 
1970) do not affect the mobility of the spin labels, 
indicating the important role of lipid-lipid interactions 
in the determination of membrane fluidity. Enrichment of 
the cells with oleic acid increases the spin label fluid-
ity; whereas, supplementation with palmitate, stearate, 
and elaidic acids decrease the freedom of motion for the 
nitroxide label. TEMPO partitioning studies, moreover, 
corroborate DSC and X-ray diffraction bilayer evidence for 
broad thermal phase transitions (Metcalfe et al., 1972). 
Deuterium magnetic resonance spectroscopy of A. 
laidlawii grown at 37°C with perdeuterated lauric or 
palmitic acids (Oldfield et al., 1972) indicates that the 
mycoplasma bilayer exists in a constrained gel 
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·configuration similar to dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine. 
oldfield ~ al. (1972) postulated that organisms with low 
levels of cholesterol or those lacking it completely 
possess separate gel and liquid crystalline domains within 
their membranes. Data from perdeuteration of the terminal 
methyl group of palmitic acid and biosynthetic incorpora-
tion into the plasma membrane bilayer lipids of A. 
laidlawii support the dual existence of gel and liquid 
crystalline regions below the growth and transition 
temperatures (Stockton et al., 1975). Above the growth 
temperature, the bilayer may exist in a liquid crystalline 
state. A plot of the deuterium order parameter versus 
deuteration position resembles the shape of the plots for 
egg phosphatidylcholine and dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl-
choline. The addition of cholesterol to A. laidlawii 
(Stockton et al., 1977) with deuterated phospholipid 
palmitate chains increases the spreading of the order 
parameter. Therefore, the ordering effect of cholesterol 
upon the deuterium order parameter flexibility gradient 
plateau region which exists for liquid crystal models, 
also affects the lipid organization in native biological 
membranes. 
Calorimetric techniques have been applied to 
additional prokaryotes, in particular E. coli (Blazyck and 
Steim, 1972; Jackson and Sturtevant, 1977; Jackson and 
cronan, 1978) plasma, mitochondria, and microsomal 
membranes. The phase transitions of non- and low-
cholesterol containing membranes are qualitatively 
identical to those observed for mycoplasma. E. coli 
plasma membranes, isolated from cells cultured with 
unsaturated fatty acid analogue growth supplements show 
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a broad (15-25°C) DSC-deterrnined gel to liquid crystalline 
phase transition. x-ray diffraction data substantiates 
this effect (Schechter et al., 1974; Overath!! al., 1975; 
Linden et al., 1977; Harder and Banaszak, 1979). The T of 
m 
whole cells, plasma membranes, and isolat~d phospholipid 
dispersions is dependent upon the fatty acid composition 
of that particular membrane (Baldassare et al., 1976). 
Saturated fatty acid levels shift the Tm to a sharp peak 
centered around 1°C. Substitution with monene unsaturates 
{16:1 and 18:1) shifts the phase transition below 0°c, 
indicative of an unusual intermediate phase. 
ESR partitioning parameters (Linden!! al., 1973; 
Sackmann et al., 1973; Rottern and Leive, 1977) determined 
using TEMPO and 5-doxylstearate indicate lateral phase 
separations of lipid clusters (Wunderlich et al., 1975) 
that were not resolved by DSC. It is possible to replace 
50-85% of the natural fatty acids with deuterium analogues 
{Pluschke et al., 1978; Galley et al., 1979). Deuterium 
magnetic resonance using a superconducting magnet for 
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maximal sensitivity (61.4 MHz) yielded unique specta if 
the label was attached at the C-2 position on the hydro-
carbon backbone or at the cis-double bond of the 2' fatty 
acid. The sn-1 chain extends perpendicularly to the 
bilayer plane along its entire length while the sn-2 chain 
is bent perpendicularly only after the c-2 segment. The 
cis-double bond between C-9 and C-10 does not lie exactly 
parallel to the bilayer normal since the quadruple split-
tings for the C-9 and C-10 deuterons are different. These 
results are analogous to the tilt observed in POPC (1-
palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) bilayers 
at 7-8°C (Seelig and Waespe-Sarcevic, 1978). Deuterium 
order parameters for cells supplemented with palmitic acid 
are similar to the SCD of POPC dispersiops at the sn-1 
position, while the order parameter of cells enriched in 
oleate is similar to the sn-2 of POPC. Moreover, the 
plateau region, present in synthetic phospholipid 
dispersions, was also observed for both types of lipid 
enrichments. The deuterium order parameter, therefore, is 
independent of the composition of the fatty acid chains in 
biological membranes but is dependent on the distance of 
the deuterated segment from the polar headgroup. 
C. Fluidity of Normal and Transformed Cells 
Fluorescent and spin-labelled probe techniques 
have been extrapolated from model membrane studies to 
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examine the similarities and differences of normal and 
"transformed" cell systems in vitro. These techniques have 
been applied to study the effects of differentiation, phase 
of the cell cycle, growth factors, growth potential, and 
nutrition on plasma membrane functions. Comparison of 
these techniques on identical cell systems results in 
differing estimations of membrane fluidity. Overall, the 
dissimilarities in the mobility of membrane lipid compon-
ents described by fluorescent or ESR methods may be 
partially based on a perturbation of the local micro-
environment by a particular probe. 
Fluorescent probes in general are bulky, hydro-
phobic molecules, dissimilar in structure to membrane 
components. They may not only produce structural 
aberrations upon intercalation into bilayers (comparable 
to the insertion of steroid spacers between fatty acid 
chains but also variations in bilayer free energy and 
entropy. The latter are presumably due to restrictions 
on adjacent hydrocarbon motional ordering induced by 
the probe itself. Spin label probes, on the other hand, 
are smaller in size and molecular shape and possess both 
hydrophobic and hydrophillic regions similar to native 
fatty acids and phospholipids. Both fluorescent probe 
and ESR studies are sensitive to changes in membrane 
polarity and may be influenced by heterogeneous domains of 
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lipid components. The methods, however, are sensitive to 
different average timescales of protein and lipid motion. 
comparisons of microviscosity with magnetic resonance 
ordering must take into account the intuitive discrepancy 
that exists between these methods. The overall dilemma, 
therefore, of identifying variations in normal and trans-
formed membrane systems is comprised not only of the 
physical limitations of the methodology employed but also 
the similarities and/or differences of the appropriate 
cellular models. 
Fluorescent Polarization 
Fluorescent polarization offers a sensitive and 
reproducible method for estimating membrane fluidity. As 
with other biophysical techniques, however, interpretation 
of data from probes localized in heterogenous lipid domains 
is difficult. A number of fluorescent dyes have been 
employed to estimate membrane fluidity (Azzi, 1975). The 
most frequently employed polarization probes, 1,6-diphenyl-
1,3,4-hexatriene (DPH) and perylene (PYL), differ in their 
technique of incorporation into membranes. Hydrophobic DPH 
may be spontaneously intercalated into membranes by parti-
tioning through the aqueous medium or by direct contact 
to the bilayer surface (Stubbs et al., 1976; Thompson et 
~., 1977). This probe, in contrast to perylene which must 
be coupled to a membrane component, dissolves in the plasma 
membrane after a short exposure to intact cells. An 
equilibrium, however, is attained with time as the probe 
partitions into subcellular membranes. The rate of 
partitioning is specific for each cell type and must be 
taken into account for the correct interpretation of 
fluorescent data. 
Using the degree of plasma membrane polarization 
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to indicate relative probe partitioning, the movement of 
probe from plasma membrane to a cholesterol-poor, more 
fluid subcellular membrane would be reflected by a relative 
decrease in the plasma membrane polarization (Shinitzky and 
Inbar, 1974; DeLaat~ al., 1978). Ambiguous results may 
be caused by changes in refractive index and filtering 
effects of the cell interior. These effects generally 
increase the degree of observable fluorescence for plasma 
membrane, although for these reasons, correct interpreta-
tion of membrane fluidity using fluorescent probes must be 
correlated with isolated membranes (Shinitzky and 
Barenholz, 1978). 
The majority of fluorescence polarization studies 
have been carried out using normal and transformed fibro-
blasts in vitro and lymphocytes from patients of varying 
pathological states. 
SV-40 transformed BALB/c 3T3 A-31 fibroblasts show 
an approximately 50% decrease in polarization upon 
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transformation compared to normal BALB/c 3T3 A-31 fibro-
blasts (Fuchs et al., 1975; Parola et al., 1976). Probed 
with DPH, the results were interpreted as indicating a 
decrease in membrane fluidity for the transformed variant. 
Normal hamster fibroblasts also possess a higher lipid 
microviscosity upon transformation (Shinitzky and Inbar, 
1976) as well as fibroblasts derived from rat and hamster 
embryos (Inbar et al., 1977). In both transformed and 
normal cells the degree of microviscosity is controlled 
by the degree of cell-cell contact and can be modulated by 
changing cell culture densities. Membrane microviscosity 
decreases in subconfluent cultures (high lipid fluidity) 
but increases in confluent monolayers (low lipid fluidity 
or a more rigid membrane) • The change in membrane micro-
viscosity, however, is most pronounced for transformed 
cells in confluent conditions as compared with confluent 
cultures. Ordering of the lipids can be reversed by vary-
ing the cell culture density from confluency to subcon-
fluency and vice versa. 
The lower fluidity estimated by DPH is not a 
characteristic of cells transformed by SV-40. Rosenthal 
~ al. (1978) studied the steady-state and nanosecond 
fluorescence of two variants of malignant Syrian hamster 
melanoma lines (Davidson and Bick, 1973) • This cell 
system consists of two cell lines: a pigmented clone of 
of the RPMI 3460 Syrian hamster cell line (Wl) and a BUdr 
(Bromo-deoxyuridine)-dependent cell line (B4). The B4 
cells represent a unique case in which the biological 
malignancy can be expressed by the presence of BUdr in 
the medium Cat 0.1 mM concentration). Both nanosecond and 
steady-state fluorescent polarization studies confirm that 
the transformed cell membranes, B4 cells grown in the 
presence of BUdr, possess a higher microviscosity (there-
fore more rigid) than those of the corresponding normal 
untransformed cells (B4 cells grown without BUdr in the 
growth media}. The opposite effect was exhibited by the 
melanoma cell line Wl (grown in both BUdr free and con-
taining medium} from which the B4 variant was derived. 
These cell lines exhibit opposite responses to transfor-
mation: the B4 cells in media without BUdr resemble Wl 
cells grown in BUdr medium. 
Comparisons between normal and RSV (Rous sarcoma 
virus} transformed quail embryo fibroblasts and their 
methylcholanthrene transformed counterparts (Nicolau ~ 
al., 1978} also exhibit similar decreases in fluidity 
(longer rotational correlation times) with transformation. 
The fluidity chang~ is not dependent on the addition of 
serum to dividing cultures except to stimulate the growth 
of resting (non-dividing quiescent} contact-inhibited 
9.1· 
cells. These fluorescence polarization differences are 
consistent with both intact cells probed with DPH and 
isolated membranes. The fatty acid compositions, however, 
of the normal and transformed cells do not differ (Perdue 
et al., 1971, 1972; Perdue and Miller, 1973) and neither 
--
do the cholesterol:phospholipid molar ratios. Nicolau et 
al. (1978) concluded that the fluidity of membrane lipids 
-
is dependent upon cell density for cell lines that are 
contact-inhibited (density dependent growth control); 
whereas, fluidity is independent of cell density in 
transformed cells that are not contact-inhibited. 
Cell cycling produces significant increases in the 
DPH reported membrane fluidity of regenerating liver and 
Moris hepatoma 7777 cells (Cheng and Levy, 1979). 
Rapidly growing tumor membranes compared to isolated 
plasma membranes of quiescent rat hepatocytes shows a 
significant temperature dependent decrease in the micro-
viscosity, quantitatively identical to that of fibroblastic 
cells (Fuchs et al., 1975; Shinitzky and Inbar, 1976; 
Nicolau et al., 1978; Rosenthal~ al., 1978). The micro-
viscosity measured from regenerating cells paralleled the 
value observed for the resting quiescent liver cells 
This was accompanied by an increase in the cholesterol: 
phospholipid molar ratio {from 0.44 to 0.76) which 
is identical to that for normal hepatocytes and 
Morris hepatoma 7777 cells, respectively. It appears, 
therefore, that for liver in vivo, cholesterol regulates 
the levels of membrane fluidity. 
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DPH has also been used to determine the effect of 
phospholipid headgroups and acyl side chain composition on 
membrane fluidity. Gilmore et al. {1979a) studied the DPH 
fluidity of LM cell variants under varying conditions of 
lipid supplementation. These cells have specifically been 
modified in vitro with substitutions in the phospholipid 
I 
polar headgroup composition {Glasser et al., 1974; Blanket 
al., 1975; Schroeder et al., 1976b} or in the fatty acid 
- --
composition {Wisnieski~ al., 1973; Williams et al., 1974; 
Ferguson~ al., 1974; Doi et al., 1978} or in both lipid 
components {Glaser et al., 1974}. The rotational correla-
tion time, a measure of microviscosity, increased and 
decreased, respectively, upon the substitution of ethanol-
amine for choline and with the supplementation of linoleate 
in the growth medium. This effect was observed for mite-
chondrial, microsomal, and plasma membranes; however, 
specific differences between the fractions were generally 
dependent upon the headgroup composition, although some 
less pronounced changes were caused by variations in the 
phospholipid fatty acid acyl side chain composition. DPH 
rotational correlation times of isolated phospholipids from 
individual membrane subfractions indicates that the 
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headgroup composition produces the major effect on membrane 
fluidity (Gilmore et al., 1979b). Membranes from cells 
supplemented with ethanolamine possess greater viscosities 
(less fluidity) than membranes isolated from choline-
supplemented cells (Esko et al., 1977). Whole cells, on 
the other hand, exhibit the opposite trend with regard to 
membrane viscosity. This effect is attributed to the 
partitioning of DPH into the greater concentration of 
non-membranous neutral lipids rather than being localized 
in the surface bilayer of ethanolamine supplemented cells. 
Taking into account the interference of 
triacylglycerols and alkyldiacylglycerols on DPH fluores-
cence polarization measurements, Pessin ~ al. (1978) 
studied the plasma membrane properties of normal and RSV 
(rous sarcoma virus) transformed chick embryo fibroblasts. 
At 37°C, the rotational correlation time for transformed 
cell membranes intercalated with DPH was increased approx-
imately 8% over membranes of normal dividing cells. This 
change was even larger for membranes of transformed 
confluent cells. Total lipid extracts from membranes of 
transformed cells also possess a higher fluorescence 
polarization, possibly caused by increases in phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine headgroup levels, 18:1 fatty acids, and 
decreases in polyunsaturated fatty acids. Whole cell 
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measurements ax-e i,nyex-sely PrOPOX'tional to the concentration 
of triacylglyercols and alkyldiacylglycerols stored as 
neutral fat droplets within the cytoplasm. The accumula-
tion of fat droplets, moreover, correlates with the concen-
tration of serum, the degree of cell growth, and the cell 
density. DPH fluorescence polarization studies indicate 
that there is a selective decrease in the fluidity of 
transformed cells (in particular, RSV-transformed fibro-
blastsi. The effect, however, is only observed in iso-
lated membranes or lipid preparations. The same effect 
observed in whole cell studies must be considered 
possibly artifactual. 
LM cells in suspension cultures have. been studied 
using a naturally occurring fluorescent compound, e-parin-
aric acid (Schroeder· !..!:. ll•, ~9761. A compensatory 
mechanism exists that corrects for differences in lipid 
composition of cells in monolayer and suspension cultures 
(Raison· et· al. , ~ 97~;: Skler et al. , ~ 97 5 I . * LM cells 
............ ...--. --
modified with structural analogues of native phospholipids 
maintain their characteristic phase transition temperatures 
measured by DPH and ANS (8-anilino-~-naphthalene sulfonic 
acidl fluorescence probes (Schroeder· ~ ·al., ~97 6al. In 
*This same type of effect is observed for the 
neuroblastoma N-2a clone (Charalampous, l977, ~9791. 
Differentiated cells grown as monolayers contained 
higher concentrations of PS and PC and lower con-
centrations of PE than the undifferentiated cells 
maintained in suspension culture. 
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contrast to previous studies (Skler et al., 1975; Williams 
and chapman, 1968), the characteristic phase transition 
temperatures for plasma, mitochondrial and microsomal 
membranes are unaffected with as much as 50% of the 
headgroups substituted by analogues. The effect was also 
observed after resuspension of the respective isolated 
lipids. 
"Homeoviscous adaptation" occurs not only in LM 
cells (Schroeder, 1978), but also in E. coli and Tetra-
hymena (Martin and Thompson, 1978) • The adaptive changes 
of membrane fluidity are first observed in endoplasmic 
reticuli (Martin and Thompson, 1978) followed by dissemina-
tion to the other cellular membranes. Phospholipid head-
group metabolism, therefore, is implicated in the modula-
tion of phospholipid headgroup composition and more 
importantly, phospholipid acyl side chain composition 
(Schroeder, 1978). Supplementation of choline directly 
affects the unsaturated to saturated fatty acid ratio, the 
degree of unsaturation (decreased in the plasma membrane 
fraction), and the chain length ratio (increased in the 
plasma membrane fraction) of the choline-containing 
phosphatides. The anionic phospholipids (PE, PG, PI, and 
PS) exhibit the same trends as phosphatidylcholine. 
Specific methylation of choline headgroups producing 
structural analogues decreases the unsaturated to 
saturated fatty acid ratios and increases the average 
chain length ratio. 
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Membrane fluidity measured by different fluorescent 
probes report the microviscosity for specifically differ-
ing environments within the bilayer. Membranes of normal 
baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells and those persistently 
infected with lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCV) 
along with BHK trypsinized RSV-transformed BHK cells show 
increased membrane fluidity when probed with pyrene and 
N-phenyl-1-naphthylamine fluorescent probes (Burleson et 
al., 1978). The latter probe indicates a less polar 
environment within membranes of the RSV-transformed cells.~ 
A previous study by Edwards et al (1976) examined 
the membrane fluidity of normal and two Reus sarcoma 
transformed variants of baby hamster kidney cells (BHK) • 
The transformed cell lines, BHK-t-1 and BHK-T-2, possess 
tumorigenic potential in vivo and in vitro as evidenced by 
the formation of tumore in weanling hamsters and by colony 
formation in soft agar. The non-transformed strain BHK-21 
does not exhibit these malignant characteristics. Dis-
similar fluorescent probes indicate there may be intrinsic 
differences not only between normal and transformed cells 
but also between the two tumorigenic strains themselves. 
Following transformation, N-phenyl-1-naphthylamine 
fluorescent probes reside in more polar environments 
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compared to the parental BHK-21 cells. The membrane of 
the BHK-T-1 variant is more fluid than that of its normal 
counterpart while the BHK-T-2 cells possess even less 
order than the BHK-T-1 cells. Small fluorescent probes 
such as pyrene possess long-range mobility (i.e., high 
diffusibility in both lateral and transverse planes of the 
membrane bilayer). Pyrene, therefore, describes lipid 
dynamics in large areas of the membrane since the probe 
readily diffuses within the bilayer; whereas, N-phenyl-1-
naphthylamine monitors its immediate environment with 
little or no diffusion. Incorporated into BHK-T-1 cells, 
pyrene fluorescent excitation indicates that the plasma 
membranes of these cells are more restricted that either 
the BHK-T-2 or the BHK-21 cells. Since the excited life-
times of fluorescence differ for all three cell types, 
Edwards et al. (1976) suggested that there may be differ-
ences in the membrane organization between not only normal 
and transformed cells but also between transformed cell 
types from one parental phenotype. 
Transformation of baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells 
and mouse 3T3 fibroblasts by encephalomyocarditis (EMC), 
west nile (WN), and polyoma (Py) viruses is accompanied by 
an increase in fluorescence-determined membrane fluidity 
(Levanon et al., 1977). Fluidity increases were indepen-
dent of the nucleic acid composition of the adsorbed 
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viruses (RNA naked, RNA enveloped, and DNA naked strands) 
or their structure and function. The increase in fluidity 
was virus-dependent due to dose dependency and inhibition 
of membrane alterations by the blockage of viral receptors. 
These two studies contradict the DPH fluorescent 
polarization studies utilizing chick fibroblasts, L cells, 
and LM cells. The trends in fluorescence microviscosity 
for normal and transformed cells and membrane composition 
may be partially due to a previously uncontrolled intrinsic 
characteristic of each cell line. For example, DPH 
measured microviscosity of synchronized Cl300 mouse neuro-
blastoma cells (DeLaat et al., 1977) indicates that the 
cell membrane of mitotic cells is more rigid than that of 
interphase cells. The microviscosity increases (less fluid) 
by a factor of two during mitosis, decreases during the 5 
phase, and decreases and increases during the Gl and G2 
phases, respectively. Cell cycle dependence of membrane 
fluidity has been supported by other studies (Furcht and 
Scott, 1974; Garrido, 1975). Additionally, the lipid 
composition of the cell membrane has been shown to be 
altered during the Gl phase (Shinitzky and Inbar, 1976). 
Animal and human lymphocytes derived from various 
pathological conditions also exhibit decreases in fluores-
cent microviscosity when compared to cells derived from 
normal donors (Cooper, 1977, 1978). Due to the minimal 
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level of lipid metabolism, the lipid composition of 
erythrocytes and platelets reflects changes in the host 
serum lipids (Stubbs~ al., 1976; Cooper~ al., 1977, 
1978). Probed with DPH, mouse malignant lymphocytes 
possess a more fluid membrane than normal lymphocytes, 
possibly due to a decreased cholesterol:phospholipid ratio 
(Inbar and Shinitzky, 1974; Shinitzky and Inbar, 1974; 
Inbar, 1976). SPH probe motion also indicates greater 
mobility (fluidity) for mouse GRSL ascites leukemia cells 
cultured in vitro and in vivo, Reuber H35 rat hepatoma 
in vitro and in vivo, and Novikoff solid and ascites 
hepatoma cells maintained intraperitoneally in rats when 
compared to mouse thymocytes and rat liver cells in vitro 
(RLC), respectively. Van Hoeven et al. (1979) attempted 
to correlate the apparent fluorescent microviscosity of 
these systems with the lipid composition of isolated plasma 
membranes. The phospholipid and polar lipid acyl side 
chain composition did not reflect variations in fluorescent 
sensed fluidity nor were the changes consistent with the 
method of growth ·(in vivo or ·in· vitro} • Rather, they were 
cell phenotype specific. Human lymphocytes and mononuclear 
cells from patients with malignant lymphomas and leukemias 
possess more fluid' lipid bilayers compared to lymphocytes 
from normal patients or patients with non-malignant 
disorders (Inbar and Ben-Bassat, 1976; Ben-Bassat ~ al., 
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1977). The microviscosity of human red blood cells, 
furthermore, has been reported to be altered by the 
cholesterol:phospholipid ratio (Cooper, 1978). As the 
cholesterol content decreases or the phospholipid content 
increases, the rotational diffusion of DPH indicates a 
decrease in membrane fluidity. Johnson and Robinson 
(1979) attribute the increased fluidity of leukemic and 
lymphomatous lymphocyte plasma membranes to the increased 
levels of free fatty acids and glycerides rather than 
cholesterol. No differences were observed between normal 
and malignant lymphocyte fluidities, cholesterol:phospho-
lipid ratios, or phospholipid composition. Increased DPH 
fluidity, however, was manifested between mouse Gardner 
lymphoma cells and normal mouse splenic lymphocytes. This 
can be attributed to the previously mentioned evidence of 
alterations only within specific cell phenotypes. 
The respiratory distress syndrome of newborns, 
possibly related to lipid irregularities of pulmonary 
surfactants (Gluck et al., 1972), has been studied using 
a fluorescent polarization assay (Shinitzky et al., 1976). 
Fluorescent polarization values above 0.320 have been 
shown to be positively correlated with the probable 
occurrence of respiratory distress syndrome (Blumenfeld 
~ al., 1978) compared to values in the range of 0.2-0.3 
found for normal mature fetal lungs. 
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§).ectron Spin Resonance 
ESR, NMR, and fluorescence polarization methods 
yield information concerning membrane dynamics, though only 
fluorescence probe techniques have been extensively applied 
to the study of membrane fluidity in neoplasia. In 
contrast to the diversity of normal and neoplastic cell 
types that have been utilized for fluorescence studies, 
ESR spin labelled membrane analogues have been used to 
probe lipid and protein motions in only three major cell 
systems. These include mouse 3T3 fibroblasts and their 
SV-40 transformed variapt SVl01-3T3 fibroblasts, normal 
chick embryo cells (CEF) and CEF cells transformed by Rous 
sarcoma virus, and Ehrlich ascites tumor cells. 
Magnetic resonance offers some distinct advantages 
over fluorescence polarization probes. Polarization of 
fluorescent probes is an extrapolation of classical hydro-
dynamics from macroscopic systems used to describe the 
microviscosity of microscopic molecular domains. The 
application of equations for microviscosity that are based 
on a theoretical homogeneous system such as lipid disper-
sions to heterogeneous biological membranes may result in 
an oversimplified description of membrane component 
interactions which affect fluidity. Magnetic resonance 
techniques, on the other hand, describe the real time 
average motions of membrane biomolecules. Because a lipid 
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component may be isotopically enriched or replaced by a 
spin-label analogue, chain rotations, flexing, headgroup 
interactions, and effects of cholesterol, specific regions 
of phospholipid hydrocarbon chains observed during magnetic 
resonance studies may closely resemble actual lipid 
dynamics. The fluidity parameters described by ESR and 
NMR are specific in nature and therefore do not refer to 
the overall fluidity as does fluorescence polarization. 
ESR analyzed orientations should more accurately reflect 
lipid dynamics than fluorescent probe analysis although the 
spin label itself may perturb the "local lipid microenvir-
onment. This local perturbation is thought to account for 
the discrepancies between magnetic resonant and fluorescent 
derived fluidity parameters. 
Early ESR data attempted to correlate the 
differences between contact-inhibited (i.e., normal} 3T3 
fibroblasts and neoplastic 3T3 fibroblasts which were 
chemically or virally transformed. Barnett ~ ~· (1974} 
probed simian virus 40 (SV40} , polynoma virus (PV} , 
murine sarcoma virus (MSV), and methylcholanthrene 
transformed 3T3 fibroblasts with the spin label 6-(4'-4'-
dimethyloxazolidininyl-N-oxyl}-heptadeconate (10,3, 
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according to the terminology of Gaffney) and attributed 
the decrease in order parameter for transformed cells to 
greater fluidity of phospholipids. A later study 
(Gaffney, 1.975) done on the identical cell system with 
increasing chain separation of the probe molecules 
exhibited no differences between normal and transformed 
cells. Thus, earlier ESR data on changes in membrane 
fluidity using the (10,3) probe are at best inconclusive 
since inconsistent data were observed for the (7,61 and 
(5 ,1 0 l probes. 
The 5, ~0, and J.4 doxyl stearate spin labels used 
to probe whole cells and isolated plasma membranes of 
3T3 fibroblasts and SVlOJ. 3T3 fibroblasts (Hatten, J.975; 
Hatten~ !!•r J.978} indicate no"difference between 
normal and transformed variants. Cells grown in lipid-
depleted serum that has been enriched with oleate or 
elaidate were controlled by some mechanism of fluidity 
regulation elucidated by a constant order parameter. The 
membrane fluidity appears independent of cell density, 
trypsinization, and 111itotic stage of the cell cycle. 
Although the value of T was temperature-dependent and 
influenced by the membrane fatty acid composition, the 
phase transition temperatures for normal and transformed 
cells did not vary. The 5-doxyl stearate T splitting 
showed characteristic inflections at ~4° and J.8°C for 
10~ 
cells grown in regular serum, with a shift towards 25°C 
and 30°C for cells enriched with elaidate. Oleate 
enrichment resulted in a nearly linear temperature 
dependence with only one inflection point at 5°C. 
Tempo partitioning studies (Hatten~ al., 1978) 
indicate greater membrane complexity although they show 
no differences between critical temperatures for the 3T3 
and SVlOl transformed fibroblasts. Cells grown in regular 
serum possess critical temperatures at 12°C, 18°C, and 
32°c in contrast to those supplemented with oleate (18:1 
trans) that had phase transition temperatures of 4°c, 
s0 c, 22°C, and 32°c. Elaidate supplementation (18:2 trans) 
allows a greater number of phase separations to be sensed 
by tempo (17°C, 20°C, 26°C, 32°C, and 37°C). Partitioning 
studies with 5-doxyl stearate in LM cells (Wisnieski et 
al., 1974) show characteristic temperatures of 9°C, 16°C, 
22°C, 32°C, and 38°C (Wisnieski et al., 1974b) and phase 
behavior temperatures of 16°C and 35°C for isolated 
membrane lipid dispersions. In summary, temperature 
inflections are sensitive to phospholipid fatty acid acyl 
chain modifications which are supported by data from 
fluorescent polarization studies. 
Yau et al. (1976) examined the correlation between 
Phospholipid composition and membrane fluidity in normal, 
exponentially growing chick embryo fibroblasts and CEF 
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cells transformed by Rous sarcoma virus. Nitroxide spin 
labels located at 5, 12, and ~6 methylene groups from the 
nitroxide moiety and the polar carboxyl end of the hydro-
carbon chain on stearic acid were incubated with the cells 
in vitro for six to eight hours. The transformed cells 
showed increased rotational correlation times (Tc) for the 
sterate probe labelled at positions ~2 and 16. Compared 
to non-transformed normal cells, virally transformed cells 
demonstrated a decrease in the rotation of the nitroxide 
inferred as an increase in the order of the bilayer. 
Rotational correlation times were statistically significant 
for the probe with a nitroxide at the ~6th position (16,~ 
prober on the stearate chain. The decrease in the mobility 
of the label should correlate to decreased levels of 
unsaturated fatty acid membrane phospholipids of trans-
formed cells which would allow tighter packing of the 
hydrocarbon chains. The implication of stearic restric-
tion ha~ been substantiated by a decrease in unsaturation 
level for all phospholipid classes of transformed cells, 
whether whole cell or isolated plasma membrane. Phospho-
lipid saturation changes appear to be an intrinsic 
property of cellular transformation since they are not 
dependent on variations in the growth rate or viral 
infection for either of the transformed or normal cell 
types. Furthermore, since the phospholipid headgroup 
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composition and cholesterol content did not significantly 
change after transformation, it would be expected that the 
fluidity measured by the (5,12} probe (stearate labelled 
at the fifth position along the chain} should be identical 
for both phenotypes. The order parameters of this probe 
(5,12} indicate no difference between normal and trans-
formed cell pairs near the polar headgroup region of the 
membrane bilayer. Rotational freedom of the (16, ll probe 
varies with the percentage of arachidonic acid (2 0: 4} as 
a result of less restricted-motion of long chain poly-
unsaturated fatty acids. 
The effects monitored by spin label probes (Yau 
, et' al. 19761 probably include those of the plasma membrane 
---, 
as well as those frommembranes enveloping subcellular 
organelles. Considering the exceptionally long labelling 
time as compared to other studies (Barnett ~ !.!. . , 197 4; 
Gaffney, ~975; Hatten et' al., 19761, diffusion of the 
--
spin label over the eight-hour incubation period mon-
itors the average motions of all cellular membranes. 
Yau et' al. (19761 argue that the nitroxides preferentially 
.._..., --
reflect changes in plasma membrane structure based on 
comparisons of spectra for intact cells and isolated 
plasma ~embrane preparations. The solvent polarity of 
the probe, moreover, indicates that the isotropic hyper-
fine splitting constant was increased for the label 
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nearest the headgroup region and decreased in the region of 
the apolar hydrocarbon chains. These values were lower 
than the value of the solvent polarity for the free label 
dissolved in growth medium. ESR spectra of both normal 
and transformed variants indicates that the more restricted 
rigid headgroup region increase in rotation exists as the 
spin label -moves towards an unrestricted envirorunent 
(i.e., near the hydrocarbon tails or bilayer interior}. 
A flexibility gradient or increase in rotational freedom, 
therefore appears to be a property of bilayer structure, 
irrespective of specific intrinsic membrane alterations. 
SV1Ql transformed 3T3 fibroblasts have been 
reported to contain 50%-~00% -more cholesterol per cell 
than normal 3T3 fibroblasts (Scandella' ~ ~·, 19791. The 
phospholipid content of transformed cells increases 
accordingly so that the cholesterol:phospholipid ratios 
for normal and transformed cells are identical. A value 
of 0.27 for the cholesterol:phospholipid ratio is 
consistent with other values reported for cells :!.!!:: vitro 
(Adam ~ ~·, ~975; !fatten and Burger, ~9791. Intact 
transformed cells probed with a 5-doxyl stearate spin 
label coupled to the a position on phosphatidylcholine 
(spin-labelled phosphatidylcholine, SLPC) exhibit a 
temperature dependent increase in nitroxide probe motion 
as compared to the normal cells. These results are 
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inconsistent with previous studies utilizing the same cell 
system (ltatte~· ~ ~·, ~976; Gaffney, ~975}. The latter 
studies utilized fatty acid spin labels which diffuse 
rapidly (i.e., 30 ~inutes to a few hours} into the lipid 
phase of a majority of cellular -membranes indicating 
bulk membrane fluidity. After intercalation into the 
outer monolayer of the plasma -membrane bilayer, the spin-
labelled phosphatidylcholine should not diffuse as rapidly 
(requiring a transverse flip .... flop motion from the outer 
to the inner monolayerl as the free stearate nitroxides. 
The length of the incubation time with the spin labels as 
well as the diffusion properties of the probes themselves 
(determined by molecular sizei can possibly influence the 
interpretation of membrane fluidity characteristics for 
normal and transformed phenotypes. 
The degree of lipid unsaturation modified in 
Ehrlich ascites tmnor cells· :!.!! ~ can be detected using 
the s .. doxyl stearate probe (King· !.:!:: !!_. 1 ~977}. Isolated 
membranes from cells grown in animals that are fed fat 
deficient chow show a decrease in fluidity compared to 
cells derived from animals fed regular rodent chow. The 
two cell types showed similar phospholipid composition, 
phospholipid:cholesterol ratios, and distributions of 
fatty acid chain lengths. Cells from fat deficient animals 
were less unsaturated than cells from animals fed regular 
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diets; however, the unsaturation was concentrated in the 
middle of the fatty acid chains (positions 9, ~0, ~2, and 
13). Temperature dependent phase diagrams of intercalated 
spin labels indicate discontinuities at 19°C and 31°C 
for animal cells grown on the regular diet compared to 
discontinuities of 24.5°C and 3I~S°C for the cells from 
fat deficient animals. It was concluded by King ~ al. 
(19771 that the broader distribution of unsaturated fatty 
acids correlates to a lower order parameter and a shift 
to a lower phase transition for cells derived from 
animals which were fed regular diet chow. 
The lipid composition of Ehrlich ·ascites cells can 
be modified' :!,!! vitro as well (King et al., ~978}. 
Modification of the unsaturated:saturated ration of membrane 
phospholipids, monitored by the labelling of cells in vivo 
for four hours with radioactive lipids, was manifested by 
selective changes in the rotation of the 5-doxyl stearate 
probe. The mobility of the probe decreased when membranes 
were enriched with saturated fatty acids and increased 
upon enrichnient at the ::12' position (12 '-methyl myristate}, 
increased the .mobility of the intercalated spin label as 
expected with the removal of its steric restriction. The 
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fattY acid changes were observed only in the cholin·e and 
ethanolamine phospholipid pools which possess rapid 
turnovers. Spin-label temperature phase diagrams 
indicate two temperature discontinuities. The phase 
transition occurring at 31°C is not influenced by 
variations in fatty acid composition; whereas, the 
transition between 20°C and 26°C is dependent upon the 
specific fatty acid enrichment. These temperatures are 
approximately identical to the phase transition of cells 
grown in vivo (King et al., 1977); however, they differ 
from the characteristic temperatures of LM cells probed 
with fluorescent labels. 
Bales and Leon (1978) examined the spin label 
fluidity of XC sarcoma cells in vitro as well as their 
isolated membranes. Utilizing the commonly employed 
nitroxide spin labels, 5-doxyl stearate, 12-doxyl stearate, 
and 16-doxyl stearate, correlations between the fluidity 
of whole cells and plasma membranes were o~ly consistently 
observed for the 5-doxyl stearate probe. Motion of the 
5-doxyl stearate and 16-doxyl stearate probes were 
temperature dependent and inversely proportional to the 
temperature. No indications of phase transitions were 
observed for either probe in intact cells or in purified 
membranes. In contrast to previous investigations where 
the cell samples are placed in round capillary pipettes 
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within the microwave cavity, Bales and Leon (1978) 
utilized a flat quartz ESR cell to orient the samples. 
The order parameter of the 5-doxyl stearate probe did not 
vary for spectra recorded when the plane of the cell 
surface was oriented parallel or perpendicular to the 
external applied magnetic field. Detachment of the cells 
from the growth surface using EDTA did not alter the 5-
doxy! stearate order parameter. Rotational correlation 
times of the TEMPO spin label, furthermore, did not vary 
with attachment of the cells or orientation of the applied 
magnetic field. A decreasing flexibility gradient is also 
observed as the probe is moved from the flexible hydro-
carbon regions of the membrane towards the phospholipid 
headgroups. The headgroup region of intact cells, however, 
appears to be slightly more ordered than the same region 
in purified membrane preparations. 
The correlation between the physical properties of 
transformed cell membranes during differentiation and 
their fatty acyl side chain composition has been examined 
using the 5-doxyl stearate probe (Simon, 1979). No 
difference was observed for the 5-nitroxide order para-
+ + 
meter in either normal myoblasts or MGl D cells. The 
+ + MGl D cells, a clone from a mouse myeloid leukemia cell, 
are able to differentiate into mature cells with the aid 
of a macrophage and granulocyte protein inducer (MGI). 
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+ -Another clone, MGl D , cannot be induced to differentiate 
into mature cells by MGI. + -The MGl D cells, furthermore, 
possess a significantly greater degree of fluidity than 
the MGl+D+ cells or their normal counterparts. This 
decrease in order correlates with the grater quantify of 
unsaturated fatty acids present in the plasma membrane. 
The MGl+D- clone contains approximately a two-fold increase 
in polar lipid acyl unsaturation as compared to the MGl+D+ 
cells. Oleic acid (18:1) is predominantly increased in the 
MGl+D- polar lipids; whereas, the MGl+D+ differentiating 
cells possess a higher level of phospholipid palmitic 
acid (16:0). The fatty acid unsaturation levels are, 
furthermore, temperature dependent. Decreasing the growth 
temperature from 37°C to 32°C increases the level of oleic 
acid (61% of the total acyl side chain composition) in 
+ - 0 MGl D cells. With a decrease in temperature to 28 C, 
only the non-differentiating clone MGl+D- was able to 
divide and grow. Growth at this temperature is accom-
panied by a substantial amount of 5,8,11,15,17-eicosa-
pentenoate (20:5) and a large percentage of the unsatur-
ated phospholipid acyl side chains (approximately 75%). 
Simon (1979) proposed that the ability of the myeloid 
leukemic cells to undergo differentiation in vitro results 
from the increased plasma membrane fluidity predicated 
upon phospholipid side chain composition. In this 
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respect, membrane fluidity and differentiation competence 
may be implicated in a cause and effect relationship. 
The similarity between fluidity and cell growth from 
undifferentiated cells to maturity, moreover, is supper-
tive of Bergelson's "membrane differentiation" hypothesis 
for liver-hepatoma systems. 
Additional Physical Methods 
Differences in lipid composition of rat hepatocytes 
and rat hepatoma cells (Selkirk et al., 1971; VanHoeven 
and Ernmelot, 1972) may be related to variations in the 
transition temperatures measured by electron diffraction 
under physiological conditions (Hui and Parsons, 1976): 
The transition temperature curves for both cell types 
0 
reach a plateau at 17.5 C; however, the origins of the 
increasing transition rates may be extrapolated to two 
different values. Hepatoma cells had a lower transition 
temperature (4-5°C compared to normal liver at 11.5°C), 
frequently indicating lower membrane microviscosity 
(Hubbell and McConnell, 1971) and increased fluidity. 
Nicolau et al. (1975) using 2H and 13c NMR 
measured the "fluidity" of normal and SV-40 transformed 
hamster embryo fibroblasts. Insoluble low-speed centri-
fugation cell pellets, washed in o2o, produced well-
resolved NMR spectra. Resolution of the 13c-T2 splittings 
implied that the transformed cells possess increased 
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intermolecular membrane motions. However, it is difficult 
to interpret the data due to the heterogeneity of the 
particulate "membrane"· preparation. 
v. Lipid Alterations of Normal and Transformed Cells 
Studies on phospholipid abnormalities in diverse 
normal and tumor cell systems have analyzed whole cells 
as well as subcellular fractions. The most comprehensive 
data have been obtained from phospholipid compositional 
investigations of mitochondria, nuclei, microsomes, whole 
cell homogeriates, and plasma membrane fractions of mouse 
and rat liver, solid and ascites hepatomas, and sarcomas 
(for review, see Bergelson, ~9721. Fewer studies have 
examined the phospholipid compostions of brain and its 
associated neoplasms. Normal and neoplastic liver, 
however, has been used as a model tissue for a variety of 
reasons. The availability of material for both .!E._~ 
and· .!E._ V'ltro transformation model systems has lent itself 
not only to extensive studies or gross composition but also 
discrete changes such as positional specificity of acyl 
side chain.s upon the phospholipid glycerol backbone. 
Generalizations of the phospholipid membrane structure of 
normal and neoplastic liver are considered relevant to 
membrane abnormalities of normal and neoplastic brain. 
Although there are implicit and explicit differences in 
the metabolic and physiological functions of liver and 
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brain, it could be expected that the plasma membrane for 
ooth possesses a similar ndcro- and macro-molecular 
structure.. From this point of view, the overall inter-
relationship ofmembrane components is not only limited to 
the plasma membranes of liver and brain, but also includes 
the overall architecture of erythrocyte membranes. These 
generalizations are oy no means mutually exclusive; 
each type of plasma membrane arising from different 
origins possesses distinct functions or discontinuous 
elements that are cell specific as in the case of energy 
metabolism and receptor-recognition sites. 
The concept of ttmem.brane dedifferentiation" has 
been hypothesized as a result of liver tissue studies to 
explain the alterations between phospholipid compositions 
of normal and tumor cell membranes (Bergelson ·et al., 
--
~970, ~9741 ~ Lipid patterns (phosphatide, cholesterol, and 
glycolipid} characteristic of normal cellular plasma 
membranes_ are lost upon neoplastic transformation. With 
transformation, the lipid composition of tumors is quali-
tatively closest to that of fetal tissue, and both may be 
contrasted to the lipid organization of normal tissues. 
The overall variability in lipid composition can be 
considered a sequential progression: undifferentiated 
cells (fetali > dedifferentiated cells (tumor} > 
differentitated cells (normal, possessing functional 
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individuality). Consistent trends in phospholipid plasma 
membrane patterns, however, are not observed. This is 
presumably a result of the difficulty in isolating 
homogeneous populations of plasma membranes. The 
"dedifferentiation hypothesis" also has a basis in the 
growth characteristics of tissues. For example, the growth 
of cells in vitro mirrors the sequence of dedifferentiation 
among cells. Undifferentiated cells or cells from fetal 
origins readily adapt to growth in culture and possess a 
finite lifespan. Tumor tissues, on the other hand, are 
variable in their response to the initiation of growth 
in vitro. Depending on the de9ree of differentiation, 
tumor cells may possess either a finite or infinite 
lifespan. Cells derived from differentiated "normal" 
tissues, however, possess a finite lifespan and are the 
most difficult to propagate in culture. The order of 
growth potential in vitro may be defined as fetal 
(undifferentiated) > tumor (dedifferentiated) > normal 
(differentiated). 
A. General Tumor Models 
Phospholipid variations are present in plasma 
membranes, subcellular organelle fractions, and gross 
homogenates ·of normal murine liver and chemically 
induced hepatic neoplastic cells. In general, hepa~ 
.tomas possess a significantly smaller amount·· 
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of all phospholipids (Weber and Cantero 1 -~ 97 5; Veerkamp 
· et al., ~96lf Figard and Greenberg, ~962; Dyatlovitskaya 
--
· ·et al., 1.969; Synder'~!.!_., 1.969}. OVerall levels of the 
--
choline phosphatides are generally lower in neoplastic tissues 
than in corres·ponding normal liver (Giray, 1963; Synder ~ 
· al., 1969; Bergelson' et' al., ~970, :1974}. However, primary 
- --
and transplanted hepatomas possess choline phosphatides in 
comparable quanti ties to normal tissues (Veerkamp et ·al. , 
. --
:1961; Bergelson· ~ al., :1970; Synder·~!!·, ~970}. 
Individually, the quantities of sphlngomyelin and phos-
phatidylserine are both increased in hepatomas CWeber and 
Cantero, ~957; Figard and Greenberg, ~962; Veerkamp!.!::. al., 
~96~;' Dyatlovitskaya· et· ·al., :1969; Synder et al., :1969} • 
.........._. .,..._ - ....,._.. 
the increase in sphingomyelin, moreover, appears to be a 
. general characteristic of neoplastic liver CWallach, :1975}. 
Other phosphatides such as phosphatidylethanolamine and 
phosphatidylinositol show little variation in normal and 
tumor tbs sue. 
The patterns of specific phospholipid disturbances 
in gross homogenates are not similar to enriched membrane 
fractions. Extensive analysis of hepatoma and Jensen rat 
sarcoma plasma membranes (Fee' ~ !!_., 1.970; Bergelson et 
· ~·, :19701 indicates an increase in the tumor phosphatidyl-
serine concentration. Sphingomyelin, however, is decreased 
in hepatoma and sarcoma tissue ·along with phosphatidyl-
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choline. These changes, not surprisingly, are juxtaposed 
with othe·r subcellular membrane fractions, particularly 
mitochondrial and -microsomal -membranes. Hepatomas contain 
a high concentration o·f diphosphatidylglycerol in micro-
somal subfractions; whereas, this component is completely 
absent in normal liver. The converse situation is present 
in hepatoma mitochondria where diphosphatidylglycerol 
concentrations are approximately one-half that of normal 
liver. ffepatoma derived mitochondria also contain in-
creased levels of sphingomyelin and lyso-phosphatidylcholine. 
Typically, the phospholipid patterns of hepatoma 
subcellular fractions resemble the phospholipid variation 
of whole tmnor cells and are different from the distribu-
tion of lipids in normal liver. Rat and mouse normal 
liver mitochondria possess a greater concentration of 
phosphatidylethanolamine and a lesser concentration of 
serine and inositol phosphatides. Sphingomyelin is 
virtually non-eXistent in normal liver mitochondria 
(Bergelson· et ·al., ~970; Kogl' et' ·al., ~960; Mitchell, 
.- ....--.. --""' .--. 
~969; Ruggieri and Fallani, 1.968; Thiese and Bielka, ~968}. 
Hepatoma mitochondria, on the other hand, contain signi-
ficant amounts of sphingpmyelin and lyso-phosphatidyl ... 
choline. The le-Vels of phosphatidylinositol and phospha-
tidylserine are increased in hepatomas; whereas, the level 
of phosphatidylethanolamine may be equal to or lower than 
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that of normal tissues {Bergelson: ~ &· ~ ~970; Kogl et 
. al., ~960; Mitchell, ~969; Ruggiere and Fallani, ~968; 
-
Thiese and Bielka, 1.968}. 
Tumor organelles do not reflect the same lipid 
trends as observed in gross homogenates. Sphingomyelin 
and phosphatidylinositol levels for example, in normal 
liver microsomes are increased while the phosphatidy-
lethanolamine to phosphatidylcholine ratio is decreased 
(Collins and Shotlander, ~961.; Dallner· !! .e.!·, ~966; 
Getz !.:!::· !!..·, ].962, 1.968; MacFarlane·!_:!:. .e.!·, ~960; 
Spiro and McKibbin~ ~956; Strickland and Benson, ~960; 
Bergelson et al., 1.970, ~9741. Phosphatidylserine, 
lyso-phosphatidylcholine, and sphingomyelin concentrations 
are increased in hepatomas while the levels of both 
phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine are 
variable and generally comparable to the levels present 
in normal tissues. Only the levels of phosphatidylinositol 
are consistently less in hepatomas. 
Enriched plasma membrane subractions of rat 
hepatomas possess lower total phospholipid content 
compared to plasma membranes isolated from normal adult 
resting liver (Veerkamp' ~ !!•, ~96~;: VanHoeven and 
Emmelot, ~9721. The sphingomyelin and ethanolamine 
phospholipid concentrations are increased; whereas, the 
phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylserine and phosphatidyl-
inositol levels are decreased in plasma membranes of solid 
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hepatomas (Koizumi et al., ~9801. Rat ascites hepatoma 
plasma membranes possess qualitativ~ly identical phospho-
lipid patterns (Koizumi' ~ al., ~977). These trends are 
absent in plasma membrane preparations from non-hepatomal 
regions of hepatoma-bearing livers and pre-:neopl"-stic 
liver. In general, the phospholipid patterns of neoplastic 
liver are partially copied in immature, postnatal liver 
tissue and provide supporting evidence for the embryonic 
characteristics of hepatomas (Koizumi et' ~·, ~9801. 
utilizing the implied phospholipid bilayer asymmetry from 
erythr.ocyte studies (Bretsch&r, ~ 97 2; Gordesky and 
Marinetti, ~973i Verkleij et al., ~9731 and applying this 
assumption to hepatoma membranes, Koizumi et ~· (J.980l 
proposed that the choline phosphatides in the outer 
leaflet of the plasma membrane are replaced by ethanola-
mine phosphoglycerides in multiplying hepatocytes, 
irrespective of whether the tissue is of normal or neo-
plastic origin. Plasma membranes from non-tumorigenic 
regions of hepatomas and regenerate livers, as expected, 
possess this proposed asymmetric characteristic to the 
same extent. 
In s'\lininary, primary and chemically induced rat 
hepatomas (Veerkamp et al., ~962} possess: (J.l a de-
crease in polyunsaturated fatty acids of all the phospho-
lipid classes, (21 increases in the mono- and di-
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unsaturated fatty acid species, C3I an appearance of ~8:~ 
and l6 :J. ·species·, (41 a decrease in the main chain length 
with the appearance ·of J.4:0 fatty acids, and CSI an in-
crease in the cholesterol content. The general decrease 
in unsaturation was not present in -mouse hepatomas. 
Thereby, variations in a specific phospholipid distur-
bance -may be evident only with certain phenotypes of cells 
(VanHoever·!! ~·, J.975} or may be the result of dif-
ferences in the maintenance and production of hepatomas 
(i.e., solid transplantations versus i.p. transplantation 
and growth in ascites fluid (Koizumi et al., J.980}. 
Disturbances in the positional specificity of 
the phospholipid acyl side chains are more pronounced in 
hepatomas. In normal tissues, the J.t-position of the 
glycerol backbone is usually occupied by saturated fatty 
acids; whereas, the 2'-position generally has a high 
concentration of unsaturated fatty acids with the 
exception of J.S ;J. (Dyatlsvitshaya ;:! ~·, J.974l. In 
summary; Cll the fatty acid position on the glycerol 
moiety of the phospholipid molecule is less specific 
in hepatomas compared to normal liver, (21 neoplastic 
tissue has a higher concentration of mono-unsat-
urated and di-unsaturated species than does normal liver, 
and C3I the phosphatidylcholine glycerol backbone in 
hepatomas can be characterized by the high content of 
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1'-unsaturated, 2'-saturated species and a lower 
- -
concentration of J.t-saturated and 2'-unsaturated species 
as compared to non-neoplastic liver {Bergelson and 
oyatlsvitshya, J.973l. 
B. Normal Brain 
Brain and nervous tissue, especially white matter, 
has been known to contain high concentrations of lipids 
since the beginning of the eighteenth century (Vauquel:-in, 
J.Sll). Differences in the phosphorus containing lipids 
(Couerbe, J.934} were predicted to be a pathological 
consequence of mental disease. Although this hypothesis 
was disproved, there are numerous pathological states in 
animals and humans that are a consequence of deviations 
from normal lipid and phosphatide metabolism (Siegel et al., 
J.976}. More than half of the dry weight of normal human 
brain is lipid, and the lipid component, as a part of the 
membrane structure, can be divided into two major 
groupings: polar lipids (phospholipids and glycolipidsl 
and neutral lipids (essentially cholesterol}. Normally, 
triglycerides, free fatty acids,c..and sterol esters are 
present in only very small amounts. 
The earliest investigations on brain lipids 
CBrante, J.949; Felch, J.955; Johnson ~ '!!.·, J.948a, .1948b, 
.1949} established the approximate composition of the major 
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phosphoglycerides for different areas of the brain and for 
normal brain of various age categories {CUmings et !!_., 
~958; Balakrishnan· _!! !!_., ~961.f. Unfortunately, the 
methodology employed did not allow for complete fractiona-
tion and resolution of the cephalins. With the advent of 
the chromatographic techniques of Rouser et al. {~96~}, 
more complete separation of the major lipid classes of 
cerebral gray and white matter in infants and adults was 
possible CO 'Brien and Sampson, ~96Sa, ~965bl. Gray 
matter contained 36-40% lipid; white matter contained 
49-66%; and 78-8~% of the dry weight of myelin was lipid. 
Gray matter possesses a higher molar percentage of 
phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylcholine, and 
ceramides than myelin, the overall lipid composition of 
white matter is close to that of the myelin subfraction. 
White matter has a greater percentage of cholesterol and 
cerebroside; whereas, the molar percentages of phospha-
tidylserine and sphingomyelin are approximately equal for 
gray and white matter. A more complete study of fetal 
brain (Svennerholm, ~9681 determined that the choline-
containing phospholipids constitute SO mole% of the total 
lipid with the ethanolamine phosphoglycerides amounting to 
nearly 30 mole%, and the remaining phosphatides 
(phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylinositol, and shpingo-
myelinl constitute slightly greater than 20 mole%. As 
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children grow- older, .the choline phosphoglycerides decrease 
to 35-40 mole% with a concomitant 5-1.0 mole% increase of 
phosphatidylethanolamine. Although white matter contains 
25% less choline phosphogylcerides, it contains greater 
concentrations of serine phosphoglycerides and shpingomyelin 
than gray matter. The ethanolamine phosphoglyceride 
quantities are about the same in white and gray matter. 
Furthermore, 18:0 fatty acids constitute the majority 
of the fatty acids contained in ethanolamine phospho-
glycerides of gray matter at all ages. In fetal brains, 
the polyunsaturated fatty acids of the linoleate ser~es 
predominates along with 20:4 Cn-6} and 22:4 Cn-61 fat_ty 
acids. Also, these unsaturated fatty acids of the 
linoleic series decrease with age. The serine and inositol 
phosphoglycerides show higher concentrations of 1.8:0 fatty 
acids than that of the ethanolamine phosphoglyceride acyl 
side chains. However, at the same time, 16;0, 18:1., and 
20~4Cn-6I fatty acids enrich the inositol phosphoglycerides. 
Although the choline phosphoglycerides have a very low 
content of polyunsaturated fatty acids from the linolenic 
series, the major fatty acids are 1.6:0 and 18:1 whereby 
the concentration of 1.6:0 is greater in gray matter, and 
18~1 increases in adult white matter. The increased 
concentration of monoene 18:1. is also increased in white 
matter phosphatidylcholine, while most of the 20:4(n-6l 
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and 22:6(n-3) fatty acids are present in gray matter 
phosphatidylcholine (White, 1974). No differences are 
seen in the levels of 18:2(n-6) and 22:4(n-6) phosphatidyl-
choline acyl side chains. Trends appear while examining 
the unsaturation index (UI) in the mean fatty acid unsat-
uration of normal brain. An inverse relationship is found 
to exist between the ethanolamine phosphoglycerides of 
gray and white matter. The unsaturation index increases 
with age in gray matter; whereas, the converse effect was 
found in white matter phosphatidylethanolamine. On the 
other hand, the unsaturation index value for the choline 
phosphoglyceride fraction is similar for infant and adult 
white and gray matters. Phospholipid and fatty acid 
compositions of resolved phosphoglyceride classes from 
microsomal subfractions of normal, adult human brain (Sun 
and Leung, 1974) agreed with the previous data showing an 
increase in 20:4(n-6) ethanolamine phosphoglycerides 
accompanied by an increase of 22:4(n-6) fatty acid, the 
elongation product of 20:4(n-6). 
C. Brain Tumors 
There appears to be a great variation in the 
phospholipid content of human brain tumors. The earliest 
investigation done on 38 intracranial neoplasms (Cumings, 
1943) revealed substantially lower levels of phospho-
glycerides in the tumor tissue with measurably higher 
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higher ~evels in their cystic fluids. Bronte (1949} 
concluded that a re~ative~y low phospholipid content and 
a high esterified cholesterol content were characteristic 
of brain tumors. This tenet was substantiated by other 
studies (Randall 1 ~94.0; Cohe·n, ~955; Selversone and 
Moulton, ~957; cumings et !l·r ~9581 that reported tumors 
contain one..;thi'rd to one..;half of the phospholipid content 
of normal :brain and relative changes occur in the amounts 
of individual phospholipid subfractions. For some brain 
tumors, the amount of phospha'tidylcholine is decreased to 
a lesser extent that the phosphatidylethanolamine; while 
for other specimens, it has been shown that the phospha-
tidylcholine content is higher than that of corresponding 
normal brain with the highest concentration found towards 
the center of the neoplasm. Nayyar (1963}, measured 
individual phospholipid components, and reported a decrease 
in phosphatidylethanolamine and sphingomyelin levels. 
Polar lipids from the CNS (Christen-lou et al., 1965} 
demonstrated a higher phosphatidylcholine:phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine ration compared to normal tissue, and it was 
postulated that such a high ratio. which usually decreases 
during intrauterine life is indicative of a low degree of 
cellular differentiation and organization. Whole cell 
studies on glioblastomas show increased levels of sphingo-
myelin and phosphatidylcholine and decreased levels of 
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phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylethanolamine with the 
most prominent changes in the center of the tumor. 
Astrocytomas, on the other hand only contain dec·reases 
in the phosphatidylethanolamine levels. Microsomal 
subfractions of glioblastomas possess the same changes 
observed in whole cell analyses. It was concluded that 
the increase in pho·sphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin were 
at the expense of phosphatidylethanolamine. Meningomas 
show an increase in phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin 
(Gopal !! !!_., J.963 I that is similar to gliomas, along 
with ·an increase in phosphatidylcholine and a decrease in 
phosphatidylethanolamine. Other studies have reported 
. greater levels of polar lipids except for cholesterol 
esters in glioblastomas (Slagel ~ !!_., ~967I. Phospho-
inositides, important in nerve excitation, are concentrated 
in the tissue of several brain tumors (Kerr~ al., l964l 
and have been shown to have a high rate of turnover by 
radio-labelling (Ansell and Dohmen, ~957; Larrabee~ ·al., 
l963I. 
These attempts to examine the phospholipid content 
of brain neoplasms have produced variable results which 
may be due to small numbers of samples analyzed and 
the cellular complexities of the unfractioned tumor 
tissues. Fatty acid acyl profiles of the phospholipids 
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from microsomal subtractions more closely res'emble those 
of fetal brain than those of normal human adult brain (Sun 
and Leung, 1974; White, 1973). Microsomal subfractions of 
human astrocytomas and glioblastomas contain approximately 
80% unsaturation of the phosphatidylethanolamine acyl side 
chains. This is compared to 75.8% found in fetal brain 
and 70% found in normal adult brain. For the phosphatidyl-
choline group, the microsomal subfractions contain 10% 
less unsaturated fatty acids as compared to normal brain 
(from 60.6% to 50.6% in tumor tissue to 48.8% in fetal 
brain). There is also a general increase in 18:2 and 
20:4(n-6) levels which suggests that neoplastic brain 
tissue lacks the enzymes for elongation and desaturation 
necessary for fatty acid metabolism. The unsaturation 
levels of phosphatidylethanolamine display a greater variety 
of acyl group changes compared to the phosphatidylcholine. 
Trends in different types and grades of brain tumors 
(White, 1973) show the same fatty ac.id shifts from their 
normal counterparts with the exception of oligodendro-
gliomas and an ependymona which possess a high content of 
phosphatidylethanolamine 22:4(n-6) acyl side chains. The 
overall unsaturation index in the phosphatidylcholine 
fraction exceeds that of normal brain (UI of 62) when 
compared to meningiomas (UI of 90), metastatic carcinomas 
(103), and gliomas (92). Comparison of the phosphatidyl-
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ethanolamine/phosphatidylcholine unsaturation index shows 
a selective increase in the choline phosphoglycerides with 
the largest increase being for gliomas (2.47) as compared 
to the four-fold selective increase in the phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine subclass of gliomas. The index appears to 
decrease from four to three during fetal to adult brain 
maturation. An interdependence exists between two of the 
essential fatty acid groups (n-6 and n-3 families) in the 
ratio of 22:5(n-6)/22:5(n-3) fatty acids. The ratio has 
been found to be altered in tumors, although it is at a 
functioning control level for the choline and ethanolamine 
phosphoglycerides. 
Yates ~ al. (1979) examined the phospholipid 
patterns of brain biopsy specimens as well as the lipid 
composition of biopsy specimens grown in vitro. The lipid 
concentrations of in vivo tumors contain less cholesterol, 
sphingomyelin, and phosphatidylserine than the corres-
ponding white matter. Phosphatidylcholine composition, 
however, was significantly increased beyond the level 
present in gray or white matter. Little variation from 
these trends was observed between well-differentiated 
and anaplastic astrocytomas or glioblastomas, and between 
a cerebellar medulloblastoma and peripheral neuroblastomas. 
Glioma cells in vitro, on the other hand, contained less 
cholesterol, sphingomyelin, and total ganglioside than 
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the parent in vivo specimens. Phosphatidylcholine 
concentrations were 25-30% greater than the level present 
in biopsy specimens. Neoplastic astrocytes in vitro 
contain a greater proportion of structurally simpler 
gangliosides than their corresponding parent tissues. 
small concentrations of complex gangliosides, however, were 
present, indicative of a partial shift in ganglioside 
metabolism as a result of tissue culture. Malignant or 
rapidly growing tumors possess the greatest shift towards 
simplification of the ganglioside patterns. Furthermore, 
trace amounts of choline plasmelcgen are usually present 
in normal brain. Both brain tumor specimens and their 
daughter cells in vitro contain similarly increased levels 
of ethanolamine and choline plasmalogen molecules above 
normal tissue levels. Therefore, it was inferred by Yates 
et al. (1979) that the in vivo phospholipid metabolism 
closely resembles the in vitro biosynthesis and degradation 
of phosphatides. 
Generally, the percentage of ethanolamine 
phosphoglycerides is .usually lowered in brain neoplasms; 
whereas, both choline phosphoglycerides and sphingomyelin 
are increased in biopsy specimens. This relationship 
appears to be most evident in the center of malignant 
tumors. Neoplastic brain cells may have lost the specifi-
city for 18:2 fatty acid uptake, and its concentration is 
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extremely low in tumor tissue although not for fetal nor 
human adult brain. Sun and Leung (1974) proposed that 
overall 20:4(n-6) levels might be indicative of rapid cell 
growth while increases in 22:6{n-3) during development 
could be a measure of neuronal membrane maturity. 
considering the variability of pathological specimens 
(White, 1974), no striking correlations have been noted 
between the 20:4(n-6) and 22:6(n-3) phosphoglycerides for 
normal, benign, and malignant tissues. On the other hand, 
the 20:4(n-6) choline phosphoglyceride levels are directly 
proportional to cellular growth. For example, this level 
is increased two-fold for astrocytomas, gliomas, and 
metastatic carcinomas above normal brain levels. These 
tumors all grow rapidly in vivo and in vitro. The 
20:4(n-6) choline phosphoglyceride level is also increased 
in meningiomas and other benign cell tumors which often 
represent an in vivo threat due to brain compression. 
Cells from these tumors proliferate rapidly in vitro but 
senesce after several passages. Microsomal subfractions 
(Sun and Leung, 1974) demonstrate that not only do the 
levels of phosphatidylcholine 20:4(n-6) fatty acids appear 
to be correct for the previous assumption 1 but also these 
molecules may account for a certain degree of rapid growth 
seen in malignancy. For example, grade I astrocytomas 
have 20:4(n-6) levels comparable to normal brain levels 
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which is indicat.ive of some cellular differentiation 
(poor growth in vitro). Grade III astrocytoma levels 
increase approximately two-fold (depending upon the 
location of the tumor), corresponding to a greater degree 
of malignancy. 
D. Lipid Alterations in vitro in Relation to Other 
Cell Transformation-systems 
This section will specifically discuss the question 
whether the lipid changes observed for glioma and medullo-
blastoma derived cell lines are: a) general changes 
similar to those found for other normal non-neural neo-
plastic systems in vitro, and/or b) similar alterations 
to those observed for human brain in vivo and non-human 
neural systems in vitro. 
One of the most widely used systems for examining 
the membrane alterations of normal and transformed cells 
are the 3T3 mouse fibroblasts and their respective 
transformed counterparts: SV40 or SVlOl transformed 3T3 
fibroblasts and polyoma transformed fibroblasts (Py3T3). 
Generally, the transformed variants of 3T3 fibroblasts, 
Py3T3 and SV101-3T3, contain lower total quantities of 
lipids per cell (based on dry weight) (Adam~ al., 1975). 
The phospholipid content is specific for transforming 
virus and the cell type. Polyoma transformed cells 
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(Py3T3) and SV40 trans.formed .cells have a higher lipid 
content compared to normal .3T3 .. cells (Adam et al. , 197 5; 
Perkins and Scott, 1978) whilve ·svlOl transformed cells 
have a lower lipid content. Cholesterol concentrations 
are statistically equivalent for normal and transformed 
phenotypes (Adam~ al., 1974; Perkins and Scott, 1978) 
except for Scandella ~ al., (1979) who observed that the 
SV101-3T3 fibroblasts contain 50-100% more cholesterol 
than their normal counterparts. Considering the choles-
terol concentration per surface area, it has been ob-
served that malignant cells contain 50% more chplesterol 
than normal cells (Adam~ al., 1975). SV40 transformed 
3T3 fibroblasts (Perkins and Scott, 1978) contain greater 
amounts of phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylinositol 
although the amounts of phosphatidylethanolamine and 
phosphatidylserine are similar for both normal and 
transformed cells. Sphingomyelin levels, on the other 
hand, are lower in transformed 3T3 cells. Regarding fatty 
acid alterations, several observations may be made: 
a) nearly two-thirds of the phosphatidylcholine molecules 
contain the fatty acids 16:0 and 18:1 for both normal 
and transformed cells, b) there are greater quantities 
of 18:1 and 18:2 fatty acids in the SV40-3T3 phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine class although the 20:4, 22:4 and 20:3 levels 
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decrease, c) transfot:med cells contain smaller amounts of 
18:0 and 18:1 in the phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylino-
sitol subcalsses and a greater amount of 20:4 in the 
phosphatidylinositol subclass, and d) there are no 
significant differences between the sphingomyelin acyl 
side chain compositions of normal 3T3 and transformed 3T3 
cells. However, polyoma transformation of BHK cells 
indicates that there are no significant differences 
for all the phospholipid classes between the normal and 
virus transformed BHK cells (Micklem ~a~, 1976). 
The lipid alterations observed in various 
experiments are specific for cell type. Detailed analysis 
of SV40 transformed WI-38 cells (forming .the WI-38VA13A 
cell, a human diploid line) (Girardi et al., 1965) shows 
that the transformed cells contain less lipid and phospho-
lipid compared to the normal WI-38 cells (Howard et al., 
1973); However, both cell lines contain identical amounts 
of free cholesterol and cholesterol esters. Oncogenic 
transformation of WI-38 cells induces lower phosphatidyl-
serine and phosphatidylinositol levels and higher sphingo-
myelin levels while the phosphatidylcholine and phospha-
tidylethanolamine levels are equivalent for both cell lines. 
The specific phospholipid fatty acid concentrations assayed 
in malignant WI-38VA13A cells do not correspond to the 
levels observed for SV-40 transformed 3T3 fibroblasts. 
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Transformed WI-38VA13A cells .possess essentially the same 
fatty acid profiles with ·only a decrease in the 2'0:4 
levels which is somewhat compensated by an increase in the 
. 18: 1 level. RSV transformation of chick embryo friba-
blasts (Maldonado and Blough, 1980) produces lipid changes 
that are dissimilar to those for the SV40 transformation 
of 3T3 fibroblasts and WI-35 cells. Considering indi-
vidual phospholipid concerittations, phosphatidylethan-
olamine and phosphatidylinositol levels are increased in 
I 
RSV transformed cells; whereas, the phosphatidylcholine 
level is decreased although, phosphatidylserine and 
sphingomyelin levels are identical for both cell types. 
The transformed cells have increased amounts of 16:0 and 
18:1 fatty acids among the phosphatidylethanolamine, 
phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylserine, and phospha-
tidylinositol subclasses. Mazierre ~ al. (1980) 
examined normal and SV40-transformed hamster fibroblasts 
and observed that the tumorigenic cells possessed a 
lower degree of unsaturated fatty acids. Transformation 
was always accompanied by a decrease in palmitoleic (16:1) 
and oleic 918:1) fatty acid levels. Comparison of the 
fatty acid profiles for RSV-transformed chick embryo fibro-
blasts from the data of Maldonado and Blough (1981) and 
Yau et al. (1976) illustrates the variability that may 
--
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exist when comparing the same cell system under different 
growth conditions. Although the general changes ·are the 
same among these investigators, there are large ·variations 
for specific fatty acids which in one study are decreased 
in the RSV-transformed cells and are increased in the other 
study. This inconsistency exemplifies the fact that when 
considering neoplastic membrane changes, the trends in 
lipid profiles are not absolute but are cell type and 
transformation specific. 
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ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE THEORY 
AND ORDER PARAMETERS 
Magnetic resonance, .in particular ESR and NMY, 
involves the absorption of radiation by a molecule and 
its transition from a stable ground state to an excited 
state of higher energy. Although the spectroscopic 
techniques differ in their analysis of the excitation 
obtained from various frequencies in the electromagnetic 
spectrum, all spectroscopic transitions are based on 
Planck's law. 
~E = hv {].1 
where v denotes the frequency of radiation, h is Planck's 
constant, and ~E is the energy difference between the 
ground and the excited states. ~E also is the basis of 
comparison for various spectroscopic transitions. 
Magnetic resonance measures the interaction of a nuclear 
magnetic moment or an electron magnetic moment with a 
magnetic field. The resonance position is specific for 
molecular bonds and their orientations. 
Effects of magnetic resonance absorption may be 
only observed in species which possess a magnetic moment. 
~ - l3 . 3I . ~9 2 ~5 33 Nuclei such as H, c, P, F, H, N, and S, with 
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an odd mass number and theretore a magnetic moment, are 
candidates for NMR measurements. Transition-metal 
ions, stable free-radicals, .and transient free-radicals 
are the only molecular species possessing electron mag-
netic moments since there is no effective cancellation of 
spins by electron pai·ring. ESR, then, examines the energy 
transitions of a paramagnetic species (magnetic momentl 
induced by external static magnetic fields. 
Electron and nuclear spins are quantized. Since 
according to quantum mechanical theory, only specific 
orientations are allowed relative to the magnetic field. 
For an unpaired electron with a nuclear spin of one-half 
there are only two allowable orientations, ms=±~. In the 
absence of an applied magnetic field, the allowed state 
of an unpaired electron can be in one of two spin 
orientations since each orientation has coincident equal 
energy levels as described by quantum theory. Transitions 
induced by electromagnetic radiation, however, divide the 
electron quantum into two separate and distinct energy 
levels which are unequally populated. These orientations 
parallel or anti-parallel to the applied magnetic field 
(spin-up and spin-down, respectively}, correspond to spin 
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states of rns=-~ and rn6=+~, respectively. The. parallel 
orientation {ms=-~l is more densely populated than the 
anti-parallel orientation, .and this preferred orientation 
possesses a lower energy. Furthermore, a population of 
spins exists rather than a single spin. Net absorption 
of radiation results in an energy transition only if there 
are fewer spin states in the upper anti-parallel orienta-
tion compared to the lower state. Thermal equilibrium 
can excite some of the lower state spins into the higher 
energy level. The ratio of the number of spins in the two 
levels can be described by the Boltzman distribution: 
(2). 
This d·istribution depends on the average thermal energy 
where k is Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute tempera-
ture, and 4E is the energy difference between the two spin 
states levels. The process by which excited spin states 
lose energy and drop into the lower state maintaining the 
thermal equilibrium of the Boltzman distribution is defined 
as the spin lattice relation and is characterized by the 
spin-lat~ice relaxation time, Tl. 
Magnetic resonance energy levels for an electron 
within a magnetic field are defined by 
E=11•H {3} 
where ll is the magnetic moment and H is the applied 
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The quantum mechanical description of an electron spin is 
related to the magnetic moment: 
]J =-gas (4) 
where S denotes the electron spin, a is the Bohr magnetron, 
and g is the effective spectroscopic splitting factor 
(i.e., the g-factor which is species specific). Therefore, 
the energy levels in a magnetic field can be rewritten as 
llE = +gaHS = ±~gSH. (5) 
The quantity± gSH is defined as the Zeeman interaction, 
and this term is related to Planck's law by simple 
substitution: 
hv = ±gaH (6) 
since the induced transitions are specific for a given 
frequency, v. For microwave energy absorption, the value 
of the ratio v/H determines the necessary resonance 
. -27 
conditions. When h = 6.625 x 10 erg-sec, a= 0.9273 x 
-20 10 erg/Gauss (G) , and the g value is approximately 
2.00 for a variety of free-radicals, the v/H ratio equals 
2.80 H. The intensity of the applied magnetic field for 
an ESR spectrometer operating at 9.5 GHz (X-band micro-
wave region) is therefore 9.5/2.8 or 3.4 kG. For practical 
applications, ESR spectra scanning involves a fixed 
frequency which is matched to a continuously varying 
magnetic field energy level. 
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spin Hamiltonians 
~ 
Spin Hamiltonian operators can be used to describe 
magnetic resonance transitions. The simplest example is 
a single electron with no hyperfine interactions and an 
isotropic g value of the form E = -J.lH: 
(8} 
where Sz' the spin operator, may be replaced by the spin 
quantum numbers ms = ±~. Differing spin orientations 
complicate the format of the Hamiltonian such as the case 
for axial symmetry: 
(9} 
where Hz denotes the magnetic field parallel to the z 
direction of the molecular axis and Hx is the magnetic 
field component along the perpendicular, x direction. 
For spin probes which possess an unpaired electron 
in their nitroxide group, the spin operator for an axially 
symmetric system with hyperfine structure may be written 
(10) 
The magnetic field vector is defined by H, ee and eN are 
the electron and nuclear magnetrons, respectively, gN is 
the nuclear Zeeman splitting factor, g is the electron 
tensor, S is the electron spin operator, I is the nuclear 
spin operator, and T denotes the hyperfine coupling tensor. 
Under ESR experimental conditions, the second term which 
represents the nuclear Zeeman term or the interaction 
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between the nuclear spin and the magnetic field is 
usually negligible. This off-axis effect, however, is 
important in the analysis of spin-spin splittings in NMR. 
spin Hamiltonian operators which are of significance for 
the slow motion of spin labels (as in the case of probes 
immobilized in membranes) can be represented by electronic 
zeeman interactions and hyperfine (electron spin-nuclear 
spin) interactions in the form 
H = g e S e HS + S T I . (11) 
The second rank tensors, g and T are angular dependent and 
can be diagonalized for the orientation of the principle 
axis of a nitroxide. Conventionally, the coordinate system 
places the N-O paramagnetic moiety with the x-axis along 
the N-O bond. The y-axis lies in the plane of the oxazoli-
dine ring perpendicular to the x-axis, and the z-axis which 
is along the nitrogen 2p~ orbital usually coincides with 
the direction of the g and T tensor elements. 
In general, the g and T tensors can be represented 
by a second rank element because the positions and splitting 
of the lines depend on the magnitude and direction of the 
applied magnetic field relative to the nitroxide axes. 
This unique feature of ESR spectra, spectral anisotropy, 
is not observed in isotropic transition free radicals due 
to the delocalization of the free electron and the rapid 
motional averaging of small anisotropic shifts. Spectral 
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anisotropy_is completely specified by the three g values 
and hyperfine constants parallel to the principal axes. 
For the majority of nitroxides, the values of the g and T 
tensors are: g ::: 2.009, g =- 2.006, g =- 2.002, T ::: XX yy ZZ XX 
Tyy = 6 Gauss, and Tzz = 32 Gauss. These static values 
are determined by the incorporation of nitroxide deriva-
. 
tives into host crystals as substitutional impurities, and 
they depend on the polarity of the environment but differ 
from one crystal substitution to another. The tensor 
values, therefore, may differ or be in error when applying 
values from a static crystal to a particular noncrystalline 
system such as a biological membrane. In cases where the 
system is axially symmetric, the principal values may be 
designated as A11= T 11 =A =T I zz zz Al= Tl == A =-T I XX XX 
A =T * and similarly for the g-factors: YY YY 
and gil = gzz. 
ESR Specta of Paramagnetic Nitroxides 
and 
As previously stated, the lines of an ESR spectrum 
can be split by the interaction of the unpaired electron 
with the magnetic moments of neighboring nuclei. Since 
the unpaired electron is localized on the 2piT orbital, the 
hyperfine splitting is principally due to its interaction 
*The principal tensor values are designated as 
either A or T and are used interchangeably as in 
this dissertation. 
FIG 8 
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z 
A 
OH 
Orientation of the spin-label nitroxide group. 
A. Principal axes of the nitroxide group. 
B. Orientation of the nitroxide axes in a stearic 
acid spin label. The Azz vector of the nitroxide 
is parallel to the long axis of the fatty acid. 
(Redrawn from Knowles et al., 1976.) 
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14 
with the N nucleus. 14Nitrogen, with a nuclear spin 
I= 1, yields three hyperfine lines described by (2I+l). 
Each nuclear spin is quantized, and three orientations 
are probable according to the allowable selection rules: 
Iz = -1, 0, +1 for each spin state ms = ±~. A typical ESR 
spectrum, shown in Figure ll,possesses three main lines 
arising from the nitrogen hyperfine structure as well as 
small satellite lines from 13c hyperfine interactions 
(Figure 11) . The energy level splittings can be described 
by the hyperfine splitting constant, A* (in gausss) • 
Three spectral lines are observed at: 
H = H -m A 
o I 
where H0 defines the magnetic field intensity at the 
center spectral line. 
Anisotropic Motion and Order Parameters 
The ESR spectrum of Fremy 's salt (Figure 12 ) 
(12) 
consists of three sharply pe~ked lines with approximately 
equal intensity where the splittings from the central line 
to the left and right hyperfine extrema are 11.0012 and 
11.013 G, respectively (Faber and Fraenkel, 1967). 
Uniform splitting and distinctive intensity patterns are 
typical of isotropic motion associated with rapid tumbling 
of a nitroxide spin label in a low viscosity solvent. The 
H 
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FIG 9 : Hyperfine energy-level splittings and allowed 
transitions for nitrogen (nuclear spin I= 1). The 
number of energy-level splittings is mirrored in 
the number of splittings in the ESR spectrum 
(lower figure) . (Adapted and not drawn to scale 
from Knowles et al., 1975.) 
FIG 10: 
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J 
13~ 
I• 10G .. , 
14~ 
Typical ESR spectrum of Frerny's salt. The 13~ 
components are negligible in contrast to the 4N 
splittings. The spectrum is characteristic of 
rapid isotropic motion. 
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spin Hamiltonian can be rewritten for isotropic motion: 
( 13) 
where the isotropic g-factor, g
0
, and the isotropic hyper-
fine coupling constant, T0 , are defined by: 
go= tg = t (gzz +gxx +gyy) (14) 
and 
* 1 1 T = -T =- (T +T +T ) , 0 3 3 XX yy ZZ (15) 
respectively. With axial symmetry, these expressions can 
be simplified. 
a 0 = t (Au +2A.L) 
1 go= 3(gu+2g.L) · 
(16) 
(17) 
The isotropic tumbling of arnall molecules exhibits depend-
ence on solvent polarity (Seelig, 1970; Seelig and 
Hasselbach, 1971) , whereby isotropic splitting constants 
are increased as solvent polarity increases. The converse 
is also true: as the polarity decreases with hydrophobic 
solvents or environments, so does the splitting constant. 
The isotropic g factor, in contrast, decreases with 
increasing solvent polarity. The average decrease of a 0 
(from 15.1 gauss) at the C-4 position to 14.6 gauss at 
the tenth position (Seelig and Hasselbach, 1971) corres-
ponds to an increase in hydrophobicity within the interior 
of the phospholipid bilayer. 
*The splitting constants T and A are identical 
and are used interchangeably. 
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In contrast to the rapid tumbling motion 
characteristic in isotropic systems, spin-labelled motion 
in membranes is restricted and must be described by 
immobilized anisotropic motion. A variety of models can 
be used to calculate lineshapes that approximate experi-
mental spectra and these can reduce complicated line-
shapes into a collection of parameters which allows 
comparisons between model and natural membranes. These 
models include: (1) anisotropic motion in the inter-
mediate field, (2) rapid rotation about a molecular axis, 
(3) oscillation, and (4) wobbling of the long molecular 
axis (Griffith and Jost, 1976) . 
The description of nitroxide motion as a wobbling 
of a long molecular axis, used by H. M. McConnell for 
nitroxide orientations in biomernbranes, has been supported 
by a number of investigators (Jost, 1971; Isacralachivilli 
et al., 1974; Van et al., 1974; Griffith, 1964; Birell et 
al., 1973a, 1973b). Motion of a nitroxide can be described 
as a restricted random walk of the R axis on the surface 
of a sphere, rapid motion within a conical section, and 
rapid oscillation about the angle e between the axis R and 
the sample axis z. The R axis is usually normal to the 
membrane plane although McFarland and McConnell (1974) 
have suggested that the ordering axis may be tilted by the 
angle e. A probability function can be described: 
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P(S) =exp(-U(S)kT//exp.(-U(f3)/kT)sinSdS (18) 
for the probability (P(S)) of molecular orientation of 
angle e (the angle between the 2piT orbital of the nitro-
xide and the axis R of the hydrocarbon chain) with respect 
to the reference axis. An order parameter S is defined as 
a relative measure of the distribution of molecular 
orientations in relation to a reference axis (frequency-
amplitude order parameter). The order parameter can be 
written as a time ensemble average of the squares of the 
direction cosines of the principal axis (Hubbell and 
McConnell, 1969a, 1969b; Seelig, 1970): 
5=~<3 cos 2e-1>=(3! cos 2s P(S)sinSdS/2)-~. (19) 
Order parameters are strongly dependent on the reciprocal 
of the anisotropy of the Zeeman and hyperfine interactions. 
The interpretation and measurement of order parameters 
-7 -9 depends on a time range of 10 to 10 seconds. 
Derivation of order parameters, therefore, does not 
involve a specific rate of motion, but rather the monitor-
ing of restricted and unrestricted motions of nitroxide 
probes that are fast on an ESR timescale (Hubbell and 
McConnell, 1971). If the frequency of the collective 
motions is greater than 10-9 seconds and approach an NMR 
timescale (10- 5 to 10-7 seconds) (Polnaszek and Freed, 
1975; Polnaszek, 1977; Rao et al., 1977), the calculated 
order parameter will be greater than the true value 
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FIG 1I : Anistropic motion-lipid spin labels in membrane 
environments. A. Anisotropic motion of a lipid 
spin label within the outer monolayer of a lipid 
bilayer. The nitroxide principal z-axis (Azz) is 
parallel to the plane of the hydrocarbon chain. 
Motional averaging to the normal of the membrane 
surface (8) and results in the A and A splittings. 
B. Restricted random walk of a lipid spin label 
normal to the membrane surface within-a cone of 
the angle y. (Redrawn from Knowles et al., 1976.) 
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indicating slower .motion, necessitating computer fitting 
of calculated values to exper'imental data (Polnaszek and 
Freed, ~975}. 
A number of equations can be used to quantitatively 
analyze ESR spectra. The isotropic hyperfine constant 
a can be defined as: 
0 
a = .l(T +2T ) 
0 3 ZZ XX (201 
for the nitroxide crystal state as compared to a~ for a 
probe intercalated in a biomembrane: 
a' = ~(T +2T) 
0 3 (2J.} 
Assuming that the polarity of the environment around the 
probe is identical to that of the host crystal and spin-
spin interactions are ·nominal Ci. e., magnetically dilute 
solutions}, the flexibility of lipid chains can be assessed 
using the order parameter s• (Seelig, ~9701; 
._. (T. '. -T. l 
S' - (Tzz-Txx}" (221 
Nitroxides rotating in a cone of a semi-variable 
angle (Israchaleachvilli !.:!:_ ·al., .197 4) can be assumed to 
possess an isotropic hyperfine constant equal to 
~(Tzz+2Txx). Therefore, 
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FIG 12: Hyperfine splittings of the nitroxide spin labels. 
A. Probe (5,12). B. Probe (12,5). C. Probe (16,1) 
doxyl stearate spin labels. 
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(23) 
and 
S 1 1 = (~) [< 3Tn -Txx> -l]. 
(Tzz -Tx) (24) 
sauerbeher et al. (1978) have pointed out that 5 1 should 
equal 5 11 if probe-probe interactions are negligible and 
if the polarity of the membrane is identical to that of 
the substituted host crystal. This may not be the case 
since isotropic splitting constants are sensitive to the 
polarity of the environment. 
A polarity corrected order parameter (Hubbell and 
McConnell, 1971) can be derived through the division of 
the previous t~nsor elements by their respective isotropic 
splitting constants: 
S = Tu -T.L ~ 
Tzz-Txx ao· 
( 25) 
The values of Tn can be calculated from resolved spectra 
with order parameters greater than 0.2 (Gaffney, 1976). 
T.L diverges linearly from its true value with decreasing 
order parameter; therefore, a correction factor must be 
used to calculate T.L from experimental separation of the 
inner extrema now defined as T.L1 • The correction term is: 
_ ( (Tn -T~ )) C- ( 4. 06 MHz) 1- T -~ (T +T ) 
ZZ XX yy 
(26) 
where 
(27) 
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substitution of the polarity corrected order parameter 
using tensor elements derived for spin-labels on BSA 
(bovine serum albumin) (Hubbell and McConnell, 1971; 
following order parameter: Gaffney, 1976) yields the 
I 
where 
S _ ( T !1 - T.L + C 
- T11 + 2T1 + 2C 
\ 
1.66) (28) 
C = 4 • 0 6 - 0 • 0 53 ( T 11 - T.1.' ) • (29) 
Probe-probe interactions may be measured by the 
value m, 
or 
rn = 5 , /S 11 = ( _) [ Tu - TJ. ] Tu- an 
m = Tu - ac) 
Tu- ao 
( 30) 
( 31) 
such that rn values of 1 indicate no interactions; whereas, 
rn values less than unity are indicative of probe-probe 
interactions. The above equations assume that membrane 
polarity sensed by nitroxide is identical with the 
polarity of the ~est crystal. As noted before, this may 
not be the case for biornembranes. Therefore: 
where 
roo= S '/S II ( 33) 
and is measured in magnetically dilute solutions. 
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Eguivalence of Order Parameters and Experimental Spectra 
-
The simplest and most direct method of calculating 
order parameters (Griffith and Jostl 1976) utilizes the 
following assumptions: 
1) An= A (the splitting between the outermost 
max 
hyperfine extrema) I 
2) A1.·= Amin (the. separation of the innermost 
extrema) 1 and 
3) the polarity of the biomembrane is not 
significantly different from that of the host 
crystal. These assumptions are made for 
equations 22 and 24 (Method I) • 
A more accurate approximation of equating 
experimental splittings with the theoretical hyperfine 
maxima and minima can be made if: 
1) An = Amaxl and 
2) the A~ value can be calculated according to 
Gaffney (1976) 1 or for values of Sapp less 
than 0.8. Then: 
A.l =A . + 1.32 + 1.86 log (1-Sapp) 1 m~n 
and polarity may be corrected by k: 
1 
= ( ;r) (A 11 + 2A ) 
<1> cao + ao 
XX yy 
+a 
0 
zz 
(34) 
(JS) 
The order parameter is then calculated using equation 22 
(Method II) . 
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This alternate method yields a better approximation 
of the true order parameter from experimental spectra. 
The value of T~, however, can be calculated from powder 
spectra (i.e., spectra recorded at -196°C where the 
structural integrity of the membrane is assumed to be 
unaltered but the motion of the intercalated nitroxide is 
inhibited). -196 In this case, Amax equals the Azz value 
and the order parameter can be rewritten as: 
S=~ {f<An/k)-~(aOxx+aoyy)) -~.) (36) 
2 \\ (aOzz - ~ (aoyy + aoxx) 
Otherwise, the T~ (A~) may be calculated from equation 16 
and substituted into equation 21 (Method III) . 
Griffith and Jost (1976) calculated order 
parameter values using the three previous assumptions for 
spin labels located at methylene groups 5, 7, 12, and 16 
from the polar hydrocarbon carboxyl chain. Methods II 
and III yielded good approximations (within S-6% error) ; 
therefore, polarity correction negated the necessity of 
obtaining a powder spectra. The maximum variation between 
assumptions I and II and III varies with nitroxide 
position; for example, 26% variability at n=l6, in 
contrast to 3% at n=S. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Description of Cell Lines 
-
Normal Human Fetal Brain, Line designation NFB. 
Normal human fetal brain (Flow 3000, Flow Laboratories, 
Rockville, Maryland, USA) was derived from a normal 14-week 
male Negro fetus. This cell line was initiated through 
mechanical disaggregation and explantation into MEM 
containing 10% fetal bovine serum. Morphology in vitro 
appears as shortened fibroblast-like cells. Mitotic 
division is inhibited as the cell monolayer reaches 
confluency (i.e. cells exhibit contact inhibition). The 
human fetal brain used in this dissertation was passaged 
at confluency by the thin-film trypsin technique (0.25% 
trypsin)* and was normally split at a 1:2 ratio. The line 
was at its tenth passage when received from Flow Labora-
tories, and consequently, as the passage level increased 
(up to senscence or cell death at passage 14), the split 
ratio was lowered to 1:1.5 or 1:1 to maintain the density 
of the cell population. 
Human Glioblastoma, Line designation SA 4. The 
SA 4 line (R. Maunoury, St. Anne's Hospital, Paris, 
FRANCE) was initiated from a frontal glioblastoma of a 
*All cell lines, with the exception of NFB, were 
split at a confluency into a 1:2 ratio by the thin-film 
trypsin technique (Westermark et al., 1973). 
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59-year-old male {Maunoury, ~977}. Microscopically, the 
cells are spindle-shaped and arranged into parallel 
bundles, several layers thi-ck. The chromosome range is 
bimodal (3 8-8 2 I , and the cells in vitro exhibit low 
contact inhioition. Population doubling time is approxi-
-mately twenty-four hours, and the cells are capable of 
producing tumors in athymic "nude" mice. 
' H'uman' Astrocyt·oma, Line· de'si<;n:at·ion SA l Ol. The 
SAlOl line lR. "Maunoury, St. Anne's Hospital, Paris, 
FRANCEl was explanted from a frontal-temporal malignant 
astrocytoma in a 46-year-old female (Maunoury, 1977}. 
SAlOl-possesses an abnormal number of chromosomes with a 
single modal of 7l. ·:!.!!: v'i'tro, the cells are flat with 
.large nuclei that have an extensive amount of cytoplasm. 
Occasionally, the cells display multiple processes. The 
cells, in spite of the fact that they were isolated from 
a malignant tumor, do not grow to a confluent density 
greater than than of normal brain (8 x 1.04 cells/cm21 and 
do not possess the capability for tumor production in 
a thymic "nude'• mice. This line shows two specific glial 
properties: Cll the presence of glial fibrillary acid 
protein (GFAI by immunofluorescence and (2) a morpholo-
gical stellar response to dibutryl cyclic AMP. Maunoury 
Cl9771 has pointed out that the GFA protein of the 
cell line, moreover, shows delicate, condensed fibrillary 
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patterns similar to normal fetal brain in vitro (Maunoury, 
1976). 
Human Medulloblastoma, Line designation El20?.. 
This cell line El202 consisting of polygonal and fusiform 
cells was initiated from a left cerebellar astrocytoma in 
a six-year-old Caucasian female (R. McAllister, Children's 
Hospital of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA). 
El202 is an abbreviation of the line's other designations: 
NIH El202 #2 29B Smith or TE~671. These undifferentiated 
cells exhibit little or no contact inhibition (terminal 
density, 2 x 106 cells/cm2) and are malignant in vitro 
and in vivo as ascertained by their freedom from anchorage-
dependent growth and tumor production in either "nude" 
mice or antithymocyte-serum-treated hamsters (McAllister 
et al., 1977). Electron microscopy shows the absence of 
viral particles. A majority of cells are diploid while in 
vitro and have a chromosome number of 47. 
Human Medulloblastoma, Line designation TE 907. 
The TE 907 line (R. McAllister, Children's Hospital of 
Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA) was received in 
the 13th passage and was initiated from a pediatric medul-
loblastoma. No additional information is available. 
Experimentally, the cells do not possess any tumorigenic 
potential either in vivo or in vitro as suggested by 
growth characteristics. 
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Human Astryocytoma, Line designation 251 MG 3C. 
The 251 MG 3C line is a cloned variant of the 251 MG 
astrocytoma (A. Lindgren and J. Ponten, \-lallenberg Labora-
tory, University of Uppsala, Uppsala, SWEDEN). 
Initiated from a temporal lobe grade IV astrocytoma in a -
58-year-old male, the cells exhibit astrocytic morphology 
in vitro. The 251 MG cell line has been well character-
ized regarding cell culture migration, terminal cell 
density (Westermark et al., 1973; Ponten, 1975), mitotic 
figures, growth in soft agar (Westermark, 1973; Carlsson 
and Brunk, 1977), serum dependence (Westermark, 1973; 
Lindgren et al., 1975), and cell cycle kinetics (Lundgren 
et a1., 1975; Lundgren, 1976). Experimentally, the cells 
are unique since they form colonies in soft agar but lack 
the ability to produce tumors in "athymic" mice. 
Tissue Culture-General Methods 
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM; high 
1 -1 g ucose formulation containing 4.5 grams liter 
D-glucose) was used for the growth and maintenance of all 
cell lines. The complete medium consisted of DMEM 
(pH 7.2) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf 
serum (FCS), 100 ~g ml-1 streptomycin, and 100 units ml-l 
penicillin G. Powdered media (Gibco, Grand Island, New 
York) was hydrated using freshly deionized double-
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distilled water and sterilized through 0.22 ~m extractable-
free membrane filters (type GSMF, Millipore Corporation, 
Bedford, Mass.). Medical grade implantable silicone 
tubing was used for all still and filter connections 
(Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, Chicago, Illinois). 
Cells did not attach or grew poorly when media was prepared 
with laboratory grade polyvinyl tubing (Tygon~, Norton 
Company). Sterility of the prepared media was ascert.ained 
using a 21-day quality control procedure. This involved 
inoculating suitable aliquots of sterile media into tryp-
tic soy broth (BBL, Cockeysville, Maryland), blood agar 
(BBL), and Sabouraud broth (BBL) along with incubation in 
triplicate at both 25°C. and 37°C. 
The same lots of medium (DMEM, Lot #R697251), 
serum (M.A. Bioproducts, Walkersville, Maryland, Lot 
#95919), trypsin, and EDTA were used for all experiments. 
Cells were routinely grown in 75 cm2 plastic T-flasks 
(T-75, Corning Glass, Corning, New York), except for some 
experiments (such as line El202) where 25 cm2 T-flasks 
were used (T-25, Corning Glass, Corning, New York). They 
were maintained at all times in a 37°C. humidified 10% 
co2-air environment. All cell lines were passaged after 
a 10 minute incubation of 0.02% EDTA in divalent ion-free 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 37°C. followed by total 
disaggregation using a thin film of 0.25% trypsin 
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(Westermark et al., 1973). After centrifugation (200 xg 
x 10') in complete medium (DMEM with 10% FCS), the cells 
were counted in a hemocytometer (AO Brightline, 0.1 mm 
depth), and the viable cell population appropriately 
subcultured. Cell viability was determined by trypan blue 
dye exclusion (Kruse, 1973). 
Plating efficiency of a particular cell line was 
assessed by seeding an appropriate number of cells in 
either 30 mm diameter (8 cm2) tissue culture dishes 
(Corning Glass, Corning, New York) or 10 mm diameter 
(2 cm2) multi-well plates (Linbro, Flow Laboratories, 
McLean, Virginia). Attached cells were trypsinized, 
dispersed, and counted 24 hours after the initial seeding. 
The relative plating efficiency (RPE) in this case is 
defined as the attachment percentage of cells, not the 
percentage of colonies formed. Plating efficiencies were 
always dependent on the ~oncentration of serum. For some 
cell lines, the relative plating efficiency was increased 
if a thin film of serum was used for the initial attach-
ment; whereas, this had no effect for the malignant cell 
lines. Cell densities are expressed as the number of 
cells per growth area (i.e. cells per cm2). Confluent 
densities were initially determined as above, except that 
seeding densities were adjusted so cell confluency would 
be attained in a three to four day period. The terminal 
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cell density (TCD) was ascertained by seeding slightly 
above the confluent density of each specific cell line and 
removing triplicate aliquots at appropriate intervals 
(72-96 hours) for trypsinization and subsequent counting. 
Terminal cell densities reflect the point at which there 
is no change in the maximum cell density for three 48 hour 
intervals. For all cell lines, media was replaced at 48 
hour intervals, allowing growth to approach steady-state 
conditions. Cultures were routinely checked for PPLO 
infection by the large volume infusion technique (Hayflick, 
1973) and were found to be free of contamination. Experi-
ments involving individual cell lines were completed with 
cells from no more than three passage levels. 
Correlates of Malignancy 
Cell colony formation in soft agar is a selective 
technique which allows the division and growth of cells 
possessing some degree of tumorigenic potential. Normal 
cells require adhesion onto a solid substrate in order to 
undergo cell division; whereas, division in neoplastic 
cells is not necessarily anchorage-dependent. The selec-
tivity of this method is thought to be caused by the 
inhibitory effect of sulfated and acidic polysaccharides 
in the agar medium on normal cell multiplication 
(Montagnier, 1970, 1971). Soft agar has been utilized for 
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cell transformation by oncogenic viruses (Macpherson and 
Montagnier, 1964; Macpherson, 1965, 1966; Black, 1966; 
Montagnier et al., 1966; McAllister and Macpherson, 1969; 
Rubin, 1966; Williams, 1965) and by chemicals (Hontesano 
et al., 1977; Colburn et al., 1978). 
--
The production of colonies in soft agar and the 
development of tumors in immune deficient animals (i.e. 
athymic "nude" mice)* are not mutually exclusive tests for 
tumorigenicity (malignancy). Therefore, if a cell line 
produces tumors in "nude" mice, it is suggestive of malig-
nancy; however, non-production (i.e. rejection of the 
implant) is not supportive evidence for non-malignancy 
(Rygaard and Poulsen, 1969). 
"Nude" mice are characterized by a suppression of 
T-cell mediated immunity although humoral and lymphoid 
cell responses to foreign cells remain functional 
(Kiessling et al., 1976). The degree of differentiation 
of tumors grown in "nude" mice corresponds to the initial 
degree of differentiation observed in vivo even after 
extensive periods of in vitro subculturing (Fogh and Hajdu, 
1975). 
*Other systems include ALS (antilymphocyte serum) 
treated mice (Philips and Gazet, 1968; Stanbridge and 
Perkins, 1969), ATS (antithymocyte serum) treated hamsters 
(Wallace et al., 1971), cortisone treated hamsters (Foley 
~ al., 1~2~ Regarding tumorigenicity, these three in 
{P~ assays have been known to give inconsistent results 
etrieciani et al., 1974). 
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FIG 13: Transformation assays. The in vitro selective 
assays include serum, densit~ and anchorage 
independence. The loss of regulation is depicted 
on the left¥ with the accompanying observation 
on the right. The in vivo assays include athymic 
11 nude" mice and steroid-treated hamsters. (Re-
drawn with adaptation from Pollack et al., 1975.) 
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This generalization concerning differentiation. is 
also applicable to colony formation in soft agar. The 
degree of tumorigenicity for chemically transformed mouse 
epidermal cells, for example, is influenced by the serum 
concentration and initial cell density and is not corre-
lated with the colony forming efficiency in soft agar 
(Colburn et al., 1978). Production of colonies and tumors 
in vitro and in vivo, however, does strongly suggest that 
--
cells in culture maintain and possess some degree of their 
malignant potential. 
Cell Colony Formation in Soft Agar. Colony forma-
tion in soft agar was performed as described by Macpherson 
and Montagnier (1964) with the volumes modified for 60 mm 
gridded tissue culture dishes (CoStar, Cambridge, Mass.). 
The agar medium consisted of 18.33 ml of 1.25% Difco Bacto 
Agar (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan) in tissue 
culture grade water, 14 ml of 2X Eagle's modified Essential 
Medium (MEM) (Gibco, Grand Island, New York), and 3.33 ml 
each of heat-inactivated fetal calf serum and tryptose 
phosphate broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan). 
Maintained at 45°C. to prevent solidification, 8.4 ml of 
the combined media was pippetted into dishes. The base 
layer was stored at 37°C. for no longer than one hour in 
a 10% co2-air humidified environment after gelatinizing 
at room temperature. Cell suspensions from trypsinized 
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monolayers were mixed in the ratio of one volume of cells 
~ith two volumes of agar medium (0.5% agar concentration) 
to produce a 0.33% agar top layer. The top layer (1.8 ml) 
~as gently pipetted onto the base layer, and the dishes 
~ere incubated at 37°C. in a 10%-90%-air humidified 
atmosphere. Cell concentrations were adjusted so there 
were either 100 or 1000 cells per dish. After a ten day 
incubation, colonies with a diameter of 0.1 mm to 0.2 mm 
were counted under a 25-50X stereomicroscope. 
Tumor Production in "Nude" Mice. Animals, nu/nu 
mice of Swiss origin were obtained from the colony at 
Northwestern University School of Medicine. Female athymic 
mice, 4-6 weeks of age, were used for the implantation 
studies. These animals were maintained under pathogen-
free conditions. Standard polypropylene mouse cages were 
filled with an appropriate amount of autoclavable mouse 
chow and bedding, fitted with polyester filter tops, and 
autoclaved. Sterile water, pH 2.8, was available ad 
libitum. Approximately three mice were housed per cage in 
a plexiglass glove box specially fitted with filtered air 
vents and maintained separately from other animals in a 
temperature regulated area free from traffic. Cages were 
changed twice weekly. Under these conditions, the animals 
had a life span of 10-12 months. 
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Trypsinized cell suspensions were injected subcu-
taneously at a concentration of 1 x 107 viable cells in 
0.1 cc between the shoulder blades. All injections were 
performed in triplicate on three separate animals. Prior 
to injection, gloves were rinsed with sterile water to 
remove any traces of talc which could possibly cause a 
cutaneous granulomatous reaction. The mice were observed 
three times a week and sacrificed before the tumor became 
necrotic. Portions of the excised tumor were placed in 
phosphate buffered formalin (pH 7.4) for histological 
examination. 
Lipid Extraction and Fractionation 
Cell cultures seeded in 25 cm2 or 75 cm2 tissue 
culture flasks at confluent density were incubated for 48 
hours after passaging. The flasks were removed from the 
incubator and placed on ice. The medium was aspirated and 
2+ 2+ 
replaced by a minimal amount of cold Ca -Mg free phos-
phate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2). Cells were scraped 
from the treated plastic surface with the aid of a rubber 
policeman, or for the malignant lines, El202 and SA4, 
monocellular dispersions were produced by repeated washing 
in divalent cation-free PBS. The cells were washed at 
least five times, and the combined harvests were centri-
fuged at 1000 x g for 15 minutes. The supernatant was 
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aspirated, and the cell pellet washed with cold PBS. After 
being transferred to a one milliliter Duall tissue grinder 
(size 20, Kontes-Martin, Evanston, Illinois), suitable 
aliquots of the pellet were taken for protein determina-
tion. The cell suspension was again centrifuged and the 
supernatant aspirated. The pellet was homogenized accord-
ing to Folch ~ al. (1975). Twenty volumes of cold 
CHC1 3:cH30H (2:1 v/v) were added to the pellet which was 
then homogenized two minutes by hand, vortexed for one 
minute, and rehomogenized; this procedure was performed 
continuously for a minimum of twenty minutes. After 
centrifugation at 1000 ·x g x 10 minutes, the homogenate 
was sequentially re-extracted with 20 volumes CHC1 3 : 
CH30H (1:1 v/v) and 20 volumes CHC13 :cH30H (1:2 v/v). 
The debris pellet was washed twice with 2 ml of CHC1 3 : 
CH30H (2:1 v/v) to ensure maximal recovery of the lipids. 
The supernatants from each fraction were combined, and 
the total volume was determined. Chloroform was added 
to increase the final CHC13 :cH30H ratio to 2:1. The 
solvent to sample ratio at this step was greater than 
50:1, ensuring a high extraction efficiency (Nelson, 
1975). With the addition of 0.9% NaCl (w/v) the aqueous 
volume was brought to 20%, and after a phase separation 
(centrifugation at 1000 x g x 10 minutes), the upper 
phase was removed by aspiration while the lower phase 
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was washed three times with Folch's theoretical upper 
phase to remove any remaining water soluble contaminants. 
The interface between phases was not removed in any of 
the washing steps, and the washed lower phase was brought 
to dryness under a stream of N2 at 30°C. Lipid residues 
were dissolved in a small volume of CHC1 3 (less than one 
milliliter) and suitable aliquots taken for lipid phos-
phorus determinations and silic acid chromatography. 
Silic acid chromatography was performed as 
described by Rouser et al. (1967; Dyer, 1978) with the 
modification to a micro-scale by Ferguson et al. (1975). 
Silic acid (Bio-Rad·Sil A, 200-100 mesh, Bio-Rad Labora-
tories, Richmond, California) was activated before use at 
100°C. for twelve hours. Approximately 0.3 grams were 
suspended in approximately 5 ml of methanol, vortexed, 
and the slurry poured into a 2 mm I.D. glass wool column 
(Chromaflex Column, Kontes-Martin, Evanston, Illinois). 
Until use, the packed columns were stored in methanol. 
The silic acid columns were sequentially washed with 5 ml 
of chloroform, 4 ml of methanol, and again with 5 ml of 
chloroform. Lipid samples were applied to the top of the 
column in a minimal amount of chloroform. The neutral 
lipid and cholesterol fractions were eluted by the addi-
tion of 6 ml of chloroform. Phosphatides were eluted 
from the column with 5 ml of methanol. The methanol 
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fraction containing phospholipids was then evaporated 
under N2 and redissolved in chloroform to determine lipid 
phosphorus. Neutral lipid-cholesterol fractions were 
dried under nitrogen, and appropriate aliquots were 
removed after the samples were redissolved in one milli-
liter of absolute ethanol. All organic reagents were 
either of ACS or AR quality. 
Thin Layer Chromatography 
The method desc~ibed by Skipski et al. (1964) was 
used for the thin layer chromatographic separation of 
individual phosphatide fractions. Forty grams of Silica 
Gel H (without Caso4 binder) (Brinkman Instruments, 
DesPlaines, Illinois) were slurried with 80 ml of 1 mM 
Na2co3 for the preparation of four 200 mm x 200 mm plates. 
Phospholipid samples extracted with chloroform which had 
been evaporated under an N2 atmosphere and redissolved in 
CHC1 3 :cH30H (2:1 v/v), were spotted onto the activated 
plate (100°C., 2 hours) with a 25 ~1 Hamilton syringe. 
The developing system, modified from the original pro-
cedure (Skipski et al., 1964) to provide for a greater 
separation between the PE and PS+PI subclasses (Dyer, 
1978), consisted of CHC1 3 :cH30H:CH3COOH:H2o in the propor-
tions of 25:15:5:3 (v/v). The resolved subclasses, 
lysophosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylcholine, phosphati-
dylethanolamine, and phosphatidylyserine plus 
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phosphatidylinositol were identified by comparisons with 
known standards. Iodine vapor was used to detect the 
lipid subclasses that were quantatiated by lipid phos-
phorus. When preparative separations were done for 
methanolysis of the individual lipid classes, rodamine G 
(0.25% w/v in butanol) was lightly sprayed onto the 
developed chromatograms and left in a nitrogen atmosphere 
for one-half to one hour. Iodine vapor was allowed to 
evaporate overnight under N2 before lipid elution for 
the phosphorus determinations was carried out. Lipids 
were scraped from the plates (X-acto knife, #12 blade) 
into 15 ml concial glass centrifuge tubes. Elution of 
the lipids. from the silica gel was accomplished by 
sequentially adding 2 m1 of CHC1 3 :cH30H (2:1 v/v), 2 ml 
CHC1 3 :cH30H (1:1 v/v), and two elutions of 2 ml each of 
methanol. The solvent fraction was evaporated under a 
stream of N2 at 30°C., and aliquots of the samples, 
redissolved in CHC1 3 :cH30H (2:1 v/v), were removed for 
the determination of phosphorus after methanolysis. 
Adsorption blanks in both cases (iodine and rodamine G 
visualization) consisted of 2 em diameter regions of 
developed plates which had been scraped and eluted in 
the same manner as the phosphatide-containing areas. 
Kreparation of Fatty Acid Methyl Esters 
Methanolysis of the phospholipid fractions was 
performed by the method of Morrison and Smith (1964) 
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using BF3-cH30H (14% w/v) (Applied Science Laboratories, 
State College, Penn.). Briefly, three milliliters of 
esterifying agent was added to the appropriate phospho-
lipid fraction in a glass culture tube fitted with a 
teflon insert in the screw cap which had been evaporated 
under a stream of nitrogen at 30°C. The tubes were 
placed in boiling water for ten minutes, cooled, and 
reboiled for an additional five minutes after 5 ml of 
hexane were added to each tube. The tubes were cooled 
again, and 5 ml of deionized water were added to affect 
phase separation. Saturated NaCl solution offered no 
advantage over deionized water for separation as in the 
modification of Dyer (1978). The upper hexane phase was 
removed, and the lower aqueous phase re-extracted twice 
with 5 ml of hexane. This solution containing the fatty 
acid methyl esters was adjusted to 100 ~1 and stored under 
nitrogen at -20°C. with anhydrous Na2so4 added as a drying 
agent. 
Determination of Protein, Phosphorus, and Cholesterol 
Protein was determined by a micro-modification of 
the method of Lowry et al. (1951). Bovine serum albumin 
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(BSA, Cohn Fraction V, Si·gma Chemical Company, St. Louis, 
Missouri) was used as the protein reference standard. 
Protein was determined at 750 run in a 1 em micr·ocuvette 
containing the 1.2 ml reaction mixture. 
Phosphorus was determined by a micro-modification 
of the method of Bartlett (1959). Samples in nitric acid 
washed concial centrifuge tubes (15 ml) were evaporated 
under a stream of nitrogen and digested with the addition 
of 300 pl of 10 N H2so4 for a minimum of three hours at 
160°C. The tubes were cooled, and upon the addition of 
two drops of 30% H2o2 to each tube, the tubes were 
reheated for an additional one and one-half hours. After 
digestion, the samples were cooled to room temperature, 
and the following reagents were added sequentially with 
vortexing: 20 pl of 5% ammonium molybdate, 50 pl amino-
napthol sulfonic acid reagent,* and 650 pl of deionized 
water. Acid washed glass marbles were placed on the tops 
of the tubes and the samples were heated at 100°C. in a 
boiling water bath for seven minutes. After color devel-
opment of the molybdate-inorganic phosphorus complex at 
100°C., the absorbance at 795 run was measured. Anhydrous 
KH2Po4 was used as the inorganic phosphorus standard. 
*The 1-amino-2-napthol-4-sulfonic acid (ANSA) 
was prepurified according to Fieser and Fieser (1935). 
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The micro-method was linear between 50 and 800 nanograms 
of inorganic phosphorus (as defined by a least squares 
fitting of the standard curve). 
Cholesterol content of the samples was analyzed 
using the method of Rudel and Morris (1973). Total chol-
esterol was determined after silic acid chromatographic 
fractions were evaporated under a stream of nitrogen. Two 
milliliters of phataldehyde reagent (consisting of 50 mg 
0-phthaldehyde per 100 ml glacial acetic acid) was added 
per sample. After vortexing and incubating in the dark 
for 10 minutes, color was developed by adding one milli-
liter of concentrated sulfuric acid. Samples remained 
in the dark between 10 and 90 minutes after the addition 
of sulfuric acid until measurement of absorbance at 
550 nm. Cholesterol (L grade, Sigma Chemical Company, 
St. Louis, Missouri) was used as the reference standard. 
Cholesterol esters, dissolved in 3 ml of 95% 
ethanol were hydrolysed by the addition of 300 pl of 33% 
(w/v) KOH and incubated at 60°C. for 15 minutes. Aliquots 
were removed and analyzed for free cholesterol as 
described above after cooling to room temperature. 
Gas-Liquid Chromatography 
Gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) of fatty acid 
methyl esters was performed on a Varian Aerograph model 
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2100 gas chromatograph equipped with a hydrogen flame 
ionization detector. The isolated peak areas were quan-
titated by digital integration (Varian Aerograph model 475 
digital integrator coupled to a Varian Aerograph model 
A-6 recorder). Six foot glass columns, 2 mm internal 
diameter, were treated before use with dimethyldichloro-
silane (Sylon-CT, Supelco Inc., Bellefonte, Penn.). The 
column packing consisted of 10% EGSS-X (ethylene glycol 
succinate methyl silicone)* by weight on 100/200 mesh 
Gas-Chrom Q (Applied Science, State College, Penn.). 
Columns were preconditioned before use by heating at a 
rate of 0.5°C. per minute until reaching the column 
operating temperature. The column was maintained at 
175°C., with the injector and detector temperatures 
maintained at 250°C. Nitrogen (high purity, 99.995%) 
was employed as the carrier gas. Air (methane-free) and 
*EGSS-X was chosen as the liquid phase because of 
its thermal stability over DEGS (diethylene glycol 
succinate). DEGS columns heated isothermally at 190°C. 
(Trapp, 1977) result in large amount of column bleed due 
to the volatilization of the upper phase at maximum 
operating temperature. EGSS-X, however, was heated iso-
thermally at 175°C. well below the maximum operating 
temperature of 225°C., thereby minimizing baseline drift 
and noise due to the boiling off of the liquid phase. 
The McReynolds constants of DEGS and EGSS-X are 4581 and 
4366, respectively (McReynolds, 1970). This indicates 
a slightly lower degree of polarity for the EGSS-X liquid 
phase. The Rohrschneider polarity indices (Mitruka, 1975) 
for DEGS and EGSS-X are 701 and 678, respectively. FO'r any 
significant improvement in polarity, however, the differ-
ence between the polarity of the two liquid phases should 
be greater than 30. 
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hydrogen were used to achieve ·maximal sensitivity of the 
flame ionization detector. The flow rates of the gases 
were kept constant at 300 cc/min air, 30 cc/min hydrogen, 
and 30 cc/min nitrogen. Peaks were identified by compari-
son of the retention times versus carbon number with those 
of known standards (Fat and Oil Mixtures #3 and #6, 
purified unsaturated fatty acid mixtures (PUFA, #'s 1 and 
3; Supelco, Inc., Bellefonte, Penn.). Methyl heptadeca-
noate (Cl7:0) (Supelco, Inc., Bellefonte, Penn.) .was 
occasionally added to the sample mixture as both a 
retention-time and an integrati·on internal standard. 
Additional identification of the fatty acid methyl esters 
was performed on a 3% OV-17 column (phenyl silicone) at 
200°C. This non-polar liquid phase is unable to· separate 
unsaturated and saturated fatty acid methyl esters, 
thereby establishing the percentages of unsaturated 
species within individual samples. The efficiency and 
degree of separation was further ascertained by methane-
lysis and subsequent analysis of dioleoylphosphatidyl-
choline and dilinolenioylphosphatidylcholine (Applied 
Science, Inc., State College, Penn.) on EGSS-X and 
OV-17 columns. 
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Electron Spin Resonance: Spin Labels 
-
The doxylstearate spin labels (Waggoner~ al., 
1969) were purchased from SYVA (SYVA, Palo Alto, Califor-
nia). These included 5-doxylstearate (5-NS; 2-(3-Carbo-
xypropyl)-4,4-dimethyl-2-tridecyl-3-oxazolidinyloxyl; 
syva #618), 12-doxylstearate (12 NS; 2-(10-carboxydecyl)-
2-hexyl-4,4-dimethyl-3-oxazolidinyloxyl; Syva #614), and 
16-doxylstearate (16-NS; 2-(14-Carboxytetradecyl-2-
ethyle-4,4-dimethyl-3-oxazolidinyloxyl; Syva #616)(Figures 
16 and 17) • The nomenclature used by Gaffney (1975) to 
identify the labels as (12,3), (5,10), and (1,14) 
corresponds to the 5, 12, and 16-doxylstearate spin 
labels, respectively.* Purity of the spin labels was 
determined by TLC according to the methods of Waggoner 
et al. (1969) using an elution system of ether on silica 
gel G or by the method described by Gaffney (personal 
communication) using benzene:ethyl acetate:acetic acid 
(100:20:2 v/v) with silica gel G as the adsorbant. A 
single spot migrated in both cases. Spin labels were 
stored under nitrogen at -20°C. in the dark. For stock 
solution preparation, the solutes were weighed on a Cahn 
microbalance, dissolved at an appropriate concentration in 
*In this thesis, the nomenclature used identified 
the actual position of the nitroxide from the polar 
carboxyl end group of the fatty acid chain. The posi-
tional nomenclature of Gaffney (1975) is thereby defined 
as (n+2). 
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A A:· 
5-NS; (12,3) OH 
OH 
FIG 14: Structure of the nitroxide spin labels. A. 5-NS. 
B. 12-NS. .C. 16-NS. These designations apply to 
the (12,3}, (5,10), and (1,14) nomenclature of 
Gaffney (1975). The actual position of the 
nitroxide moiety from the terminal hydroxyl group 
is (5,12), (12,5), and (16,1) respectively. 
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5-NS 1~NS 1~NS 
FIG 15: Orientations of the 5-NS, 12-NS, and 16-NS spin 
labels intercalated into a lipid bilayer. The 
5-NS probe indicates motion nearest the polar 
phospholipid headgroup region, while the 12-NS 
label monitors the freedom of motion near the 
middle of the hydrocarbon chain. The 16-NS 
monitors motion near the end of the phospholipid 
acyl side chains in the hydrophobic interior of 
a bilayer. (Adapted from Knowles et al., 1976.) 
absolute ethanol, and stored under identical conditions 
as the solid spin labels. 
Electron Spin Resonance: Incorporation of 
Spin Labels into Cells 
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Cells grown in 25 cm2 or 75 cm2 tissue culture 
dishes, 48 hours after seeding at confluent density were 
washed three times with prewarmed (37°C.) DMEM. The cell 
layer was covered with 10 ml of medium without serum 
containing a specific amount of spin label to provide a 
probe:lipid ratio of 1:100. NaN3 was added (0.1% w/v, 
final concentration) to reduce the rapid reduction of the 
spin labels. However, considerable reduction did occur 
despite the NaN3 with a resulting half-time of approxi-
mately twenty minutes. The T-flasks containing cells and 
spin label were equilibrated with a 10% co2-air mixture 
and incubated for 5 minutes at 37°C. Excess spin label 
solution was remov~d by aspiration, and the cell monolayer 
washed three times with prewarmed fresh medium (DMEM 
without serum). Cells were scraped from the plastic 
surface with the aid of a rubber policeman, dispersed in 
5 ml of fresh medium, and centrifuged at 1000 x g x 7 
minutes. Lastly, they were taken up into a siliconized 
50 ~1 disposable glass capillary pipet using a minimal 
amount of fresh media (less than 1 drop) (Corning Glass, 
Corning, New York). The ends of the pipet were sealed 
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and immediately used for spectral measurements. Sample 
pipets were always placed in a quartz tube within the 
microwave cavity. Approximately 4 x 106 to 1 x 107 cells 
were contained in each sample. Cell damage was minimal, 
as judged by trypan blue dye exclusion, and each sample 
contained 85-90% viable cells. 
Electron Spin Resonance Measurements 
Electron spin resonance measurements were recorded 
at 9.35 GHz on a Varian E-9 EPR spectrometer located in 
the Photosynthesis Group, Chemistry Division, Argonne 
National Laboratory. The center field was held constant 
at 3240 Gauss. In all measurements, the field sweep was 
100 Gauss, the modulation amplitude was 1.0 Gauss, the 
time constant was set between ~.1 and 0.3 seconds, and the 
scan time was 0.5 minutes. Microwave power was held 
constant at 10 mW to avoid signal saturation and sample 
heating, and Fremy's salt (potassium peroxylamine 
disulfonate) was used as the field calibration standard 
(Faber and Frankel, 1967). The spectrometer was coupled 
to a FabriTech minicomputer on line with the Argonne 
National Laboratory Sigma V computer (Xerox Data System). 
All spectra were recorded at least eight times, so that 
the final spectra were signal averaged spectra (high 
signal to noise ratios). Individual data points (inner 
and outermost hyperfine maxima) were determined from the 
computer resolved spectra. 
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The sample temperature was held constant at 37°C. 
using a temperature control accessory (Omega Engineering, 
Stamford, CT.). Nitrogen, at a flow rate of 10 liters per 
minute, was used to control the heating and cooling of 
the sample. Temperature was measured by mounting a copper-
constan thermocouple within the quartz tube containing the 
sample pipet but not within the microwave cavity itself. 
Samples were equilibrated at least five minutes within the 
cavity before recording spectra, and the deviation between 
the cavity and the sample temperature was approximately 
0 + 0.5 c. 
The concentration of the spin label in the 
labelling solution and the concentration taken up by the 
cells was analyzed using double integration (after base-
line correction) of the spectra. Appropriate concentra-
tions of spin labels dissolved in absolute ethanol under 
nitrogen were used as integration standards. 
Order parameters were calculated from the inner 
and outer hyperfine maxima utilizing the equations 
previously described in the ESR Theory and Order Parameter 
section. 
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RESULTS 
Table 1 describes the in vivo and in vitro 
characteristics of the normal human brain and human brain 
tumor lines for this dissertation. Two of the cell lines 
can be considered to be malignant by their tumor production 
in athymic "nude'' mice and soft agar colony-forming 
efficiency. The SA4 line, initiated from a glioma, 
produces colonies in 0.33% agar and tumors in nude mice. 
This line grows to a terminal density of 3. 5 x 10 5 cells/cm2, 
approximately an order of magnitude greater than its 
confluent density. The medulloblastoma, El202 cell line, 
possesses the same malignant characteristic; however, it is 
considered highly malignant due to the rapid rate of tumor 
development in nude mice (1 x 1 x 1 em tumor in 14-16 days 
after subcutaneous injectio~ (Figure 18) • In contrast to 
their malignant counterparts, the SAlOl and TE907 cell 
lines, derived from a glioma and a medulloblastoma, 
respectively, have no in vivo or in vitro tumorigenicity 
characteristics. Although TE907 cells are able to multiply 
six-fold above their confluent density, they display no 
tumorigenic activity in "nude" mice or in soft agar assay. 
These same characteristics, with the exception of actual 
cell densities, are also observed with the SAlOl line. 
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FIG 16: Tumor production in athymic "nude" mice. A. 
typical tumor development upon injection of the 
SA4 glioma cell line. Tumor is shown 45 days 
post inoculum. B. T~~or production of the 
malignant El202 medulloblastoma cell line. Tumor 
is depicted at 32 days after subcutaneous 
inoculation of 1.0 x 107 viable cells. 
Table 1 
Cell Culture Dynamics of Human Brain Tumors in vivo and in vitro 
Confluent! Terminal Tumorigenicity 
Cell Line Tumor T~ RPE (%)* Density Density Nude Mouse + Soft Agar0 
SA4 Glioma* 88 Sx104 2 3.5xl0
5 + (2/3) + (5%) 
cells/em cells/cm2 
SAlOl Glioma* 80 4 8xl04 2 - (0/3) - (0%) 4. 75xl0 2 cells/em cells/em 
El202 Medullo- + 86 6x105 2 2.2x10
6 + (3/3) + (10%) 
blastoma cells/em cells/cm2 
TE907 Medullo- + 50 lx10 5 6xl0 5 2 - (0/3) - (0%) blastoma cells/cm2 cells/em 
251MG3C Glioma l:l 71.5 5 5. Sxl05 - (0/3) + (7%) 1. 3xl0 2 cells/em cells/cm2 
Normal Fetal Normal Fetal V 40 1.92xl04 4.8xl04 - - (0%) 
Brain (NFB) Brain 
* Relative plating efficiency. 
+Cell lines are scored as+ or -; actual tumor production is denoted by tumors 
produced versus total animals injected. 
° Cell lines are scored as +or -; actual tumor colony formation is denoted by 
number of 0.1 mm colonies per 100 or 1000 cells plated. ...... 00 
....... 
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TABLE 1 (cont.) 
Source of cell lines 
* R. Manoury, St. Anne's. Hospital, Paris, France 
+ R. McAlliste~ Children's Hospital of Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles, California 
~A. Lindgren and J. Ponten, Wallenberg Laboratory 
University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden 
V Flow Laboratories, Rockville, Maryland 
!Confluent and terminal cell densities are 5%. 
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Even though the SAlOl line was initiated from a malignant 
. . . 
glioma, it possesses the characteristics comparable to 
normal human brain in tissue culture. Normal human fetal 
brain (NFB), as expected, does not produce tumors in 
"nude" mice or in the soft agar assay. Under the nu-
tritional conditions used in this study (DMEM with 10% 
fetal calf serum), the normal fetal brain exhibits a 
frbroblastic cellular morphology which grows to a confluent 
density of 1.9 x 104 cells/cm2 . The cell density increases 
approximately two-fold to a value of 4.8 x 104 cells/cm2 
for the terminal cell density. These values are slightly 
lower than 5~x 104 cells/cm2 and 8 x 104 cells/cm2 for the 
confluent and terminal cell densities, respectively, which 
were reported by Ponten (1975). The discrepancy between 
the literature values and the NFB cell density experi-
mental values may be due to the fact that these cells were 
near senescence. Interestingly, the SAlOl cell line po-
ssesses confluent and terminal cell densities comparable 
to those for normal human brain in tissue culture which 
were reported by Ponten (1975), but which are slightly 
above those for the normal fetal brain studied in this 
dissertation. On the bagis of the confluent and terminal 
cell densities as well as the absence of tumor production 
in vitro or in vivo, the SAlOl line may be considered to 
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be composed primarily of normal glial cells in. culture. 
Although the 251 MG 3C cell line possesses no in vivo 
. . . 
tumorigenic potential (0/0 tumors per total injections in 
the athymic "nude" mice), the cells form colonies in soft 
agar. The cell density increases approximately four-fold 
from confluency to a terminal cell density of 5.5 x 105 
cells/cm2. Under these conditions, the 251 MG 3C line is 
considered tumorigenic ln vitro but non-malignant in vivo. 
Therefore, this cell line is intermediate in its malignant 
I 
potential. Comparisons of the relative plating effic-
iencies for all cell lines reveal that cell derived from 
tumor tissues, regardless of their tumorigenic activity 
in vivo and in vitro, possess slightly higher plating 
efficiencies than normal fetal brain (approximately a 
two-fold increase), with the exception of the TE907 cell 
line. 
Table 2 shows the overall gross lipid composition 
of each cell line. All of the cell lines initiated from 
malignant tissues contain less phospholipid (~g/mg 
protein) than the corresponding normal brain. The levels 
ranged from 52% to 80% of the level for-normal brain 
phospholipids with the majority of cell lines possessing 
60% of the phosphatide level found in NFB cells. In con-
trast, the total lipid content per cell was greater than 
Line 
SA4 (+,+) 
SAlOl 
(-,-) 
El202 (+,+) 
TE907 
(-,-) 
251MG 
(- ,+) 
Normal 
Fetal 
Brain 
Table 2 
Comparison of Lipid Composition Between Human Cell Lines 
PhosEholiEid Cholesterol 
(~gPL/mg Protein) (~gCHL/mg Protein) 
209 + 35 0 2 * 22o42 + 606 
128 0 4 + 10 0 29 * 17 0 31 + 1. 45 
145 0 6 + 4. 9 * 20o1 + 2o6 
148 . 6 + 14. 9 * 50.65 + 701 
14 7 . 6 + 46. 2 * 38.8 + 13.0 
243. 5 + 27.9 44.47 + 11.4 
Total Li}id (g/cell 
-11 5o66xl0 g 
3o9lx1o- 11g 
-11 2o42x10 g 
3.55x1o- 11g 
3.99xl0-11g 
-11 7.29x10 g 
CHL/Phoslholipid (mo ar) 
Oo21 
Oo27 
Oo27 
0.69 
0.49 
0.37 
The--sign1ficance of the difference between-the--normal fetal brain (~FB) and the 
tumor derived cell lines is shown by *P<O.OS. 
...... 
\[) 
...... 
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that for the NFB cells in the SA4, SAlOl, El202, TE907, 
and 251 MG 3C cell lines. No striking trend concerning 
the cholesterol composition of malignant and non-malignant 
cell pairs can be drawn. Comparison of the cholesterol: 
phospholipid molar ratios for cultured cells indicates 
that all cell lines used in this dissertation possess a 
cholesterol:phospholipid ratio less than 1.0. Values 
below unity are characteristic of cells cultured in vivo 
(Wallach, 1975). Cholesterol:phospholipid molar ratios of 
the malignant cell lines (SA4 and El202) are lower than 
those of the non-malignant cell lines (NFB, 251 MG 3C, 
and TE907) with the exception of SAlOl line whose choles-
terol:phospholipid ratio is within the range of the 
tumorigenic cell lines. Although the SAlOl cell line 
possess normal, non-tumorigenic characteristics 
in vitro and in vivo, the cholesterol:phospholipid 
molar ratio indicates that there may be a defect in 
cholesterol biosynthesis for this cell line which is 
comparable to the other malignant lines but not related 
to tumorigenicity. 
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Table 3 lists the individual phospholipid subclass 
composition and the phosphatide molar ratios for all the 
cell lines. The levels of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) 
do not differ significantly among the tumorigenic, non-
tumorigenic, and normal fetal brain cell lines. All of 
the tumor-derived cell lines (SA4, SAlOl, El202, TE907, and 
251 MG 3C) contain lower levels of sphingomyelin (SPH) 
compared to normal fetal brain in vitro. Levels of 
phosphatidylserine plus phosphatidylinositol (PS + PI) are 
not signigicantly lower in the SA4, SAlOl, and TE907 lines; 
however, the El202 and 251 MG 3C lines possess phosphatidyl-
serine plus phosphatidylinositol levels that range from 
one-half of that for normal fetal brain (as in 251 MG 3C) 
to approximately one-quarter (as with El202) of that 
observed for normal human brain cells. Both malignant and 
benign cells contain increased concentrations of phosphat-
idylcholine (PC) as contrasted to normal fetal brain cells. 
The greatest increases were seen for the SA4, El202, TE907, 
and 251 MG 3C lines with some levels nearly double that 
observed in normal fetal brain cells. A slight increase 
Table 3 
molar 
Comparison of Phospholipid Classes Between Cell Lines ( % ) 
Phospholipid SA4 SAlOl El202 TE907· 251MG NFB 
Subclass (+,+) (-,-) (+,+) (-,-) (- ,+) (-,-) 
sphingomr~ 1 in (Sph 
3.76±0.28t 10.77+S.lt 3.95+0.24t 5. 13+1. 87t 3.58+2.92t 19.9+0.54 
Phosphat idyl 54. 2+1. 6t 41.57±3.42t 56.56±1.46t 58.72+2.8t 60.08+0.43t 33.5+0.40 Qnoline (PC) 
Phosphatidyl 15.1+2.0* 13.13+2.8* 5.86+0.54 12.48+2.95* 10.44+0.52* 19.1+3.2 
Serine + 
Inositol 
(PS +PI) 
Phosphat idyl 26. 9+1. 96 34.52+4.346 33.63+0.996 23.66+2.046 25.92+2.176 27.6+4.5 
Ethanolamine (PE) 
PC/PE 2.0 1.2 1.68 2.48 2.3 1. 21 
PC/PE + (PS +PI) 1.3 0.87 1.4 1.6 1. 65 0.71 
PC+ Sph/PE + 
1.38t l.Q9A l.S3t 1.76t 1. 7St l.l4A (PS +PI) 
• 
The significance of the difference between normal fetal brain (NFB) and the tumor derived 
cell lines is shown by: tP<0.005, and *P<0.05. A indicates no difference between the 
NFB and the other cell lines. 
..... 
\0 
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in phosphatidylcholine concentration is seen for the 
SAlOl line, although the level is closer to that observed 
for NFB cells rather than other non-tumorigenic or 
tumorigenic cell lines. Examination of the phosphatidyl-
choline:phosphatidylethanolamine (PC:PE) molar ratios 
indicates that they are identical for both the SAlOl and 
NFB lines. The malignant cell lines, El202 and SA4, possess 
increased PC:PE ratios of 40% and 60% over the NFB level, 
respectively. For the TE907 and 251 MG ·3c cell lines, the 
ratio is approximately double that of the NFB cell line. 
Similar trends are observed for the phosphatidylcholine: 
phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylserine plus 
phosphatidylinositol molar ratios (PC:PE + (PS +PI)) and 
for the phosphatidylcholine and sphingornyelin:phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine and phosphatidylserine plus phosphatidylinositol 
(PC+ SPH:PE + (PS +PI)) ratio. For both ratios the SAlOl 
value is nearly identical to that of normal fetal brain 
while the other values are all greater for the remaining 
cell lines. With regard to the PC:PE + (PS + PI) molar 
ratio, the malignant cell lines El202 and SA4 possess 
increased ratios of approximately 40% and 60% above either 
the SAlOl or NFB lines. A doubling of the ratio (100% 
increase} for the TE907 and 251 MG 3C lines is observed 
again similar to the increase in the PC:PE molar ratio. 
Although the PC + SPH:PE + (PS + PI} ratios for the SAlOl 
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and NFB cell lines are identical, the ratio of the other 
cell lines is not augmented as greatly as for other 
previously mentioned phosphatide molar ratios. The 
tumorigenic cell lines, SA4 and El202, possess increases 
in the PC + SPH:PE + (PS + PI) ratio; however, the rate of 
increase (25% and 36%, respectively) is lower compared to 
the previous cases. Both the TE907 and 251 MG 3C cell 
lines contain similar increases of about 60% over the 
levels observed for NFB cells in contrast to the two-fold 
increase observed for the previous PC:PE and PC:PE + (PS + 
PI} ratios. 
Table 4 (parts 1 and 2) lists the phosphatidyl-
choline fatty acyl side chain compositions of human brain 
tumors and normal fetal brain cells in vitro. The 
percentage of palmitic (hexadecanoic)* fatty acids (16:0) 
is increased above NFB levels for only the SA4 and SAlOl 
cell lines. Several fatty acid species: eicosenic acid 
(20:1), behenic n-docosanoic acid (22:0), eicosatrienoic 
acid (20:3), and lignoceric (tetracosanoic acid (24:0)) 
are only observed in tumor-derived cell lines including 
SAlOl. On the other hand, docosahexaenoic acid (22:6) 
levels in the cell lines are approximately 25% of the level 
* Common names of the fatty acids and shorthand 
designations are used whenever possible inter-
changeably in the dissertation. 
Table 4 (1) 
Phosphatidyl Choline Fatty Acid Percentage* Composition of Cell Lines 
Cell Line 
Fatty Acid El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 251MG3C NFB 
14:0 0.5 (0.9) 2.6 (0.2) - 1.0 (0.5) 2.7 (0.3) 0.5 
15:0 1.4 (0.2) 1.4 (0.1) 14.2 (3. 2) 5.6 (0.8) 1.9 (0. 7) 1.6 
16:0 14.9 (1. 5) 13.7 (0.5)V 7.1 (2.3)t 9.4 22.2 (3.1) 17.5 (2.2) 
16:1 
-
13.6 (2.3)t - 4.8 (0.8)t 16.3 (1.2)t 0.7 
16:2 8.2 
17:0 1.0 (0.5) - - - 0.3 
18:0 4.2 (0.6)t 12.4 (0.2) 4.0 (0.3)t 12.2 (1.3) 3.5 13.3 (0.7) 
18:1 62.8 (2.0)t 35.9 (0.9) 25.5 (2.6)t 17.1 (1.1)t 37.9 (2.8) 39.9 (2. 5) 
18:2 1.6 (0.4) 3.8 (0.3) 12.5§ 5. 2 (1. 1) 4.7 (1.2) 2.9 (1.2) 
20:0 Trace Trace Trace Trace Trace 0.1 (0.1) 
18:3 1.3 (0.1)8 2.2 (0.2)8 8.5 (1.6)8 2.8 (0.2)8 0.7 (0.4) 0.3 (0.1) 
* Differences between the sum of the fatty acid percentages in each row and 100% 
represents the sum of the minor components not given in the table. ~ 
\0 
...... 
Table 4 ~) 
Cell Line 
Fattx Acid El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 251MG3C NFB 
20:1 0.3 (0.1) 2.6 (0.4) 6.4 (0.1) 1.9 (0.3) 0.5 (0.2) 
22:0 + 20:3 0.3 (0.1) 1. 3 (0. 1) 1. 7 (0. 2) 2.6 (0.7) 0.7 
22: 1+ 20:4 1.4 (0.1) 4.9 (0.7)t 0.6 2.8 (0.4)11 0.9 (0.5) 1.8 (0.1) 
20:5 0.6 1.0 3.0 (0.5)11 0.2 Trace 0.6 (0.2) 
24:0 0.3 1.0 3.2 (0.1) 3.0 0.8 (0.2) 
22:4 Trace 0.3 (0.1)6 1.4 (0.3)V 1.4 (0.4)V - 2.9 
22:5 (n-3) 
-
Trace 1.1 3.9 (1.7) 
22:5 (n-6) 0.4 (0.2)11 0.6 (0.3)11 1.3 (0.2)11 - - 5.8 (0.3) 
22:6 1.0 (0.1)11 0.3 (0.7)11 3.2 (0.2)11 23.8 (3.0)t 2.3 (0.8)11 11.9 (1.1) 
* Differences between the sum of the fatty acid percentages in each row and 100% 
represents the sum of the minor components not given in the table. 
Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Differences between the values of the 
normal fetal brain cells and the other tumor derived cell lines are given by: 
§P<O.l, VP<0.05, t!P<O.Ol, 11P<0.005, and tP<O.OOl. 
Column conditions: 10% EGSS-X on 100/200 Gas Chrom Q0 run isothermaly at 175°C. Dectector and injector temperatures maintained at 250 C. 
..... 
\0 
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present in the NFB cell line, with the exception of the 
SAlOl 22:6 content which is twice that of the NFB 
concentration. The same trend is observed for docosate-
traenoic (22:4) fatty acids, although the level of the 
SAlOl line is similar to that of the SA4 cell line. 
several specific changes are observed when considering the 
individual phosphatidylcholine acyl chain compositions of 
malignant and benign cellular pairs, but vary with respect 
to the levels of the NFB cells. Oleic acid (18:1) levels 
are greater for the malignant cell lines in the cell 
tumorigenic:non-tumorigenic cell pairings (i.e., El202> 
TE907; SA4>SA101) with the content of normal fetal brain 
and 251 MG 3C cells being identical. This trend is 
reversed for stearate acid (n-octadecanoic, 18:0) levels 
such that the levels of the non-tumorigenic cell lines are 
increased approximately three-fold, to 12.4% and 12.2% for 
TE907 and SAlOl, respectively, compared to 4.2% and 4.0% 
for the El202 and SA4 lines, respectively. Normal fetal 
brain levels of stearic acid are identical to those of 
non-tumorigenic cell lines in vivo and in vitro (SAlOl and 
TE907); whereas, the 18:0 content of the intermediately 
malignant line (251 MG 3CO is closer to that of malignant 
cells. The linoleic acid (18:2} and pentadecanoic acid 
(15:0) contents of the medulloblastoma cell lines are 
similar to that of normal fetal brain cells and 251 MG 3C 
200 
cells. In contrast, these levels are increased for both 
SA series cell lines. For these particular fatty acids, 
the malignant SA4 line possesses the greatest increases 
{four-fold and seven-fold for the 18:2 and 15:0 fatty 
acids, respectively). The SAlOl line contains approximately 
one-half of the 18:2 and 15:0 acyl chain content of the 
corresponding SA4 line. The overall concentration, 
however, is increased approximately two-fold and three-
fold for the 18:2 and 15:0 species, for both SA4 and SAlOl 
cell lines, respectively, as compared to normal fetal 
brain levels. Although the malignant cell lines, SA4 and 
El202, do not contain detectable levels of palmitoleic 
acid {hexadecenoic acid, 16:1), the non-tumorigenic cell 
lines, TE907 and SAlOl, contain between 13 times {TE907} 
and five times (SAlOl} the concentration of 16:1 present 
in normal fetal brain. It appears that the benign lines, 
NFB and SAlOl, contain lower levels of 16:1 than cell 
lines which possess the intermediate tumorigenicity 
characteristic of colony formation in soft agar (251 MG 3C) 
or similar in vitro non-tumorigenic growth characteristics 
(TE907). Examination of the linolenic acid (18:3} levels 
reveals that all of the cell lines derived from tumor 
specimens, regardless of their in vivo or in vitro 
malignancy characteristics, contain increased concentra-
tions of 18:3 with the largest increase present in the SA4 
cell line. 
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Table 5 (parts 1 and 2) itemizes the fatty acid 
acyl side chain compositions of the combined phosphatidyl-
serine and phosphatidylinositol subclasses (PS + PI) . In 
contrast to the fatty acid composition of phosphatidyl-
choline, the phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylinositol 
subclasses exhibit more distinctive patterns for the 
tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic cell pairs. Several fatty 
acids appear to be unique to tumor-derived cell lines. 
Arachidic acid (n-eicosanoic, 20:0) is present in detectable 
amounts only within the SA series cell lines (SA4 and SAlOl); 
whereas, the behenic (n-docosanoic, 22:0) plus eicosatri-
enoic acid (20:3) levels are present in low levels in all 
tumor-derived cells as well as normal fetal brain cells. 
Unusual monenes, such as palmitoleic acid (hexadecenoic, 
. 
16:1) and margaric acid (heptadecanoic, 17:0) also exist 
in all tumor-derived cell lines with malignant cells 
having about double the levels of their non-tumorigenic 
counterparts. Trace amounts are also present in normal 
fetal brain cells. This is contrasted to the converse 
situation for the levels of long chain polyunsaturated 
species. Docosapentaenoic (22:5 (n-6)) concentrations 
are lower than that of the NFB cellular levels in the 
glial- and medulloblastomic-originated cell lines. 
Several cell pairs exhibit correlation of the fatty acid 
levels with malignancy. For example, docosahexaenoic acid 
Table 5 (1) 
Phosphatidyl Serine and Phosphatidyl Inositol 
Fatty Acid Percentage* Cqmposit:i,on of.Cell Lines 
Cell Line 
Fatty Acid El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 251MG3C NFB 
-
12:0 4.6 - - - - 1.4 
14:0 1.6 (O.l)V 3.3 (0.5) 1.8 (0.5) 3.6 (0.5)V 2.4 (0.2) 2.6 (0.3) 
I 
15:0 2.1 4. 4§ 4. 7 (0.5)§ 18.7 (3.8)11 7.1 (0.3)V 1.2 (0.2) 
16:0 4.0 (0.2)ll 17.5 (2.1) 1. 9 (0. 3)ll 9.9 (2.1) 12.8 (0.8) 13.4 (0.9) 
16:1 8.8 (0.3) 0.4 - 3.88 
17:0 1.8 6.9 (0.9) 3.9 (0.5) Trace 
18:0 29.5 (0.9)11 29.5 (1.7)11 1.8 (0.5)V 7.0 (3.2) 3.8 (0.4)V 9. 6 (1.1) 
18:1 28.7 (1.2)~ 30.7 (4.2)~ 5. 7 ( 1. 5 )ll 2.5 15.7 (1.1) 19.1 (1.7) 
18:2 2.0 (0.6)ll 1.7 4. 7 (0. 5 )ll 5.2 9 . 4 ( 0 . 6 )ll 17 . 8 ( 1. 6) 
20:0 Trace Trace 0.2 0.4 - Trace 
18:3 Trace 0.8 2.2 (0.3) 5.8 (0.5)1J 8.2 (0.9)V 2.8 (0.8) 
* Differences between the sum of the fatty acid percentages in each row and 100% N 
represents the sum of the minor components not given in the table. 0 N 
Table 5 Q) 
Cell Line 
Fatty Acid El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 251MG3C NFB 
-
20:1 1.2 (0.3) 1.5 2.6 (0.2) 3.6 17.3 (2.0)* 0.9 (0.3) 
22:0 + 20:3 1.2 (0.5) 0.8 (0.1) 3.5 1.0 (0.1) - Trace 
22: 1+ 20:4 5.5 (0.7)'¥ 2.7 (0.5)'¥ 2.6 4.9 (0.3)'¥ 1.3 1.7 
20:5 1.9 (0. 7) 1.2 (0.2) 3.5 
-
2.9 2.2 
24:0 2.3 0.4 1.0 (0.2) 2.4 (0.8) 4.7 (0.2) 2.3 
22:4 0.6 Trace 3.1 2.2 0.4 10.0 (1. 7)'P 
22:5 (n-3) - - - - 0.9 0.5 
22:5 (n-6) - Trace 5.9 (0.9)V 3.8 1.9 (0.2)A 8.1 (0.2) 
22:6 5.9 (0.5) 2.9 (0.8) 47.8 (6.5)* 24.9 (5.3)~ 5.9 (2.0) 6.4 (0.2) 
* Differences between the sum of the fatty acid percentages in each row and 100% 
represents the sum of the minor components not given in the table. 
Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Differences between the values of the 
normal fetal brain cells (NFB) and the other tumor derived cell lines are given by: 
'¥P<0.25, §P<O.l, VP<O.OS , 'PP<0.025, AP<O.Ol, tP<O.OOS, tP<O.OOl, and *P<O.OOOS. 
Column conditi?n~: 10% EGSS-X on 100/200 Gas Chrom Q0 run isothermaly at 175°C. Dectector and ~nJector temperatures maintained at 250 c. 
tv 
0 
(J.) 
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acid (22:6) is increased approximately two-fold for 
malignant lines (El202 and SA4) over their non-malignant 
counterparts (TE907 and SAlOl) and over the NFB levels. 
Moreover, the SA series glioma levels range from four to 
eight times the concentration present in normal fetal 
brain. Short chain saturated fatty acids eL~ibit a 
specificity for non-tumorigenic tissues. Myristic acid 
(14:0) concentrations of the SAlOl, TE907, and 251 MG 3C 
are generally comparable to the levels found in normal 
fetal brain. For the SAlOl and the TE907 tissues, 
pentadecanoic acid (15:0) levels are increased above that 
of the NFB, SA4, and El202 lines. The intermediate glioma, 
251 MG 3C (-,+) possesses a 15:0 content midway between 
the malignant SA4 and non-malignant SAlOl line content. 
A~milar trend exists for palmitic acid (16:0) where the 
251 MG 3C line possesses a concentration between the SAlOl 
and NFB concentrations. Palmitic acid concentrations, 
however, are greater in the NFB cell line than in the 
tumor-derived cells as contrasted to the pentadecanoic 
acid (15:0) levels. As compared to the phosphatidylcholine 
acyl side chain composition, lipid characteristics of 
medulloblastoma cell lines cannot be related to the PS + PI 
fatty acid levels present in NFB cells. Eicosapentaenoic 
(20:5) levels are decreased for the medulloblastomic El202 
and TE907 lines; however, the glioma-derived cells possess 
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levels comparable to that of normal fetal brain. The cells of 
different pathological origins exhibit an inverse relation-
ship between medulloblastoma and glioma derived cells 
concerning the level of erucic plus arachidonic acid 
(22:1 + 20:4). These levels in the SA4 glioma are one-
half that of the non-tumorigenic counterpart (SAlOl) , and 
in 251 MG 3C cells, they are comparable to that measured 
in the NFB cells. On the other hand, the medulloblastomas, 
which are considerably more malignant, possess a two-fold 
increase in the 22:1 + 20:4 concentration as measured in 
the El202 cell line. Unsaturated fatty acids of stearate 
origin exhibit fatty acid specific changes correlated with 
tumorigenicity. Stearic acid (18:0) concentrations are 
decreased about five-fold in malignant gliomas as compared 
to the levels present in NFB cells. The degree of 
malignancy is directly inversely proportional to the 
concentration of 18:0 for glial type cells, whereby the 
251 MG 3C cell line contains 3.8%, SAlOl contains 7.0%, 
and NFB possesses 9.6% of 18:0 PS + PI levels. Both 
malignant and benign medulloblastomas contain identical 
levels of 18:0 which are approximately three times that of 
NFB in contrast to the situation of the glioma-derived 
lines. Oleic acid (18:1) levels for the El202 and TE907 
cell lines are also similar, and both are greater than the 
NFB or the glioma levels. Concentrations of 18:1 in the 
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malignant cell line SA4 are approximately 25% of the NFB 
level while the intermediate glioma 251 MG 3C has a 
concentration close to 75% of the normal levels. In the 
SAlOl cell line, the concentration of 18:1 is approximately 
one-half of the SA4 level as compared to the quantities of 
18:0. Linoleic acid (18:2) levels are similarly decreased 
for the medulloblastomic and the glioma-derived cultures, 
although the malignant El202 and non-malignant TE907 cell 
lines contain equal amounts of 18:2 .. The gliomas exhibit 
another partial correlation between 18:2 levels and 
tumorigenicity. The SA4 line contains approximately one-
third the linoleic acid concentration measured in NFB 
cells; whereas, the 251 MG 3C line has 18:2 levels between 
SA4 and NFb cells (nearly 50% of the NFB concentration). 
Lipid analyses show that SAlOl cells, however, contain 
approximately the same concentration of 18:2 fatty acids 
as the malignant SA4 line. This trend in 18:2 lipid levels 
is not observed for the linoleic acid (18:3) fatty acid 
content, whereby the SA4 and NFB lines contain similar con-
centrations. The 251 MG 3C cells, moreover, have a three-
fold increase in their 18:3 levels, compared to a two-fold 
increase above the 18:3 NFB levels or the SAlOl line. 
Medulloblastoma-derived cells contain substantially lower 
18:3 levels, ranging from one-half of the NFB level to 
trace amounts, in the TE907 and El202 cell lines, 
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respectively. Eicosenoic acid (20:1) levels for the 
TE907 and El202 lines are identical and comparable to that 
for the NFB line. The SA4 line contains nearly two times 
the NFB concentrations of 20:1 while this level is in-
creased three time in the non-malignant SAlOl line. As 
observed with the stearate family, the 251 MG 3C line con-
tains close to a 17-fold increase of 20:1 over the NFB 
concentrations. Therefore, an inversely proportional 
concentration gradient is observed for the glioma-derived 
cell lines which parallels tumorigenicity. 
The phosphatidlyethanolamine fatty acid acyl side 
chain compostion of tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic cell 
lines is shown in Table 6 ·(parts 1 and 2) . Several 
species of fatty acids are selectively decreased in cell 
lines derived from malignant specimens compared to the 
same levels in normal human brain cells. Stearic acid 
(18:0), linoleic acid (18:2), eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5), 
4,7,10,13-docosatetraenoic acid (22:4), and 7,10,13,16, 
19-docosapentaenoic acid (22:5 (n-6) levels are decreased 
in the El202, SA4, SAlOl, and 251 MG 3C lines compared to 
the levels present in normal fetal brain. The 18:2 and 
22:5 (n-6) lipid concentrations are greater in the 
tumorigenic cell lines than in their non-malignant counter-
parts. This effect is not observed with the doco-
satetraenoic acid (22:4) levels where, of the tumor-derived 
Table 6 (1) 
Phosphatidyl Ethanolamine Fatty Acid Percentage* Composition of Cell Lines 
Cell Line 
Fatty Acid El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 251MG3C NFB 
-
14:0 2.4 (0.1)§ 3.9 (0.4)V 2.6 (0.5)§ 6.0 (O.l)V 5.5 (0.4)V 0.9 (0.1) 
15:0 1.5 2.0 3.1 10.0 3.4 1.9 
16:0 9.5 (0.1) 20.0 (0.5)11 5.4 (0.8) 8.6 (0.2) 28.6 (1.1)11 9.9 (1.1) 
16:1 2.0 (0.1) 4.9 (0.2)11 4.2 (0.1)11 6.7 (0.2)11 Trace(O.l) 0.8 (0.1) 
17:0 0.7 Trace 2.8 
18:0 12.9 (0.2) 6.8 (0.4)~ 4.2 (O.l).P 5.3 (0.4)~ 9.3 (0.3)6 16.8 (0.1) 
18:1 50.4 (0.5)V 42.8 (O.l)V 9.0 (0.1)~ 10.5 (0.6)~ 22.6 (0.4)V 33.6 (0.1) 
18:2 3.2 (O.l)V 2.2 (0.2)V 5.4 (0.1) 4.8 (0.1) 3.6 (0.3)V 5.2 (0.1) 
20:0 0.3 0.1 Trace 1.2 Trace 0.2 (0.2) 
18:3 0.5 (0.2)§ 0. 8 (0. 1) § 3.1 (0.1)~ 4.2 (0.1)6 1. 4 ( 1) 2. 0 (0. 1) 
20:1 0.4 0.1 0.9 Trace 0.9 
* Differences between the sum of fatty acid percentages in each row and 100% 
represents the sum of the minor components not given in the table. N 
0 
00 
Table 6 (2) 
Cell Line 
Fatty Acid El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 251MG3C NFB 
---
22:0+20:3 0.4 (0.1)~ 0.5 (0.1)~ 2.1 (0.2)§ 
-
0.9 (0.2) 1.3 (0.1) 
22:1 + 20:4 4.6 (l.O)V 9.6 (0.9)V 2.0 (0.1) 1.6 (0.1)§ 3.5 (0.5) 2.9 (0.5) 
20:5 0.8 (0.1) 0.8 (0.2) 1.8 (0.1) 1. 5 (0. 3) 1.9 (0.4) 2.5) 
24:0 1.9 (0.1) 0.8 (0.1) 2.0 (0.3) 2.4 2.8 (0.4) 2.4 (1. 25) 
22:4 0.7 0.5 1.4 (0.7)t 3.4 (O.l)V 0.7 (O.l)t 6.7 (0.9) 
22:5 (n-3) 0.6 - - - 1.7 Trace 
22:5 (n-6) 1. 7 (0. 1) 0.6 (0.5) 3.6 (0.2)A 1.5 (0.2) 1.4 (0.1) 2.1 (0.4) 
22:6 5.2 (0.4)V 3.3 (0.5)V 42.9 (l.Q)t 32.3 (0.2)t 8.5 (0.3) 10.6 (1.4) 
* Differences between the sum of fatty acid percentages in each row and 100% 
represents the sum of the minor components not given in the table. 
Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Differences between the values of the 
normal fetal brain cells (NFB) and the tumor derived cell lines are given by: 
§P<O.l, VP<0.05, ~P<0.025, AP<O.Ol, 'P<0.005, and tP<O.OOl. 
Column conditions: 10% EGSS-X on 100/200 Gas Chrom q, run isothermaly at 175°C. 
Dectector and injector temperatures maintained at 250°C. 
N 
0 
\0 
'""'' 
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cell lines, the SAlOl line possess the highest concen-
tration, approximately one-half of the level present in 
NFB cells. For both 22:4 and 20:5 fatty acids, the El202 
and TE907 contain similar concentrations, however, both 
are decreased to one-tenth and one-third of the NFB con-
centration, respectively. Additionally, both doco-
sapentaenoic acid (22:5 (n-3)) and 9-eicosenoic (20:1) 
unsaturated fatty acid species are present only in the 
five tumor-derived cell lines. These lines, furthermore, 
contain fatty acid levels which are increased over the 
levels found in normal human fetal brain cells. Myristic 
acid (14:0) is increased in all five lines (El202, TE907, 
SA4, SAlOl, and 251 MG 3C) with the largest increases being 
present in the non-malignant TE907 and SAlOl cell lines. 
This same trend is observed only for the SA series and the 
251 MG 3C lines containing pentadecanoic acid (15:0) where 
the non-malignant SAlOl line contains five times the con-
centration present in NFB. A six-fold increase is also 
observed with respect to the myristic acid (14:0) levels 
in all tumor-derived lines compared to the NFB cell line. 
Hexadecanoic acid (palmitic, 16:0) levels are increased as 
well in all of the tumor-derived cell lines. In particular, 
the greatest increases occur in the TE907 line (two-fold 
above the NFB concentration) and in the 251 MG 3C line 
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(three-fold above the NFB levels), although the non-
malignant SAlOl- cells contain a 16:0 concentration com-
parable to that in the NFB line. The 9-hexadecenoic 
(palmitoleic, 16:1) and heptadecanoic (17:0) concen-
trations reflect the qualitative trend observed for pal-
mitic acid. The in~ non-malignant cell lines, TE907, 
SAlOl, and 251 MG 3C, exhibit increases ranging from 
three times (251 MG 3C) to eight times (SAlOl) the NFB 
concentration with the TE907 line having six times the 
NFB 16:1 and 17:0 levels, Interestingly, although the 
SA4 cells possess approximately four times the NFB level 
of these two fatty acids, the SA4 levels are only two-
thirds of their non-malignant SAlOl counterpart. 
The medulloblastoma-derived cell lines, El202 and 
TE907, contain increased 18:1 fatty acid levels above those 
observed for the NFB or glioma lines; whereas, this ten-
dency is reversed for docosahexaenoic acid and tetraco-
sanoic (lignoceric, 24:0) acid. For 18:1, 22:6, and 24:0 
PE fatty acids, the malignant El202 line contains 
approximately 20% (50% for 24:0 levels) more docosahexa-
enoic acid than its non-malignant counterpart, the TE907 
cell line. Glioma-derived SA4 and 251 MG 3C cell 
lines exhibit systematic increases in both 18:1 and 24:0 
fatty acid levels which parallel in vivo tumorigenicity 
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with the exception of the SAlOl line. The SA4 line con-
tains the lowest level of these fatty acid species while 
the concentrations slightly increase for the SAlOl cell 
line, and are again further increased for the 251 MG 3C 
cell line. For both 18:1 and 24:0 fatty acids, the SAlOl 
levels are not comparable to those of the NFB line. In 
contrast, the docosahexaenoic acid level (22:6) presents 
the converse situation whereby the SA4 line contains four 
times the NFB level, the SAlOl has f!.pproximately three 
times the level of the NFB cells, and the 251 MG 3C cells 
contain a 22:6 concentration comparable to that of the NFB 
cells. No correlation between the SA series and the 251 
MG 3C lines and malignancy can be made for eicosanoic 
(arachidic, 20:0), docosanoic acid (behenic, 22:0), eico-
satetraenoic (arachidonic, 20:4) fatty acid levels. For 
the medulloblastomas, the concentration of 22:0 + 20:3 is 
slightly decreased in El202 and TE907 cells and increased 
within the 22:1 + 20:4 subclass. The TE907 line possesses 
the greatest increase for the medulloblastoma-derived cells 
of 22:1 + 20:4 lipids. Linoleic acid (18:3) is decreased 
in the El202 medulloblastoma compared to NFB, although 
their non-tumorigenic counterpart possesses a level 
statistically equivalent to that observed in the 
malignant cells. The SA series cells on the other hand, 
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contain increased levels of 18:3 over that of NFB cells. 
The non-tumorigenic SAlOl cells, however, contain approx-
imately a 25% increase in 18:3 concentration above that 
of the SA4 levels. 
Table 7 depicts the fatty acid chain length and 
saturation of individual phospholipid subcalsses as they 
relate to the in vivo and in vitro cell line tumorigenicity. 
Of the total phosphatidylcholine fatty acids, the non-
malignant cell lines, TE907 and SAlOl, the glioma SA4, and 
the intermediate tumorigenic 251 MG 3C line contain 
approximately 30% saturated fatty acids. No statistically 
significant correlation can be drawn between the SA4 (+,+) 
and the SAlOl (-,-) cell lines. Considering the medullo-
blastoma pair, however, the El201 malignant line contains 
approximately 22% saturated molecules which is a 10% 
decrease in the phosphatidylcholine fatty acid saturation 
level compared to the TE907 line. The trend involving 
malignancy is more apparent considering the saturation of 
the phosphatidylserine plus phosphatidylinositol quantities 
in the TE907 medulloblastoma line. Although the PS + PI 
levels of the SAlOl, 251 MG 3C, and NFB cells are 
statistically identical (nearly 30% in each case of the 
total fatty acids exist as saturated species). Considering 
the malignant and non-malignant cell pairs and the fact 
that the medulloblastoma saturation levels are increased 
TABLE 7 
Fatty Acid Chain Length and 
Saturation of Phospholipid Classes 
Cell Line 
Phospholipid 
Fraction El202 TE907 SA4 SAlOl 
Average + 
Percentage 
Saturated 
Fatty Acids 
PC 22.3 (3.7)A 31.1 (1.0) .. 28~5 (5.9)!.31.2 
PS + PI 44.1 (1.2)V 56.9 (4.3)V 18.3 (2.9)§ 42.0 
PE 29.2 (0.6) 33.6 (1.6) 11.6 (1.8)11 33.5 
Average 
Percentage 
Fatty Acid 
Chains Less 
Than C20* 
PC 96~ 86~ 72 58V 
PS + PI 81A 90A 3011 57 
PE 83V 83V 37V 56~ 
+ 22:0+20:3 Fraction not included in total percentage 
* . Exclud1.ng C20 
251MG3C NFB 
(2.6) 31.4 (4~3) 33 
(10.4)!34.7 (2.4) 29.1_(2.5) 
(0.7) 52.4 (2.2)A 32.1 (1.8) 
90~ 
63 
77§ 
77 
67 
71 
N 
~ 
.p. 
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TABLE 7 (cont.) 
Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Differ-
ences between the values of the normal fetal brain cells 
(NFB) and the other tumor derived cell lines are given by: 
fP<0.25, §P<O.l, VP<0.025, ~P<O.Ol, and ,P<0.005. 
The average percentage of saturated fatty acids represents 
the mean of three determinations each on the OV-17 (3% 
OV-17 by weight on 100/200 mesh Gas-Chrom Qat 200°C), 
and EGSS-X (106 EGSS-X by weight on 100/200 mesh Gas-
Chrom Q at 175 C) columns. The average percentage of 
fatty acid chains less than C20 (excluding C20) is the sum 
of the means from Tables 4(1), 4(2), 5(1), 5(2), and 6(1), 
and 6(2). 
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above that of the NFB cells, the non-tumorigenic TE907 
cell line contains 56% saturation as compared to 44% for 
its malignant El202 counterpart. The same trend of a 
non-malignant cell line containing a higher fatty acid 
saturation level is also observed for the SA4-SA101 cell 
pair (18% compared-to 42%, ~ 10%, respectively). Moreover, 
this tendency is observed for the phosphatidylethanolamine 
saturated fatty acids with- the exception of the 251 MG 3C 
cells. For this phosphatide subclass, the non-tumorigenic 
SAlOl and TE907 cells, as well as the NFB line, contain 
approximately 30% saturated fatty acids. The difference 
between the malignant and non-malignant medulloblastomas 
is not as prominent compared to the previously discussed 
phospholipid PC or PS + PI subclasses. The non-tumorigenic 
TE907 cell line contains slightly increased saturation 
levels compared to its tumorigenic counterpart, El202 (33% 
compared to 29%, respectively). Additionally, the SA series 
cell lines possess statistically significant differences 
between tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic cell pairs. The 
malignant SA4 line possesses only 11% of its phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine fatty acids as saturated species compared to 
33% in the "normal" glial SAlOl cells. The 251 MG 3C line 
is an anomaly, since approximately 50% of the phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine fatty acids are saturated. 
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A common relationship is apparent for the 
medulloblastoma cell pairs whereby the malignant cell 
always contains a lower percentage of fatty acid saturation 
(increased unsaturation) for all the phosphatide subclasses. 
The SA series cells possess this trend with the exception 
of the nearly identical phosphatidylcholine fatty acid 
saturation levels for malignant SA4, non-malignant SAlOl, 
and normal fetal brain cells. For the 251 MG 3C cell line, 
the only major phospholipid fatty acid saturation levels 
which are not comparable to that of NFB are observed in 
the phosp~atidylethanolamine subclass. 
Considering the fatty acid chain length, no 
striking correlations are observed between tumor-derived 
in vitro or in vivo non-tumorigenic cells and the NFB 
line. On the other hand, correlations can be drawn 
regarding fatty acid total chain lengths of 20 carbons or 
less and malignancy between benign and malignant cell 
pairs. In the case of phosphatidylcholine, the malignant 
cell lines El202 and SA4 contain 96% and 72%, respectively, 
of their fatty acids with chain lengths less than 20 
methylene groups. This is contrasted to the situation in 
the non-tumorigenic TE907 and SAlOl lines where 86% and 
58%, respectively, of the fatty acids are short chain 
lengths. The malignant cell lines, generally, possess a 
greater concentration of short chain fatty acids compared 
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to their non-malignant couterparts. The medulloblastoma 
levels, moreover, contain increased amounts of short 
chain fatty acids as compared to the 77% level present in 
the NFB cells. Concentrations of short chain fatty acids 
progress from 58% in benign SAlOl cells to 72% for the 
malignant SA4 line to 90% for the 251 MG 3C cells. This 
trend is reversed for the medulloblastoma and glioma-
derived cell lines when considering the phosphatidylserine 
plus phosphatidylinositol subclasses. For the PS + PI 
subclass, the medulloblastomas contain increased amounts 
of short chain fatty acids as compared to the level present 
in NFB cells. Ninety percent of the fatty acids in the 
TE907 cell line are short-chained ones as compared to 81% 
in the malignant El202 line. A more prominent trend is 
observed for the SA4-SA101 cell pair where the non-malignant 
cell line, SAlOl, contains 57% short chain fatty acids 
compared to 30% tumorigenic SA4 cells. The glioma-derived 
cells have lower short chain fatty acid levels compared to 
those of the NFB cells, although the level for the 251 MG 
3C cell line is nearly identical (63%) to that of the 
normal fetal brain in vitro {67%) • Examination of the 
fatty acid chain lengths less than 20 carbons for the 
phosphatidylethanolamine subclass reveals no difference 
between the malignant and benign medulloblastoma cell 
pairs; however, the levels are approximately 10% greater 
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than NFB cells (83% and 71%, respectively). As observed 
with the PS +PI short chain lengths, the non-malignant 
SAlOl cell line contains more short chain fatty acid 
species than the malignant SA4 line, 37% and 56%, 
respectively. Furthermore, the SA lines are composed of 
less short chain fatty acids than a chain length level 
lower than that of NFB cells; whereas, the intermediate 
251 MG 3C cells have approximately the same levels as 
NFB cells (77%). 
Overall, the chain length increase or decrease 
appears to be specific for tumorigenicity in only medullo-
blastomas when the phosphatides contain serine, inositol, 
or choline. The SA-derived cells show increased concentra-
tions of short chain fatty acids with less than 20 methy-
lene groups for the PS + PI and PE subclasses in the non-
tumorigenic SAlOl line. The 251 MG 3C cells do not appear 
to fit into a graded membrane tumorigenicity model as 
this lines' chain length would be expected to, but does 
not lie between the values obtained for non-malignant and 
malignant gliomas and paralled its intermediate 
tumorigenicity. 
The nitroxide spin labels, 5-NS, 12-NS, and 16-NS, 
intercalated into intact tumor-derived cell lines and 
normal fetal brain cells are depicted and analyxed in the 
following figures. The 5-doxylstearate probe indicates 
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few gross differences between malignant, benign, and 
normal cells as observed in the composite spectra of 
Figure 19. When these spectra arecompared to the normal 
fetal brain cell line (NFB) and the tumorigenic:non-
tumorigenic cell pairs, subtle differences are observed. 
Figure 20 shows the spectra of the 5-NS spin label 
intercalated into the medulloblastoma cell pair compared 
to the spectra of the same label in the NFB cell line. 
These spectra are indicative of slow rotational motion 
due to the observable broadening of the outermost hyper-
find maxima lineshape. An outermost hyperfine splitting 
on the highfield portion of the spectra is also observed, 
although this feature is absent in the spectra of the 
12-NS and 16-NS probes. Comparison of the Til splittings 
in Table 8 indicates that the splitting (in Gauss) of the 
TE907 line is comparable to that of the NFB cells, although 
different from the malignant medulloblastoma El202 cell 
line. In this case, the decrease in Til for the TE907 and 
El202 cells from that of the NFB T splitting may be 
perceived as less restrictive motion indicative of an 
increase in fluidity for the previously mentioned cell 
lines. Examination of the calculated order parameters in 
Table 8, moreover, corroborates this finding. Even though 
the TE907 T splitting is statistically lower than that of 
the corresponding malignant medulloblastoma El202 (i.e., 
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FIG 17: Spectra of the 5-NS spin label (5,12) intercalated 
into the NFB cell line and the five tumor-derived 
cell lines. All the following spectra are 
centered about 3240G and have a lOOG scan width. 
FIG 18: Composite 5-NS (5,12) spectra of the medullo-
blastoma-derived El202 and TE907 lines with the 
NFB cell line. 
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Table 8 
Comparison of ESR Order Parameters for Probe (S,l2) 
Tensor Values Txx=Tyy=6.1G Tzz=32.4G 
I I I I Cell Line Til T:.L an an s s s m 
El202 24.74 9.06' 14.86S 14.29 o. s9t 0.79t 0.62t 0.7S (+,+) +0.049 +0.10 +0.07 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.002 
SA4 24.Sq 9 .44·: 14.S6S 14.Sl 0. SSt 0. 79t 0. S9t 0.73 (+,+) +0. 30 +0.33 +0.22 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 +0.01 
TE907 2L~. 43 9.26 14.S6S 14.31 0. SSt 0. 7St 0 .60t 0.74 
(-,-) +O.lS +0.07 +0.02 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
2SlMG 26.6S S.93 14.S6S 14.S32 0.67t 0. 90t 0.6S 0.7S (- ,+) +0.09 +O.OS +0.01 +0.01 +0.03 +0.01 
SAlOl 24.S3. S.99 14.S6S 14.17 0. S9t 0. 7St 0.62t 0.7S 
(-,-) +0.3S +0.22 +0.22 +0.01 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 
NFB 2S.4S S.S6 14.S6S 14.39 0.63 O.S4 0.6S 0.76 
(-,-) +O.lS +0.11 +0.09 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the tumor 
derived cell lines is given by tP<O.OOOS. 
N 
N 
w 
more fluid), the S', 5", and S order parameter values are 
identical for both cell lines. Table 9 shows the Sit and 
s1 values are also equivalent, although the SGAF order 
parameter indicates that the TE907 line possesses a more 
fluid membrane than either the El202 or NFB cells. The 
isotropic splitting factors (Tables 8 and 9) are identical 
for the NFB, El202, and TE907 cells. The value, m, 
indicative of probe-probe interactions if less than unity, 
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is approximately 0.75 for all three cell lines, even though 
probe-lipid ratios of 1:100 or greater were used. In 
general, the 5-NS spin label order parameters lie within 
0.5-0.6* except for S" calculations. The calculated 5" 
5-NS order parameter for El202, TE907, and NFB is approxi-
mately 0.8, indicating extremely restricted motion similar 
to that of a frozen (powder} spectra. Furthermore, 
calculations for order parameters done using tensor values 
ofT = 6.3 G, T = 5.8 G, and T = 33.6 G in Tables 10 
XX yy ZZ 
and 11 present the same qualitative and quantitative 
picture as the order parameters that calculated with tensor 
values of T = T 
XX yy = 6.1 G and Tzz = 32.4 G (Tables 8 and 
9) . Comparisons done among order parameter tensor values 
indicate that the calculations using the BSA-nitroxide 
* It must be noted that a value of 0 is indicative 
of a "fluid" environment whereas a value of LO 
indicates restricted motion. 
Table 9 
Comparison of Corrected ESR Order Parameters for Probe (5,12) 
Tensor Values Txx=Tyy=6.1G Tzz=32.4G 
Cell Line T,, Tl. an an 
I 
SGAF s,' SL 
El202 24.74 9.06 14.86S 14.29 0. S4T 0. S6t O.S9 
(+,+) +0.049 +0.10 +0.07 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
SA4 24.84 9.44 14.86S 14.31 0. SlA 0. S6t 0. S36 
(+,+) +0.30 +0.33 +0.22 +0.02 +0.01 +0.03 
TE907 24.43 9.26 14.86S 14.31 0. SlA 0. SSt 0. SSA 
(-,-) +0.18 +0.07 +0.02 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
2SlMG 26.6S 8.93 14.86S 14.832 0. S0!1 O.S7 0 .496. 
(- ,+) +0.09 +O.OS +0.01 +0.03 +0.01 
SAlOl 24.S3 8.99 14.86S 14.17 0.S4T o.ss 0. S6'1' 
(-.-) +0.3S +0.22 +0.22 +0.01 +0.02 +0.05 
NFB 2S.4S 8.86 14.86S 14.39 O.S7 0.60 O.S9 
(-,-) +O.lS +0.11 +0.09 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the 
tumor derived cell lines is given by:'l'P<O.l, TP<O.Ol, 6.P<0.005, and tP<0.0005. 
!'.) 
!'.) 
ll1 
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spin label hyperfine tensor values in the latter series of 
tables result in lowerS', S", and Sn values. SGAF and S 
values appear equivalent regardless of hyperfine tensor 
values; whereas, the Sl value is smaller when the latter 
BSA-nitroxide tensor value is used. The m values, more-
over, are slightly increased towards unity, while the 
isotropic splitting constant, a', a measure of nitroxide 
n 
environment hydrophobicity, does not significantly differ 
with tensor value substitution. 
Examination of the 5-NS spin label in the SA4 and 
SAlOl glioma-derived cell lines and the NFB cell lines in 
Figure 21 depicts the same qualitative features of the 
previously discussed medulloblastoma-derived cell lines. 
The SAlOl spectra is characterized by large free probe 
peaks on either side of the centermost splitting. The Til 
splittings for all three lines, SA4, SAlOl, and NFB, appear 
statistically identical. Calculation of the 5-NS order 
parameters using crystalline hyperfine tensors from 
Figure 21 indicates that the SA4 and SAlOl values are 
essentially equivalent but are less than the calculated 
NFB values of S', S", S and s 11 (Tables 8 and 9}. The 
order parameters of S~ are statistically identical for the 
SA series cell lines and the normal fetal brain cells. No 
differences, furthermore, are noted for a' values or for 
n 
the probe-probe interactions value, m, among the three 
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FIG 19: 5-NS (5,12) composite spectra of the SA-series 
glioma-derived lines SA4 and SAlOl with the NFB 
cell line. 
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cell lines. The SGAForder parameter exhibits a sequential 
progression of order parameter sensed fluidity. With the 
SGAF parameter, the SA4 cells show greater fluidity than 
their non-tumorigenic counterpart, the SAlOl line. The 
NFB cells are shown to be less fluid than the SAlOl cell 
line by this same calculation. Therefore, the fluidity 
progresses in the order SA4>SA10l>NFB, which also parallels 
tumorigenicity in vivo. Considering the VSA-nitroxide 
hyperfine tensor value order parameter calculations in 
Tables 10 and 11, the same trends are observed as for the 
crystalline hyperfine tensor order parameter calculations 
of Tables 8 and 9. S', S", S, and S are again equal for 
the malignant SA4 cell line and the non-tumorigenic SAlOl 
cells with the order parameter values for both being lower 
than those of the NFB cells. The S 's of SAlOl and NFB 
appear equivalent along with the a~ and m calculations, 
and the SGAF order parameter again exhibits a fluidity de-
crease which progresses sequentially so that the fluidity 
of SA4>SA10l>NFB. As previously shown by comparisons bet-
ween the NFB and medulloblastoma-derived cell lines using 
crystalline and BSA-nitroxide tensor values~· the same 
trend is evident for tensor value comparisons of the SA 
series cells and NFB cell line. S is increased in 
the BSA-nitroxide hyperfine tensor value calculations 
in Tables 10 and 11; whereas, the order 
Table 10 
Comparison of ESR Order Parameters for Probe (5,12) 
Tensor Values Txx=6.3G Tyy=5.8G Tzz=33. 6G 
Cell Line Tl I T.L 
I s' s' ' s an an m 
El202 24.74 9.06 15.298 14.34 0.57t 0. 734 t 0.6lt 0.78 (+,+) +0 .049 +0.10 +0.08 +0.01 +0.001 +0.01 +0.01 
SA4 24.84 9.44 15.298 14.58 0.562t 0. 74t 0. 59 t 0.76 (+,+) +0.30 +0.33 +0.32 +0.002 +0.02 +0.01 +0.02 
TE907 24.43 9.26 15.298 14 .• 31 0.56t 0.74t 0. 59t 0.76 
(-,-) +0.18 +0.07 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 +0.01 
251MG 26.65 8.93 15.298 14.832 0.65t 0.86t 0.67 0.76 (- ,+) +0.09 +0.05 +0.02 +0.03 +0.01 +0.01 
SAlOl 24.53 8.99 15.298 14.21 0. 57 t 0. 73t 0.61 t 0.78 
(-,-) +0.35 +0.22 +0.26 +0.02 +0.03 +0.02 +0.01 
NFB 24.45 8.86 15.298 14.45 0.60 0.78 0.64 0.77 
(-,-) +0.15 +0.11 +0.33 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 
The significance of the difference fietween the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the 
tumor derived cell lines is given by tP<O.OOOS. -
N 
N 
\0 
Table 11 
Comparison of Corrected ESR Order Parameters for Probe (5, 12) 
Tensor Values Txx=6.3G Tyy=5.8G Tzz=33.6G 
Cell Line Til Tl an ~I SGAF s I I sl. 
El202 24.74 9.06 15.298 14.34 0. 54 T 0. 506 t 0.61 
(+,+) +0.049 +0.10 +0.08 +0.01 +0.003 +0.01 
SA4 24.84 9.44 15.298 14.58 0. 52/l 0. 51 t 0.57/l 
(+,+) +0.30 +0.33 +0.32 +0.01 +0.02 +0.04 
TE907 24.43 9.26 15.298 14.31 0. 52/l 0. sot 0.593/l 
(-,-) +0.18 +0.07 +0.02 +0.01 +0.02 +0.005 
-
251MG 26.65 8.93 15.298 14.832 0.51/l 0.54 0. 53/l 
(- ,+) +0.09 +0.05 +0.01 +0.03 +0.01 
SAlOl 24.53 8.99 15.298 14.21 0.54T 0.50 0.62'¥ 
(-.-) +0.35 +0.22 +0.26 +0.02 +0.03 +0.02 
NFB 24.45 8.86 15.298 14. L~5 0.56 0.55 0.63 
(-.-) +0.15 +0.11 +0.33 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 
-
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the 
tumor derived cell lines is given by:'l'P<O.l, TP<O.Ol, llP<O.OOS, and tP<O.OOOS. 
t-.> 
w 
0 
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paramters of the remaining calculations are slightly 
lower for the latter BSA tensor values. The SGAF order 
parameter, furthermore, does not exhibit any significant 
difference with tensor value substitution. 
Comparison of the spectra for the 251 MG 3C cell 
line and the NFB cells in Figure 22 exhibits two large 
free probe peaks as seen for the 5-NS probe in SAlOl cells. 
The Tn splitting does not significantly differ from that of 
the NFB line, although the S' and S" for the crystalline 
hyperfine tensor values in Tables 8 and 9 are greater than 
those of the NFB cells. This is indicative of a more rigid 
membrane for 251 MG 3C intermediate tumorigenic cell line. 
The SGAF and S~ order parameters are decreased for the 251 
MG 3C cell line. This is in contrast to the S' and S" 
values, supportive of a more fluid membrane for the 
intermediate tumorigenic cell line with the largest 
increase being in the Sl calculation. In addition, the 
s, s 11 , and m values are identical for the 251 MG 3C and 
the NFB cell lines. No conclusion can be drawn regarding 
the isotropic splitting constant a' for the 251 MG 3C 
n 
glioma and normal fetal brain cells. Tensor value 
substitution accounts for some of the partial trends 
observed among other cell lines. Overall, S', S'', and S 
order parameter values are less for the BSA-nitroxide 
hyperfine tensor values in contrast to a greater S1 value. 
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FIG 20: Composite spectra of the 251MG 3C glioma-derived 
line and NFB cell lines probed with the 5-NS 
(5,12) spin label. 
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Although SGAF values are equivalent for other cell lines 
with tensor value substitutions, a comparison of the 
251 MG 3C cell line to them indicates that the S, m, and 
a' values are equivalent as indicated in Tables 8 and 9 
n 
and Tables 10 and 11. 
The medulloblastoma, SA series, the intermediate 
tumorigenic 251 MG 3C line, and the NFB cell line inter-
calated with the 12-NS spin label are depicted in the 
spectra of Figure 23. The most prominent qualitative 
feature of Figure 23 is a decrease in the broadening of 
the hyperfine maxima, indicating an expected overall 
increase in the motional freedom of the 12-doxylstearate 
probe. Noticeable free probe peaks are present in the 
SAlOl and the NFB spectra and the 251 ~1G 3C lineshape 
possesses a decreased signal-to-noise ratio due to an 
increased rate of degradation of the 12-NS probe. When 
the spectra are separated and individually compared to 
that of the NFB cell line, trends different from those of 
the 5-NS spectra are observed. For example, comparison of 
the tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic medulloblastoma cell 
pair versus normal fetal brain in Figure 24 and Tables 12 
and 13 indicates that the T11 splittings increase sequenti-
ally in the manner TE907>El202>NFB. In contrast to the 
5-NS order parameters, S', S", s, s11 , SGAF' and m values 
in Tables 12 and 13 for the crystalline hyperfine tensor 
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FIG 21: Spectra of the 12-NS spin label intercalated .into 
the normal fetal brain cell line (NFB) and the 
five corresponding tumor-derived cell lines. 
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FIG 22: Composite spectra of the 12-NS spin label of the 
El202 and TE907 medulloblastoma-derived cells 
compared to the NFB cell line. 
Table 12 
Comparison of ESR Order Parameters for Probe (12, 5) 
Tensor Values Txx=Tyy=6.1G Tzz=32.4G 
Cell Line Tl I Tl.. 
I sl s I I s an an m 
El202 23.98t 10.26t 14.865 14.832 o.52t 0.752t 0.523* 0.694t 
(+,+) +0.07 +0.02 +0.02 +0.0025 +0.003 +0.001 
-
SA4 22.95t 10.78t 14.865 14.832 0.46t 0.69t 0.46t 0.67t 
(+,+) 
TE907 22.58t 10.96t 14.865 14.79 0.44t 0.666t 0.44t 0.66t 
(-,-) +0.15 +0.08 +0.05 +0.01 +0.002 +0.01 +0.01 
251MG 24.43t 10.04t 14.865 14.832 0.55V 0.78t 0.55* 0.70V 
(- ,+) 
SAlOl 23.24t 10.63t 14.865 14.832 0.48t 0. 7lt 0.48t 0.68t 
(-,-) 
NFB 25.08 9.70 14.865 14.832 0.59 0.82 0.59 0.72 
(-,-) +0.41 +0.20 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the tumor 
derived cell lines is given by: *P<O.OS, VP<O.OOl, and tP<O.OOOS. 
!'.) 
w 
0'\ 
Cell Line 
El202 
(+,+) 
SA4 
(+,+) 
TE907 
(-,-) 
251MG 
(- J +) 
SAlOl 
(-,-) 
NFB 
(-,-) 
Table 13 
Comparison of Corrected ESR Order Parameters for Probe (12,5) 
Tensor Values Txx=Tyy=6.1G Tzz=32.4G 
T I I 
23.98 
+0.07 
22.95 
22.58 
+0.15 
24.43 
23.24 
25.08 
+0.41 
T.L 
10.26 
+0.02 
10.78 
10.96 
+0.08 
10.04 
10.63 
9.70 
+0.20 
an 
14.865 
14.865 
14.865 
14.865 
14.865 
14.865 
I 
an 
14.832 
14.832 
14.832 
14.832 
14.832 
14.832 
scAF s 1, s.L 
0 . 34V 0 . 42V 0 . 34V 
+0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
0.29V 0.37V 0.28\7 
0 . 2 6V 0 . 3 5V 0 . 2 6V 
+0.02 +0.01 +0.01 
0 . 38V 0 . 45* 0 . 3 7V 
0.31V 0.39V 0.30V 
0.41 0.48 0.41 
+0.02 +0.02 +0.02 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the 
tumor derived cell lines is given by: *P<O.OS and VP<O.OOl. 
N 
1;..) 
....... 
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value substitutions indicate that the fluidity decreases 
so that TE907>El202>NFB. The isotropic splitting 
constant, a~, is equivalent in all three lines, and the 
BSA-nitroxide hyperfine tensor values used in the order 
parameter calculations in Tables 14 and 15 exhibit the 
identical trends as do the crystalline hyperfine tensor 
value-derived order parameters. Order parameters are 
identical for BSA or crystalline tensor value substitution 
for S', S, SGAF and the probe-probe interaction factor, m. 
The S" and S order parameters are less for the BSA-
nitroxide tensor substitutions; whereas, the converse is 
true for S1. Additionally, the order parameters themselves 
exhibit a decreasing range of absolute values. S" values 
are the largest and nearest to those of· the 5-NS spin label. 
In this case, the order parameters progress from S" (0.6-0.7) 
>S' = S (0.5)>SGAF = Su = S.L (0.4-0.5). This feature is also 
observed with the 5-NS spectral calculations; however, the 
differences between the latter order parameters (SGAF' Sn, 
and 51) and those of the former parameters (S, S ', and S ") 
are increased for the 12-NS spin label. 
The 12-NS spin label spectra of the SA series cell 
lines and the NFB cell line are shown in Figure 25. This 
figure exhibits the opposite effect between tumorigenic 
Potential and fluidity compared to the 12-NS medulloblastoma 
cells. The Tu splittings (Table 12 and 13} decrease 
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FIG 23: Spectra of the 12-NS spin label within the glioma-
derived SA series cell lines, SA and SAlOl, 
compared to the NFB cell line. 
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sequentially in the order NFB>SA10l>SA4, whereby the 
non-tumorigenic normal glial SAlOl cells possess fluidity 
closest to that of normal fetal brain line. Here, the 
Til splitting decrease is indicative of greater fluidity 
for the malignant glioma cells, although this trend is 
not observed in the order parameter calculations done 
utilizing the crystalline nitroxide hyperfine tensor 
values in Tables 12 and 13 or the BSA-nitroxide tensor 
value splittings in Tables 14 and 15. In either case, all 
of the order parameters (S', S", S, SGAF' 51, and 511) for 
the SA4 and SAlOl cells are statistically equivalent, but 
are less than the order parameter values for the NFB line. 
This indicates that the SA4 and SAlOl cells possess a more 
fluid nitroxide environment than the NFB cells. Using both 
hyperfine tensor value substitutions, the isotropic 
splitting constant a~ and the probe-probe interaction 
factor m, moreover, are equal for all three cell lines. 
Comparison of the actual values for tensor substitution 
indicates that the crystalline hyperfine tensor substituted 
order parameter is greater than that for the BSA-nitroxide 
substitution in the case of S". The reverse is true, 
however, for the s order parameter, while the other order 
parameters, S', S", s 11 , and SGAF' are equivalent for either 
tensor hyperfine value substitution. A large variation 
between the order parameters themselves for a particular 
Table 14 
Comparison of ESR Order Parameters for Probe (12, 5) 
Tensor Values Txx=6.3G Tyy=5.8G Tzz=33.6G 
Cell Line Tl I T.L I s~ s I I s an an m 
El202 23.98t 10. 26t 15.298 14.832 0.5lt 0.7lt 0.52* 0.7lt (+,+) +0.07 +0.02 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
SA4 22.95t 10. 78t 15.298 14.832 0.45. 0.65t 0.46t 0.69t (+,+) 
TE907 22.58t 10.96 t 15.298 14.832 0.43t 0.63t 0.44t 0.68t 
(-.-) +0.15 +0.08 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
251MG 24.43t 10.04 t 15.298 14.832 0.53V 0.73t 0.54* 0.73V (- ,+) 
SAlOl 23. 24t 10.63 t 15.298 14.832 0.46t 0 .66t 0.48t 0. 70 t 
(-.-) 
NFB 25.08 9.70 15.298 14.832 0.56 0.76 0.58 0.74 
(-,-) +0.41 +0.20 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 
-
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the tumor 
derived cell lines is given by: *P<0.05, VP<O.OOl, and tP<0.0005. 
N 
~ 
..... 
Table 15 
Comparison of Corrected ESR Order Parameters for Probe (12,5) 
Tensor Values Txx=6.3G Tyy=5.8G Tzz=33.6G 
Cell Line T' ' TL an . an ' SGAF s' ' SL 
El202 23.98 10.26 15.298 14.832 0.348V 0. 39V 0.38V (+,+) +0.07 +0.02 +0.004 +0.004 +0.01 +0.01 
SA4 22.95 10.78 15.298 14.832 0. 289V 0.327V 0.332V (+,+) 
TE907 22.58 10.96 15.298 14.832 0.28V 0.31V 0.31V 
(-,-) +0.15 +0.08 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
251MG 24.43 10.04 15.298 14.832 0.375V 0.41* 0.41V 
(-, +) 
SAlOl 23.24 10.63 15.298 14.832 0.31V 0.34V 0.35V 
(-,-) 
NFB 25.08 9.70 15.298 14.832 0.41 0 .l~4 0.45 
(-,-) +0.41 +0.20 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the 
tumor derived cell lines is given by: *P<0.05 and VP<O.OOl. 
N 
.p. 
N 
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cell line is observed in the SA cell lines. As. observed 
with the medulloblastoma El202 and TE907 lines, the S" 
values of the SA ser.ies cells were the largest being 
comparable to a highly restricted or rigid membrane 
environment. The SGAF'S, and S order parameters 
represent the lowest absolute values and indicate fluid 
membranes. 
When comparing the SA series and the medullobas-
toma derived cell lines, the 251 MG 3C cell line also 
possesses increased nitroxide motion. The 251 MG 3C 
cells, which are intermediately tumorigenic, possess 
a 12-NS T splitting value that is lower than that 
of the NFB line. Comparison of the nitroxide crystalline 
order parameters in Tables 12 and 13 reveals that for all 
calculations, the order parameter is less than that for 
the corresponding NFB line. As previously mentioned, this 
is indicative of increasing fluidity for cells having a 
tumorigenic capability. The BSA-nitroxide hyperfine value 
calculated order parameters in Tables 14 and 15 also 
indicate increasing fluidity with tumorigenic potential. 
In contrast to the ~quivalence found for hyperfine substi-
tution in the SA series, the B.SA-nitroxide hyperfine-
derived order parameters have lower absolute values than 
the corresponding S', S", and S crystalline tensor-derived 
order parameters. This situation is reversed. for S 
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FIG 24: Spectra of the 12-NS spin label intercalated into 
the glioma-derived 251MG 3C cells compared to the 
· NFB cell line. 
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although equality is observed for S and SGAF" As seen in 
previous 12-NS spectra, the s 11 , s1 , and SGAF 251 MG 3C order 
parameters are consistently lower when compared to their 
corresponding S', S", and 5 order parameters. The 
indicator of probe-probe interactions, m, is less than 
unity for the 5-NS and 12-NS probes, although the empirical 
probe:lipid ratios based on actual cellular lipid composi-
tions were always greater than 1:100. 
Intercalation of 16-doxylstearate spin label (16-NS) 
into intact cells of tumor-derived cell lines and normal 
fetal brain results in a sharpening of the hyperfine 
splittings as shown in the spectra of Figure 27. Qualita-
tively, the spectral lineshapes are indicative of increas-
ing rotational motion or fluidity compared to the motions 
of the previously discussed 5-NS and 12-NS spin labels. 
Low signal-to-noise ratios have been observed for the 
SAlOl and 251 MG 3C cell lines. 
Several trends seen for the medulloblastoma-
derived cell lines probed with 5-NS and 12-NS are also 
evident when these cells are probed with the 16-NS spin 
label. Examination of the El202, TE907, and NFB order 
parameters (Figure 28) calculated using the crystalline 
nitroxide hyperfine values may be done by referring to 
Tables 16 and 17. As a result of these calculations, it 
may be stated that the fluidity of the non-tumorigenic 
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FIG 25: Spectra of the 16-NS spin label intercalated into 
the NFB cell line and the five corresponding 
tumor-derived cell lines. 
Table 16 
Comparison of ESR Order Parameters for Probe (16, 1) 
Tensor Values Txx=Tyy=6.1G Tzz=32.4G 
Cell Line Tl I (G) T .L (G) an a I n s~ S' I s m 
El202 15. 42V 11. 91V 14.865 13. Q7V 0 .13V 0. 2fJ. 0 .15V 0. 51V 
(+,+) +0.08 +0.14 +0.11 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 
SA4 15 .18V 12. 23V 14.865 13. 21V 0 .11V 0. 256 0 .126V 0 .45V 
(+,+) +0.06 +0.02 +o:o1 +0.01 +0.01 +0.003 +0.01 
TE907 14. 95V 12. 42V 14.865 13. 26V 0. 095V 0. 2/IJ. 0 .11V 0.40V 
(-,-) +0.13 +0.06 +0.02 +0.005 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 
251MG 15. 60'!1 11. 94v 14.865 13 .16v 0.14v 0.27 O.l6v 0 .50-V 
(- ,+) +0.02 +0.27 +0.19 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 
SAlOl 15. 42v 10. 97* 14.865 12. 456* 0.17 0. 26fl 0.20 0.64* 
(-,-) 
NFB 15.69 11.4 14.865 12.84 0.16 0.28 0.19 0.58 
(-,-) +0.08 +0.1 +0.05 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the tumor 
derived cell lines is given by: 'VP<O.l, *P<O.OS, fiP<O.OOS, and VP<O.OOl. 
N 
~ 
......... 
Cell Line 
El202 
(+,+) 
SA4 
(+,+) 
TE907 
(-,-) 
251MG 
(- ,+) 
SAlOl 
(-,-) 
NFB 
(-,-) 
Table 17 
Comparison of Corrected ESR Order Parameters for Probe (16,1) 
Tensor Values Txx=Tyy=6.1G Tzz=32.4G 
Tl I 
15.42 
+0.08 
15.18 
+0.06 
14.95 
+0.13 
15.60 
+0.02 
15.42 
15.69 
+0.08 
T.L an 
11.91 14.865 
+0.14 
12.23 14.865 
+0.02 
12.42 14.865 
+0.06 
11.94 
+0.27 
10.97 
11.4 
+0.1 
14.865 
14.865 
llJ .. 865 
I 
an 
13.07 
+0.11 
13.21 
+0.01 
13.26 
+0.02 
13.16 
+0.19 
12.46 
12.84 
+0.05 
SGAF S1 I s.L 
0.056 t 0.029\ 0. 25t 
+0.006 +0.005 +0.02 
0.034 t 0.02Ql 0.20t 
+0.003 +0.005 +0.01 
0.016t 0.00& 0.19t 
+0.007 +0.002 +0.01 
0.06t 0.042§ 0.2~ 
+0.01 +0.005 +0.04 
0.10 0.0~ 0.3~ 
0.09 0.047 0.30 
+0.01 +0.005 +0.01 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB} and the 
tumor derived cell lines is given by: §P<0.25, ~P<0.025, AP<0,005, and tP<0,0005, 
N 
p 
00 
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FIG 26: Composite spectra of the 16-NS spin label 
intercalated into the El202 and TE907 medullo~ 
blastoma-derived cells and the normal fetal brain 
cell line. 
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TE907 cells is greater than that of the malignant El202 
line or the NFB cell line. The Tn splitting of the TE907 
line is less than that of the El202, although both are 
lower than that of normal fetal brain. The trend of 
increased rigidity (lower fluidity) for the NFB line is 
observed for all order parameter calculations: S', 5", s, 
sGAF' 51, and Su. Although the S" value is statistically 
equivalent for the NFB and El202 cell lines, it is not 
identical to the non-tumorigenic TE907 cells. The 
isotropic splitting constant, a~, increases sequentially 
in the order NFB<El202<TE907, an order similar to that 
when considering fluidity. Using the a~ value as a measure 
of the hydrophobocity in the spin label environment, the 
NFB line indicates there is a more hydrophobic environment 
at a penetration depth of 16 methylene groups compared to 
either of the other tumor-derived medulloblastoma lines. 
Substitution of BSA-nitroxide hyperfine tensor values in 
the order parameter calculations of Tables 18 and 19 does 
not change the increased progression of fluidity in the 
sequence NFB<El202<TE907. The exception, however, is SJI 
which cannot be calculated. Hyperfine tensor value 
substitution preserves the isotropic splitting constant 
sequence observed for the crystalline nitroxide hyperfine 
tensor values. The absolute values of the crystalline and 
BSA-nitroxide order parameters in Tables 16 and 17 and 
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Tables 18 and 19, respectively, are equivalent except for 
s" and s1 . BSA-nitroxide values in these two cases 
generally increase the degree of order sensed by the 16-NS 
spin label. 
The SA-derived cell lines, composed of tumorigenic 
SA4 and non-tumorigenic SAlOl "normal glial" cells, 
exhibit 16~Ns spectra which may be correlated with the 
degree of tumorigenicity. The sequence appears to be the 
reverse of the situation observed for the medulloblastoma-
derived El202 and TE907 cell lines, where the fluidity 
progresses in the order NFB<El202<TE907. Examination of 
the order parameters for the SA4 and SAlOl cell lines along 
with normal fetal brain (NFB) in Figure 29 and in Tables 
16 and 17 indicates that the Tu splitting of the NFB and 
SAlOl lines is comparable though larger than that for the 
corresponding transformed glial SA4 cells. The T11 splitting 
value may be correlated with the degree of tumorigenicity 
in the order SA4<SA10l<NFB. The SA4 cell line appears to 
possess a highly fluid membrane compared to the rigidity 
of the SAlOl and NFB cells. Overall, this trend is 
observed for the crystalline hyperfine calculated order 
parameters in Tables 16 and 17. The values of S', .sGAF' 
and s1 for SAlOl are statistically equivalent to that of 
the NFB line; whereas, the S '' value of the SA4 cell line 
is equivalent to that of the SAlOl cells. Malignant SA4 
Table 18 
Comparison of ESR Order Parameters for Probe (16, 1) 
Tensor Values Txx=6.3G Tyy=5.8G Tzz=33.6G 
Cell Line Tl I T.l. an a I n S' s I I s m 
El202 15.42 v 11.91 v 15.298 13.08 v 0 .13 v. 0. 23~ O.lSV 0. 56 v (+,+) +0.08 +0.14 +0.09 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 
-
SA4 15.18 v 12.23 v 15.298 13.20 v O.llV 0.23~ 0 .13V 0.48V (+,+) +0.06 +0.02 +0.01 +0.01 +0 .01 +0.01 +0.01 
TE907 14.95 v 12.42 v 15.298 13.26 v 0.09V 0.20~ O.llV 0.46V 
(-,-) +0.13 +0.06 +0.02 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 
251MG 15. 60 'i' 11.94 v 15.298 13. 16 v 0.13V 0.24 0.15V 0.56V (- ,+) +0.02 +0.27 +0.19 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.04 
SAlOl 15.42 v 10. 97* 15.298 12. 46* 0.16 0. 23~ 0.20 0. 71* 
(-,-) 
NFB 15.69 11.4 15.298 12.83 0.16 0.24 0.19 0.65 
(-,-) +0.08 +0.1 +0.06 +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 +0.02 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain (NFB) and the tumor 
derived cell lines is given by: 'i'P<O.l, *P<0.05, ~P<O.OOS, and VP<O.OOl. 
. 
N 
ll1 
N 
Cell Line 
El202 
(+,+) 
SA4 
(+,+) 
TE907 
(-,-) 
251MG 
(-, +) 
SAlOl 
(-,-) 
NFB 
(- ... ) 
Table 19 
Comparison of Corrected ESR Order Parameters for Probe (16,1) 
Tensor Values Txx=6.3G Tyy=5.8G Tzz=33.6G 
T I I 
15.42 
+0.08 
15.18 
+0.06 
14.95 
+0.13 
15.60 
+0.02 
15.42 
15.69 
+0.08 
T.L an 
11.91 15.298 
+0.14 
12.23 15.298 
+0.02 
12.42 
+0.06 
11.94 
+0.27 
10.97 
11.4 
+0.1 
15.298 
15.298 
15.298 
15.298 
I 
an 
13.08 
+0.09 
13.20 
+0.01 
13.26 
+0.02 
13.16 
+0.19 
12.46 
12.83 
+0.06 
SGAF s I I s.L 
0.058t 0.003~ 0.30t 
+0.008 +0.02 
0.034t 0.002~ 0.25t 
+0.003 +0.01 
0.105t 
+0.007 
0.06t 
+0.01 
0.102 
0.09 
+0.01 
~ 0. 24t 
+0.01 
0.007§ 0.30~ 
+0.001 +0.03 
- ~ 0.40~ 
0.012 0.36 
+0.004 +0.01 
The significance of the difference between the normal fetal brain\NFB)-and tlie 
tumor derived cell lines is given by: §P<0.025, ~P<0.025, ~P<O.OOS, and tP<0.0005. 
N 
ln 
w 
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FIG 27: Composite spectra of the 16-NS spin label 
intercalated into the SA glioma-derived cell 
lines, SA4 and SAlOl, compared to the NFB cell 
line. 
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cells, moreover, possess a high degree of hydrophobicity 
in the 16-NS probed membrane environment as is indicated 
by these cells' greater isotropic splitting constant 
compared to that of the SAlOl or NFB cells. The former 
cell line, SAlOl, possesses a more hydrophillic environ-
ment at this probe location than that of normal fetal 
brain cells. Differences are observed, however, with 
substitution of BSA-nitroxide-derived hyperfine tensors 
into appropriate order parameter equations in Tables 18 
and 19. The sequence of fluidity: SA4>SA10l>NFB is 
preserved for S', S, S~, and SGAF" Tensor substitution, 
on the other hand, results in the same degree of fluidity 
for all three cell lines with regard to S". The SAlOl S 
value, furthermore, could not be calculated, but the 
fluidity of the SA4 cells is still greater than normal 
fetal brain. Hyperfine tensor substitution, moreover, 
generally did not increase the absolute order parameter. 
An exception to this trend is S" in which the crystalline 
order parameters are greater than the BSA-nitroxide 
substituted calculations. The situation is reversed for 
s1 calculations. Hyperfine tensor substitution preserves 
the sequence of hydrophobicity determined by the isotropic 
splitting constant as well. 
Figure 30 shows the 16-NS spectra of the intermediate 
tumorigenic 251 MG 3C glioma line compared to the 16-NS 
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FIG 28: Composite spectra of the 16-NS spin label 
intercalated into the glioma-derived 251MG 3C 
cell line compared to the NFB cell line. 
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spectra of the NFB cell line. The order parameters found 
in Tables 16 and 17 for this cell line indicate that the 
Tn splitting as well asS', S", and s 11 are equal for the 
NFB and 251 MG 3C lines. For the other order parameters, 
specifically S and SGAF' the fluidity of the 251 MG 3C cell 
line is greater than that of the normal fetal brain cells, 
although for S~ the fluidity of both lines is statistically 
equivalent. BSA-nitroxide substitution in Tables. 18 and 
19 conserves the increase of fluidity for not only S, 
sGAF' and S1 but also for s 11 and S'. Equivalence between 
the former and latter hyperfine substitutions is also 
observed for S" while BSA-nitroxide substitution increases 
the absolute value of the order parameter in the case of 
S!· For the remaining calculations, changes in order 
parameters are nonspecific: the BSA-nitroxide substitution 
decreases the order parameter values of S" and sn I although 
the 16-NS values of S, S', and SGAF for the 251 MG 3C and 
NFB of Tables 16 and 17 and Table 18 and 19 are equivalent. 
Figure 31 illustrates the interdependence of the 
degree of malignancy with Til for each individual nitroxide 
spin label. As previously discussed, the intermediate 
tumorigenic 251 MG 3C line possesses a Til value nearest to 
that of the NFB line except for the 5-NS (5,12} label. 
Several trends are evident from this graphic representation 
of Figure 31: (1} the Til splittings of all the cell lines 
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PROSE {5,12) 
27..50 
PROBE (12,5) 
PROBE (18,1) 
E1202 SA4 251MG 3C T£907 SA101 NFB 
---MALIGNANCY 
FIG 29: Comparison of the TJI splittings for the 5-, 12-, 
and 16-NS spin labels and cell lines. 
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(with the exception of 251 MG 3C line) are below that for 
the NFB cells; (2) the least variation in T 11 splittings 
between the medulloblastoma lines and the SA lines occurs 
approximately at a penetration depth of five methylene 
groups as sensed by the (5,12) probe; (3) the medullo-
blastoma cell line follows a sequence in which the 
fluidity of the non-tumorigenic TE907 line is greater than 
that of its malignant El202 counterpart; (4) this sequence 
is reversed for the SA cell lines so that the fluidity of 
the malignant SA4 line is always greater than that of the 
normal SAlOl line for each specific probe; and (5) 
considering both benign cell lines, TE907 and SAlOl, the 
Tu splitting of the SAlOl cells is more similar to that 
of NFB cells. 
Furthermore, these general trends may also be 
observed by plotting the order parameter (denoted SGAF) 
versus malignancy as in Figure 32. The SGAF order parameter 
was used because it does not appear to vary with crystalline-
to-BSA-nitroxide hyperfine tensor substitution. It may be 
concluded that: (1) the least variation occurs for the 
5-NS spin label, which suggests similarities in membrane 
fluidity for all cell lines at this particular probe depth; 
(2) the order of the NFB cell line is the largest for all 
probes, thereby indicating the cells possess rigid membranes 
under these particular experimental conditions; (3) with 
FIG 30: 
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the exception of the 251 MG 3C cell line probed with the 
16-NS spin label, the order parameter increases with 
decreasing malignancy and is observed as a decrease in 
fluidity; (4) this aforementioned trend is not observed 
for the 5-NS and 12-NS probes, whose data are most 
accurately described by a widened parabolic curve extend-
ing from malignant to normal brain cells in vitro; (5) the 
tendency of a progressive decrease in fluidity from 
malignant SA4 to non-malignant SAlOl to NFB cells is 
conserved for each individual spin label; (6) a progressive 
increase is observed in fluidity for the medulloblastoma-
derived cell lines; and (7) the 251 MG 3C cells generate 
characteristic data closest to that of the NFB cells only 
when probed with 12-NS spin label. 
The presence of a flexibility gradient {defined as 
an increase in fluidity for bilayer regions with increasing 
hydrocarbon motion) for each of the cell lines is shown in 
Figures 33 through 38. Examination of the composite 
spectra for each cell type indicates a narrowing of the 
spectral lineshape starting with the 5-NS probe localized 
nearest the polar headgroups and progressing towards the 
16-NS situated near the middle of the hydrocarbon bilayer. 
For each cell line: El202 (Figure 33), SA4 (Figure 34), 
251 MG 3C (Figure 35) , TE907 (Figure 36} , SAlOl (Figure 37) , 
and NFB (Figure 38) probed with 5-NS and 12-NS, the slow 
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PJioBE 5,12 
PRoBE 12,5 
PROBE 16,1 
FIG 31: Presence of an ESR spin label flexibility gradient 
in the malignant El202 medulloblastoma-derived 
cell line. 
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PRoBE 5,12 
PROBE 12,5 
PROBE 16,1 
FIG 32.: Presence of an ESR spin label flexibility gradient 
in the malignant SA4 glioma-derived cell line~ 
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PRoBE 5,]2 
PRoBE 12,5 
PRoBE 16,1· 
FIG 33: Presence of an ESR flexibility gradient in the 
251MG 3C glioma-derived cell line possessing an 
intermediate degree of tumorigenicity. 
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PRoBE 5,12 
PROBE 16,1 
FIG 34: Presence of an ESR spin label flexibility product 
in the non-tumorigenic TE907 medulloblastoma-
derived cell line. 
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PRoBE 5,]2 
PRoBE ]2,5 
FIG 35 : Presence of an ESR spin label flexibility gradient 
in the non-malignant SAlOl glioma-derived cell 
line. 
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PRoBE 5,12 . 
PROBE 12,5 
. 
PROBE 16,1 
FIG36.: Presence of an ESR spin label flexibility gradient 
in the normal NFB cell line. 
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anistropic rotation spectra are indicative of highly 
restrictive environments and may be compared to the motion 
of the 16-NS spin label which is similar to but not 
isotropic motion. The flexibility gradient of each cell 
line versus the SGAF order parameter is plotted in Figure 
39. Although the non-tumorigenic TE907 and SAlOl cell 
lines have essentially straight flexibility gradients, the 
shape of the 251 MG 3C gradient is nonlinear and similar 
to that of the NFB line. Generally, the flexibility 
gradient is transposed from a nearly straight line to a 
biphasic curve in the progression from benign to normal 
for both medulloblastoma and glioma-derived cell lines. 
Despite the fact that flexibility gradients may not 
strictly be correlated with a cell's degree of tumorigenicit~ 
a membrane bilayer flexibility gradient remains a general 
characteristic of a cell regardless of additional factors. 
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DISCUSSION 
The experiments in this dissertation directly per-
tain to whether changes in membrane "fluidity" concomit-
antly occur with the expres·sion of surface membrane lipid 
alterations in the neoplastic state. Previous experiments 
(Barnett. et al., 1974; Gaffney, 1975) using ESR spin label 
probes to monitor membrane phospholipid acyl side chain 
motion and hence a description of the average "fluidity" 
of the biomembrane have been contradictory. As stated in 
the preceeding results section,·human brain cells in tis-
sue culture which possess malignant characteristics in 
vivo and in vitro, also possess increases above non-malig-
nant control cells in spin label sensed membrane 
"fluidity" at positions 5, 14, and 16 carbons away from 
the phospholipid polar headgroups. This increase in 
acyl side chain motion for the malignant phenotypes does 
not correlate with specific alterations in chain length, 
saturation or desaturation, but rather with increases in 
phosphatidylcholine headgroup levels. This modulation 
of phospholipid headgroup composition upon acyl side 
chain motion and membrane fluidity, even with bio-
physical probes placed 22 methylene groups from the 
glycerol backbone has been previously observed 
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(Glaser et al., 1974, Blanket al., 1975; Schroedet ~ al., 
1976b, Esho et al., 1977; Gilmore et al., 1979b). 
Fluorescent polarization studies (Glaser et al., 1974; 
Gilmore·~ !1·, 1979b). have shown that headgroup com-
position produces the major effect on membrane fluidity. 
With equal acyl side chain composition, phosphatidyl 
ethanolamine enriched membranes possess a decrease in 
fluidity as contrasted to phosphatidyl choline enriched 
membrnaes. This headgroup supplementation did not ~ffect 
the characteristic phase transition temperatures, indi-
cating that acyl side chain compostion modulates the phase 
behavior of biomembranes. Schroeder (1978) coined the 
term "homeoviscous adaption" to describe in procaryotic 
and tissue culture cells the modulation of phospholipid 
headgroup metabolism upon the modification of phospho-
lipid acyl side chain composition. 
Given these observations, this dissertation pre-
sents the first study to implicate these effects in 
normal and malignant brain cells in vitro. 
Several interesting points are salient upon 
examination of the phospholipid class compositions in 
Table 3 (Results section). Considering the PC/PE, PC/PE 
+ (PS +PI), and the PC+ SPH/PE +(PI+ PS) molar ratios 
amongst the various cell lines, the ratios of the SAlOl 
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line and the NFB line are nearly identical. This pro-
vides additional substantiation on a compositional 
basis, to categorization of SAlOl cells as normal glial 
cells in vitro, although the line was initiated from a 
malignant tumor. It can be noted, furthermore, that no 
conclusion can be drawn concerning an increase in the 
ratios PC/PE and PC/PE + (PS + PI) and malignancy in 
nude mice nor colony formoration in soft agar. 
For the PC+ SPH/PE + (PS +PI) ratio, malignant 
cell lines, El202 and SA4, possess ratios intermediate to 
those of normal cell lines (SAlOl and NFB) and those of 
intermediately tumorigenic· cell lines .(TE907 and 251 
MG 3C). The TE907 cell line is included in the latter 
classification because of its lack of an in vivo normal 
---
counterpart and not because of its inability to form 
tumors in vivo and in vitro. By definition, this line is 
considered to have some degree of tumorigenic potential, 
although it may not be expressed as fatty acid, phospho-
lipid, or membrane fluidity alterations. Therefore, all 
cell lines derived from tumor specimens have PC + SPH/PE 
+ (PS + PI) molar ratios greater than normal human brain 
or "normal" glial SAlOl cells and those cell lines with 
intermediate tumorigenic potentials have the highest 
molar ratio levels. 
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Previous studies on phospholipid class and fatty 
acid alterations in normal and neoplastic neural tissues 
of animal and human origin support the PC + SPH/PE + (PS 
+ PI) molar ratio increase observed for the cell lines in 
this dissertation. Analysis of data from Yates !! al. 
(1979) on phospholipid class composition in brain tumors 
shows that human gray and white matter possesses ratios of 
1.2 and 0.92, respectively. Malignant tumor ratios are 
calculated to be in the range 1.84 to 1.92; whereas, the 
ratios for neuroectodermal and well-differentiated human 
brain specimens are between the values for normal and ma~ · 
lignant tissues. Culturing the astrocytoma and glioblas-
toma lines greatly increased these ratios from 1.84 and 
1. 90 to 3. 34 and 2. 76, respectively. Sun and Leung (1974) 
show the same qualitative increase, although the absolute 
values of the PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) ratios are greater 
(2.98 compared to 1.90). Their data also indicate human 
gray matter has a PC + SPH/PE + {PS + PI) ratio of 1.48 
while the ratio for tissue adjacent to tumors is 2.49, in-
dicating that this tumor tissue cannot be considered 
"normal" on the basis of this ratio. Application of the 
PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) molar ratio to the data of White 
(1974) again indicates that normal tissues have ratios 
that are always lower than those of brain tumors. The 
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0.5 
NORMAL MALIGNANT 
FIG 38.-: PC+SPH/PE+PS+PI molar ratio as a function of tumor-
igenicity of normal and malignant neural cells. 
Abbreviations: Grey mat=grey matter; white mat= 
white matter; NH-normal hamster astroblasts; SAlOl, 
TE907, NFB, El202, SA4, and 251 MG 3C cell lines 
in this study (the SAlOl and NFB are non-malignant) ; 
AS=astrocytoma; GI•Glioma; MC=metastatic carcinoma; 
Mem=menigoma, Pned=primary undifferentiated neuro-
ectodermal tissue; C6=rat C6 glioma; and Ta+b= 
tissue adjacent to brain tumor. Data (e) taken 
from Yates et al., 1979; <•> of Sun and Leung, 1974; 
(D) of White, 1974; (o) of Robert et al., 1979; and 
(~) data presented in this study. -- --
P<O.OOl for the difference between the mean of the 
normal and malignant cell PC+Sph/PE+PS+PI ratios. 
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ratio values of gray and white matter as well as whole 
brain from North Americans ·are approximately 1. 0 (0. 98, 
1.00, and 0.88, respectively). Not only do malignant brain 
noeplasms have greater PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) molar 
ratios, but the absolute values increase with increasing 
malignant potential. Meningiomas, which are non-invasive 
in vivo, have the greatest molar ratio values. Metastatic 
carcinomas possess slightly lower values along with gliomas 
although the PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) molar ratios of low-
grade astrocytomas, interestingly, are closer to that of 
normal brain values rather than that of metastatic or 
malignant gliomas. No conclusion, however, can be made 
relating phospholipid fatty acid acyl side chain unsatur-
ation, the PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) ratio, and malignancy. 
Similar trends are also seen for the non-human 
neural cells in vitro. Examination of the data of Robert 
et al. (1979) and application of the phospholipid subclass 
composition to the PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) ratio equation 
reveals that the C6 glioma line has a greater molar ratio 
than the normal astrocytic NN line as was previously found 
for comparable human tissues. 
Considering the data of previous investigations 
and the data from the normal and tumor-derived human lines 
studied in this dissertation, it appears that neoplastic 
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tissues always have PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) molar ratios 
and that malignant cell ratios always fall between those 
of the normal and intermediate tumorigenic lines. It might 
be expected that the effects of this ratio would be re-
flected by spin label membrane fluidity, particularly in 
the fluidity sensed by 5-NS spin labels which are located 
nearest to the phosphatide headgroup region. 31p and 2H-
NMR studies stronger intramolecular interactions which en-
ables these molecules to compact more tightly than phospha-
tidylcholine headgroups (Seelig and Gally, 1977; Michael-
son ll al., 1974; Yeagle, ·1978). These studies have also 
found that the distances between headgroups increase with 
greater fatty acid unsaturation, which enables the phos-
phatide headgroups to possess a greater degree of fluid 
motion. Because phosphatidylethanolamine headgroups as 
compared to phosphatidylcholine headgroups would possess 
less freedom for acyl side chain motion, membrane bilayers 
with high concentrations of phosphatidylethanolamine would 
therefore, be rigid. Interestingly, this concept is 
compatible with the PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) ratio value, 
and generally these cell lines with a decreased ratio have 
more rigid membranes (an increase in order parameters) 
than their malignant counterparts. This conclusion cannot 
be exclusively inferred from the 5-NS data since this probe 
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does not monitor rotations as close to the phospholipid 
polar headgroups as a 2-NS probe (labelled at the second 
position of the hydrocarbon chain and penetrating two 
methylene groups into the acyl side chain region of the 
membrane bilayer. 
Notwithstanding, there are a number of reasons 
which support the results presented in this study and may 
possibly explain the previous inconclusive findings using 
ESR techniques to assess membrane fluidity of normal and 
transformed cells. First, and of prime importance, is the 
selection of the cell lines and the specific normal-trans-
formed cell model. As has been pointed out in the intro-
duction, there are subtle but unique differences between 
malignant cell lines der.ived from spontaneous tumors and 
those induced by chemical or vira~ oncogens. There is no 
evidence at this date to equate spontaneous or induced 
tumors with respect to alterations in membrane structure 
and function. Therefore, the 3T3 SV40 transformed 3T3 
fibroblast may be an inappropriate model system because 
viral transformation may not necessarily affect membrane 
fluidity. Alterations in membrane fluidity may possibly 
be noted only in cells derived by spontaneous tumors. 
Electron spin label techniques, prior to this study, have 
not been used to examine similarities or differences in 
membrane fluidity of sp·ontaneous human neoplasms. 
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Secondly, apparently "normal" cell lines in tissue 
culture (with regards to morphology, growth kinetics, etc.) 
may produce tumors when either cultured under appropriate 
conditions or inoculated in suitable hosts. 3T3 fibro-
blasts are non-tumorigenic when injected at high concen-
trations (108 cells) in mice (Aaronson and Todaro, 1968). 
"Normal" 3T3 cells attached to small glass beads and in-
planted into BALB/C mice, however, form hemangiocndo-
theliomas (Boone, 1975). Tissue culture especially 
permanent cell lines such as 3T3 or SV40 transformed 3T3 
fibroblasts, may also result in selection of a small 
proportion of cells so that in time, a heterogenous cell 
population is produced. Many of the phenotypes charac-
teristic of cells in vitro, furthermore, vary with passage 
level (time in culture). This feature is well illustrated 
with the C-6 rat glioma line (Vernadakis ~ al., 1980). 
Morphologically the cells change from oligodendroglioma 
cells to astrocytoma-like cells with increasing age in 
culture. Biochemical changes also accompany this 
phenomenon. The cells in early passage possess high levels 
I I I 
of 2 , 3 - cyclic nucleotide 3 -phosphohydrolyase (CNP) 
which is specific for oligendrocytes. Glutamine synthetase 
(GS), which is specific for astrocytes, on the other hand, 
increases in late passage cells with a concomittant 
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decrease in the level of CNP. To alleviate this problem 
in this study, all repitive measurements were performed 
on cell lines only if the samples did not differ by more 
than two passage levels. 
The problem of adequate controls of normal and 
transformed cell lines maintained in culture can be illus-
trated by comparison of spin label sensed fluidity and 
in vivo and in vitro malignancy of the glioma and medu-
lloblastoma derived cell lines. The glioma derived lines 
possess an increased spin label fluidity which also para-
llels the production of tumors in athymic nude mice and 
in soft agar colony formation assay. This feature, how-
ever, is reversed for the medulloblastoma derived TE907 
and El202 cell lines. The latter line is malignant by 
its production of tumors in the above mentioned in vivo 
--
and in vitro assay systems; whereas the former cell line 
possess no tumorigenic properities, however, originally 
initiated from a malignant tumor. In contrast to the 
glial cell lines, the non-tumorigenic TE907 cell line 
possess an increase in membrane fluidity as compared to 
its malignant counterpart, El202. This illustrates the 
point that the previous discrepancies between studies 
examining membrane fluidity of normal and transformed 
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cells may be the result of comparing non-compatible cell 
types. It is, therefore,· possible that any reproducible 
alterations of membrane fluidity in the neoplastic state 
may be cell-type or species specific and not applicable 
to normal-transformed model systems in general. 
Thirdly, tissue culture conditions can play an 
important role in affecting cell growth and resulting 
lipid metabolism and structure. This subject of lipid 
modification by exogenous lipid supplementation through 
serum or specific fatty acids is extremely important when 
comparing lipid and membrane fluidity between different 
cell lines and different investigators. The similarities 
or differences between previous studies may be attributed 
to changes in nutritional supplements, particularly 
serum. Cell density and the length of time when the cells 
are analyzed after tryptic dispersion, furthermore, can 
easily influence phospholipid composition through phospho-
lipid turnover. Because these variables are often neg-
lected and play an important role in membrane structure 
and the resulting estimation of membrane fluidity, these 
factors will be discussed in detail. It must be pointed 
out the experiments in this study were designed with these 
problems in mind. All experiments utilized identical lots 
of media, serum and trypsin, and moreover, were probed at 
identical timespans after passaging. 
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There are a variety of advantages and disadvan-
tages for cells in culture with regard to the manipulation 
of lipid compositions in vitro. Compared to the appli-
cations of transplanted tumors propragated ~ in situ in-
jection, transformed cells in culture usually represent a 
heterogeneous population of cells for biochemical and 
physiological experimentation. Cells in culture may be 
studied without the array of complex physiological, 
hormonal,. and circadian influences that may affect the met-
abolic processes in host animals. Moreover, cell cultures 
allow the inhibition or stimulation of de ~ lipid bio-
synthesis through the manipulation of exogenous lipids 
and addition of enzyme inhibitors in the culture media. 
Although these manipulative effects may also be.manifested 
by altering the lipid composition (for example, experi-
mental essential fatty acid deficiencies in rodents), the 
effect of exogenous lipids upon the physical state of 
cellular membrane structures is most direct and easily 
accomplished with cells in vitro. 
Variations can also be introduced into the 
experimental study by changes in cell density and cell 
cycle (Griffiths, 1972). These variations are further 
multiplied by the mode of culture (cells in monolayers 
possess differenc nutritional requirements compared to 
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cells mainatined as spheroids or aggregates) and the 
compostion of the tissue culture medium itself. (For 
example, the effects of using basal essential medium (BME) 
which is limiting in essential nutrients in contrast to 
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) which contains 
copious amounts of all nutrients.) 
With regard to these variables, the cells used in 
this study were maintained and propragated in a medium 
rich in essential nutrients (DMEM supplemented with 10% 
fetal calf serum). The tissue culture media, furthermore, 
were replaced every 48 hours to prevent the introduction 
of variations in fluidity and lipid metabolism by ensuring 
that cell nutrients were not rate limiting. 
Mammalian cells grown in vitro obtain the majority 
of their cellular and membrane lipids from serum usually 
supplemented in the growth media (Rothblat and Kritchevsky, 
1967; Rothblat, 1972; Spector, 1972; Bailey and Dunbar, 
1973; Howard and Howard, 1974). The exceptions to this 
are cell lines capable of growth in chemically defined 
serum-free media (usually supplemented with insulin, 
cortisone, and exogenous sources of fatty acid precursors). 
The growth stimulation property of sera is not to be con-
fused with its use as a source of lipid: the growth pro-
moting property is primarily protein in nature Temin et 
al., 1972). 
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Animal sera, in particular fetal calf and bovine 
sera, contains large amounts of lipids usually found in 
association with serum proteins. Triglycerids, phospho-
lipids and cholesterol are associated with serum lipo-
proteins while free fatty acids are bound to albumin. 
Typically, the fetal bovine serum used in this dissertation 
contained approximately 25% sphingomyelin, 50% phospha-
tidylcholine, 20% lyso-phosphatidylcholine, and 0.12 ~M/ml 
unesteri-fied fatty acids. Only human serum contains a 
greater amount of lipid and, in some cases, is toxic to 
cells when they are supplemented with 10% quantities (the 
same quantity as newborn and fetal bovine supplementation) 
(Fox and Sanford, 1976). 
There are two methods to modify the lipid com-
position of cells in vitro. First, with the serum 
supplementation used in this dissertation, the cellular 
pathways for de ~ synthesis of several lipid components 
are inhibited, and the cells utilize exogenously supplied 
serum lipids. Bailey et al. (1964) observed that as little 
as 0.5% serum in the tissue culture medium can inhibit as 
much as 50% of the de ~ synthesis of phospholipids and 
neutral lipids. Under these conditions, the fatty acid 
composition of the serum, to some degree, is reflected in 
the composition of the intracellular membranes and plasma 
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(Geyer et a1., 1961; Boyle and Ludwig, 1962; Rothb1at, 
1972). Geyer (1967) postulated that the lipid metabolism 
in murine L-cells (a fibroblastic line) can be divided into 
several stages. Exogenous lipids such as long chain fatty 
acids (Cl8 or greater) are able to enter the metabolic pool 
through nonenzymatic processes such as diffusion or free 
exchange (Howard and Howard, 1974). These lipids, once 
absorbed, are metabolically converted to triglycerides, 
phospholipids and co2 . After a period of time (24 hours) 
the lipids are no longer exchangeable with the media and 
can be thought of as progressing from a transient stage to 
one of cellular permanence where the induced lipid changes 
are maintained during subsequent cell proliferation over 
several passages. 
Another process leading to the modification of fatty 
acid levels (and therefore membrane composition) may be 
accomplished using two gereralized procedures that involve. 
the growth of cells in the presence of delipidized serum. 
In the presence of delipidized serum~ cells are able to 
absorb the required quantities of lipids if they are 
supplemented in the defatted serum. Compared to cells 
grown in serum, the addition of exogenous lipids to de-
lipidized serum proteins results in cells with greatly 
altered fatty acid compositions. This approach has been 
used to modify the structure of plasma membranes and study 
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the effects of defined lipid alterations on dynamic mem-
brane properties. Exogenous lipids in the form of sonicated 
dispersions can be added directly to tissue culture media 
that has been supplemented with delipidized serum. This 
method is direct and rapid and allows for the incorpor-
ation of molecules normally foreign to plasma membranes. 
A problematic disadvantage of incubating cells with lipid 
supplements in lipid-free media is that the exogenous 
lipids may not be homogeneously interdispersed among the 
bulk lipids or protein-lipid complexes (Horwitz, 1977). 
Fluorescent probe or ESR spin-labelled studies of lipid-
manipulated plasma membranes may indicate specific 
alterations pertinent only to distinct micro-environments 
and not the general membrane. 
Tne second technique of altering memb~ane fatty 
acid levels involves the inhibition of catabolic and ana-
bolic processes by the removal of biotin _from the culture 
media. Biotin is o.ne of the vitamins required for de ~ 
fatty acid biosynthesis, and although cells are able to 
proliferate in tissue culture media supplemented with de-
lipidized serum, the removal of biotin and supplementation 
of specific lipids forces the cells to inhibit endogenous 
biosynthetic lipid pathways and utilize the exogenously 
supplied lipids that are either free, sonicated dispersions 
or bound to albumin. Using this technique, unnatural fatty 
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acid analogues may be incorporated into intact membranes. 
For example, supplementation of L-cells with nondecanoate 
(19:0) in delipidized medium results in approximately 40% 
of the phospholipid fatty acid acyl side chains to be oc-
cupied by this analogue (Horwitz et !!·, 1974, 1976; Wil-
liams~ al., 1974). Supplementation with elaidate (18:1 
trans) results in over 50% of the phosphatide acyl side 
chains being replaced by this unnatural fatty acid. These 
selective alterations are substantial compared to exogenous 
lipid supplementation. When cells are grown in serum-
supplemented media, approximately 30%-40% of the acyl side 
chains are occupied by oleoate (the major fatty acid pre-
sent in bovine serum); whereas, cells grown in lipid-
depleted media supplemented with oleate have cellular fatty 
acid levels approaching 60%. 
The ability to grow in lipid-depleted media and the 
ease of lipid substitution plasma and intracellular mem-
branes is cell and lipid speeific. For example, many cell 
lines exhibit no dependence upon the linoleic and linolenic 
essential fatty acids for growth (Bailey and Dunbar, 1973). 
Removal of choline from the growth medium, however, inhibits 
phosphatidylcholine biosynthesis and cell proliferation. 
Normally, there are sufficient levels of choline available 
in the tissue culture medium or incorporated into the serum 
phosphatidylcholine. In animal cells it is not possible 
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to completely substitute naturally occurring fatty acids 
with unnatural ones. This is not the case among lower 
prokaryotes, (notably E. coli), where essentailly all of 
the membrane lipids may be replaced by abnormal fatty acid 
analogues. In animal cells in vitro, some type of reg-
ulatory mechanism maintains the overall membrane composition 
which limits total lipid substitution. 
The conversion of choline to ethanolamine in phos-
pholipid headgroup substitution and interconversion has 
been postulated by Horwitz (1977) to occur minimally in 
the metabolism of cells supplemented with sera or de-
.. 
lipidized serum and exogenous lipid sources. From this 
statement, two conclusions can be drawn: 1) there are 
insignificant rates of phospholipid turnover, and 2) there 
is little, if any, interconversion among the phospholipid 
subclasses. According to the latter statement, since fetal 
bovine serum contains no phosphatidylethanolamine, cells 
cultured in this type of serum supplement should have de-
creasing amounts of phosphatidylethanolamine which become 
smaller as the cellular pools become diluted. Cells in 
culture, however, display considerable phospholipid turn-
over as well as phosphatide headgroup interconversion even 
in the presence of serum that inhibits de ~ lipid bio-
synthesis. Ward and Falch (1973) examined the effect of 
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media lipids on cellular phospholipids in cultured hepatoma 
cells. Certain phospholipid classes common to hepatoma and 
normal liver cells produced similar changes as serum supplied 
lipids were modulated. The ·same trend is more pronounced 
for the cellular phosphatide fatty acid acyl side chain 
composition. The phospholipids of cells grown in high 
serum levels not only exhibited changes in the phosphatid-
ylcholine class (which accounts for approximately SO% of the 
serum phosphatides) but also in the phosphatidylethanolamine, 
\ 
phosphatidylserine, and phosophatidylinositol classes 
normally absent in fetal bovine sera. Increasing the fetal 
bovine serum concentration from 2.5% to 5.0% increased the 
cellular phosphatidylcholine levels by approximately 4%; 
however, the phosphatidylethanolamine concentration remained 
the same. The phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylinositol 
levels only increased 0.4%. With respect to the phospho-
lipid headgroup composition, serum lipids can only affect 
phosphatidylcholine levels~ Therefore, interconversion 
and turnover of phospholipid headgroups must occur at an 
appreciable rate to maintain the cellular membrane lipids 
at genetically predetermined levels. The fatty acid com-
position of the hepatoma cells in vitro are sensitive to 
alterations in serum and media lipids. Increasing the 
serum concentration from 2.5% to 5.0% increased the levels 
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of 16:0 and 18:0 phosphatidylcholine species while 
decreasing the 18:1 phosphatidylcholine concentration 
which is normally the highest among serum phosphatidyl-
choline fatty acids. Doubling the serum levels increased 
the 16:0, 16:1, and 18:0 phosphatidylethanolamine fatty 
acid levels accompanied by an overall decrease in long 
chain unsaturated species as well as the 18:1 and 18:2 
fatty acid levels. All phospholipid classes exhibited de-
creases in the poly-unsaturated fatty acids and increases 
in the 18:0 levels as serum levels were decreased (which 
resulted in diminshed supplies of exogenously available 
serum lipids). Thus, even in the presence of serum-derived 
lipids, cells possess the ability to partially saturate and 
desaturate specific lipids for the maintenance of genet-
ically predetermined levels. Snyder and Falch (1973) post-
ulated that decreased fatty acid biosynthesis in the presence 
of tissue culture media supplemented with serum (Rothblat, 
1969; Bailey~ al., 1972) may be the result of increased 
levels of linoleate within the serum. These authors make 
a substantial point when considering fatty acid alterations 
in vitro: "These data indicate that care must be exercised 
when comparing phospholipid data, even from the ~ cell 
line, with that obtained in other laboratories, especially 
when the growth conditions are not known". 
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A unique problem specific to cells in vitro is the 
alteration (inhibition or acceleration) of phospholipid 
turnover as they are stimulated into division. This is 
usually a consequence of the addition or replenishment of 
serum or tryptic action on a resting confluent layer of 
cells. Studying 3T3 and polyoma transformed 3T3 cells 
(Py3T3), Cunningham (1972) observed that the rates of 
32 phospholipid incorporation (specifically P-orthophosphate 
incorporation) were identical for nonconfluent 3T3, con-
fluent 3T3, nonconfluent Py3T3, and confluent Py3T3 cells 
three days after the initiation of division by passaging. 
Addition of serum to confluent monolayers of normal and 
transformed cells produced increased trunover rates only 
for contact-inhibited 3T3 cells. The rates of phospha-
tidylcholine turnover increases two-fold although the 
phosphatidylethanolamine synthesis decreases when cells 
are grown to confluent density. If cells are supplemented 
with serum and the contact inhibition is removed, 3T3 and 
chick skin fibroblasts have high rates of turnover, 
especially in the phosphatidylinositol subclass (Cunning-
ham and Pardee, 1969; Pasternak, 1972). 
The net consequence of phospholipid turnover and 
its significance to lipid changes observed for malignant 
and non-malignant cell lines is that potentially malignant 
cells which have been virally transformed possess higher 
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rates of phospholipid turnover than their normal counter-
parts (Pasternak, 1973). In Cunningham's (1972) analysis 
of his results which measure the incorporation of 32P-
orthophosphate into normal and transformed cells, he 
assumes that incorporation of the label in the absence of 
net synthesis (allowing for differences in radiolabel up-
take (Cunningham and Pardee, 1969) is equivalent to turn-
over. For the case where the addition of serum relieves 
contact inhibition, there is an increase in turnover. 
Tumorigenic cells, however, have lost their contact in-
hibition and Cunningham (1972) infers that the phospho-
lipid turnover (of which phosphatidylserine is the fastest) 
is dependent on the density inhibition of division which 
can be relieved by serum factors. Treating Py3T3 cells 
with serum to relieve density inhibition should not have 
any effect since transformed cells already lack density 
growth inhibition (i.e. decreased contact inhibition). 
In glioma cells in vitro (Lindgren, 1976), serum factors 
may be responsible for the cell density when growth in-
hibition occurs, but growth inhibition itself may be due 
to cellular interactions. Moreover, the increased rate 
of phosphatidylcholine turnover is also observed in SV40-
3TJ- transformed cells when compared to their normal 3T3 
counterparts (Pasternak, 1973). Phospholipid turnover, 
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however, may be able to explain the previously published 
discrepanc~es be~ween fatty acid composition and 
fluorescence or spin-labelled membrane fluidities for nor-
mal and transformed cells. In this dissertation, the 
phospholipid turnover rates of malignant and non-malignant 
cells should be similar since all cells were passaged by 
tryptic digestion and grown in fresh media containing serum. 
These normal and malignant cells, as they are being analyzed 
for lipid changes and measured with ESR for fluidity, are 
actively proliferating, and therefore, are not contact-
inhibited. This, in all probability, may not be the case 
in previous studies where the metabolic states of the cells 
are not known. For example, a typical experimental method 
involves growing cells from a nonconfluent state to a con-
fluent one. The time required for cells to make this 
transition is directly proportional to the cell denisty of 
the initial inculation. A long period of time may elaspe 
before the cells become confluent and are usable for 
experiments. Undoubtedly, the cell media will have to be 
replenished during this time period whereupon fresh serum 
will remove the contact inhibition and increase the phos-
pholipid turnover above that of transformed cells. Since 
serum lipids are used preferentially over ~ ~ lipid 
synthesis, the membrane fluidities and fatty acid compo-
sitions of the normal and transformed phenotypes would be 
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similar. These similiarities reflect changes in the un~ 
stable lipid pool undergoing a higher rate of turnover 
rather than phospholipid changes resulting from neoplastic 
induced anabolic and catabolic enzymes. Therefore, any 
similarities in membrane fluidity between the normal and 
transformed state of previous studies may be entirely due 
to an exchange of cellular lipids and those extracellular 
as well as the membrane bilayer. 
A. Relevance of Lipid Alterations to Normal and 
Transformed Cells in vitro 
To reiterate from the results section, it can be 
stated that all tumor derived lines contain less total 
lipid (~g/cell) than normal brain cells. These same 
lines, moreover, contain lower amounts of phospholipid 
(~g/mg protein) as well. The only exception to this is 
the sv4··1ine which has a phospholipid content statis-
tically equivalent to that of the NFB line. Cholesterol 
contents are smaller in tumor derived cell lines except for 
the TE907 and 251 MG 3C lines. No correlations may be 
drawn between cell line malignancy and total lipid, 
cholesterol, or phospholipid. However, analysis of the 
phospholipid compositions of these cell lines indicates 
that sphingomyelin decreases in tumor derived cells and 
phosphatidylcholine increases which is similar to the 
changes induced in 3T3 cells by transformation. The 
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phosphatidylserine plus phosphatidylinositol (PS + PI) 
levels of tumor derived cells are lower although ·no 
significant differences are observed for the phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine concentrations of these cells. These results 
are dissimilar to the phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidyl-
inositol (PI), and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) levels 
assayed in the 3T3 transformation system. Again it may 
be stated that no direct correlation between a specific 
phospholipid subclass and malignancy can be made although 
the phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin levels of the 
tumor derived glial SAlOl cell line is closest in absolute 
values to that of the NFB line. With respect to specific 
fatty acid alterations and increasing malignancy in the 
phosphatidylcholine subclass, no distinct changes are 
observed for the normal and tumor derived cell lines (SA 
series and 251 MG 3C). In contrast, the SA4 cell line 
exhibits selective decreases in the 14:0, 16:0, 18:0, 18:1, 
and 18:2 PI+PS lipids compared to the NFB cell line. Part 
of this is similar to the selective changes in the 18:0 
and 18:1 PI levels noted for SV40 transformed 3T3 fibro-
blasts. Many of the lipid concentrations of the non-
malignant SAlOl cell line and the intermediate tumorigenic 
251 MG 3C line are closer to those levels in the NFB cells 
than in other tumor derived lines. Lastly, the same 
qualitative differences in the phosphatidylethanolamine 
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fatty acid profiles of the tumor-deri~~d and the NFB lines 
also exist in the 3T3 transformation system. There are 
no distinct trends in fatty acid contents among cell with 
increasing malignancy, although in some instances, the 
non-malignant tumor derived SAlOl line has fatty acid 
levels closer to those of the NFB line. 
A unique feature of the five tumor derived cell 
lines and the NFB cell line is a lower cholesterol:phospho-
lipid.molar ratio which is below unity (in the range of 
0.2-0.3). This lowered ratio appears to be characteristic 
to normal and neoplastic cells grown in vitro on solid sub-
strates (Wallach, 1975; Adam et al., 1975). Cholesterol: 
phospholipid molar ratios of unity are characteristic of 
most solid tumors. In the 3T3 transformation system, the 
cholesterol:phospholipid (CHL:PL) molar ratios are centered 
around 0.3 for normal and transformed (Py3T3 and SV101-3T3) 
variants assayed by whole cell anaylsis (Adam~ al., 1975). 
CHL:PL values of 0.76 to 0.84 have been observed for intact 
plasma membrane preparations of 3T3 and Sv40 transformed 3T3 
cells, respectively (Perkins and Scott, 1978). WI-38 and 
WI-38VA13A cells possess CHL:PL molar ratio values of about 
0.46 (Howard et al., 1973). Wallach (1975) postulated that 
these lower CHL:PL ratios in vitro are indicative of choles-
terol depletion as a result of the culturing conditions since 
neoplastic growth in vivo does not demonstrate this trend. 
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These ratios, moreover,. do not reflect a correlation with 
the degree of malignancy for the glioma and medulloblastoma 
dervied lines and the NFB line. This observation has been 
previously noted in other studies (MacKenzie·~ al., 1964; 
Kawanani ~ al., 1966; Weinstein~ al., 1969; Klenk 
and Choppin, 1969, 1970) where the CHL:PL ratios lie 
. 
between 0.11 and 0.49 for normal and tumor cell lines. 
B. Lipid Alterations in Relation to Normal and 
Malignant Neural Tissues in vivo and in vitro 
As discussed, many of the lipid alterations noted 
for normal human cells and human brain tumors in culture 
are indicative of general trends in neoplasia rather than 
specific phospholipid or phosphatide acyl side chain al-
terations. Since the cell lines in this dissertation were 
derived from human brain specimens in situ, one would ex-
pect that many of the lipid trends would be similar to those 
observed for human normal brain and brain tumors in ~· 
This does not appear to be the case as fatty acid profiles 
only re-emphasize the individuality of cells in culture. 
Remembering how the manipulation of exogenously supplied 
lipids can influence the lipid composition of cells in 
vitro, the conclusion that lipid changes in neoplasia are 
only general trends is not surprising. 
Generally, human neural tumors in vitro contain 
similar amounts of total lipid and phospholipid as their 
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parental tissues in vivo. The exceptions are cholesterol 
and ganglioside quantities (Yates et al., 1979} for cells 
grown in monolayer cultures. Variability in lipid 
composition can be influenced by the mode of culture. For 
example, cells grown in aggregating cultures possess 
extremely low levels of phospholipids, cholesterol, total 
lipids, md glycolipids (Bourre et al., 1979; Matthieu et 
al., 1979). 
With respect to the lipid alterations of the cell 
lines used in this dissertation, the tumor lines contain 
lower amounts of total lipids compared to nor~al tissues 
(Cumings, 1943; White, 1974; Yates et al., 1979). 
Variability in both'phospholipid and cholesterol 
concentrations is seen for cells with different malignant 
potentials, although normal and malignant cell lines 
contain similar total quantities of phospholipid and 
cholesterol. Specifically, the tumor-derived cell lines 
contain less sphingomyelin and PS + PE (phosphatidylserine 
plus phosphatidylinositol) but more phosphatidylcholine. 
Phosphatidylethanolamine levels are not statistically 
different for the tumor and normal cell lines. These 
data in general contradict the trends observed in phospho-
lipid compositions of human brain neoplasms with the 
exception of the greater phosphatidylcholine levels (see 
Section C. Brain Tumors, page 133). Examination of White's 
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data (1974) indicate a large variability in the 
phospholipid subclass composition of human brain tumors 
with the phosphatidylcholine levels being the only common 
trend tying together the cell lines used in this 
dissertation. Overall, the data presented here in 
Table 3 (page 218) closely correlate to the decrease in 
total lipids and sphingomyelin and the large increase in 
the phosphatidylcholine concentrations seen by Yates et 
al. (1979) for a graded series of human neural tumors 
in vivo. 
The phospholipid fatty acid acyl side chain 
compositions of the lines studied in this dissertation 
also display a great deal of variation compared to the 
profiles for human brain tumors in vivo. Many of the 
trends noted for human neural tumors of in situ specimens 
do not carry over to the fatty acid compositions of the 
ce~l lines presented in this study. For example, neo-
plastic brain tissue has been postulated to have lost the 
specificity for 18:2 uptake, with its concentration 
usually being extremely low in tumor tissue but not in 
fetal or human adult brain. The 18:2 composition of PC 
(phosphatidylcholine) (Table 4), PS + PI (phosphatidyl-
serine plus phosphatidylinositol) (Table 5), and PE 
(phosphatidylethanolamine) (Table 6) indicates that this 
fatty acid concentration increases for the tumor-derived 
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cell lines when considering phosphatidylcholine, 
phosphatidylserine, and phosphatidylinositol but is only 
present in the non-malignant tumor-derived cell lines 
bound to phosphatidylethanolamine molecules. Even for PE, 
variability is observed where the malignant SA4 line 
contains nearly identical levels of PE to thos of the 
normal glial cell line. Sun and Leung (1974) proposed 
that the overall 20:4 (n-6) levels are indicative of 
rapid cell growth while increases in 22:6 (n-6) fatty acids 
are a measure of neuronal maturity. These proposals were 
disputed by White (1974) who observed that 20:4 (n-6) 
levels are proportional to cellular growth potential. 
Examination of the 20:4 (n-6) levels among phosphatidyl-
choline, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, 
and phosphatidylinositol (Tables 4, 5, and 6) molecules 
discloses that this conclusion can only be applied to a 
select few of the cell lines used in this dissertation. 
The 20:4 levels are greater for malignant, rapidly growing 
cell lines with regard to the phosphatidylserine plus 
phosphatidylinositol totals; whereas, among phosphatidyl-
choline and phosphatidylethanolamine molecules, the slow-
growing non-tumorigenic TE907 and normal glial SAlOl cells 
have the greatest 20:4 content, signifying poor cellular 
growth and differentiation in vitro. The specific fatty 
acid alterations obtained for human neural tissues from 
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in vivo solid specimens, therefore, are not repeated in 
--
human brain tumor tissue cultures. 
A notable aspect of the tumor-derived cell lines 
used in this dissertation is that their phospholipid 
distributions are close to that of normal human fetal 
brain reported by Svennerholm (1968) where the phosphatidyl-
choline class accounts for about 50%, phosphatidylethano-
lamine for 30%, and the remaining phospholipids (phospha-
tidylserine, phosphatidylinositol, and sphingomyelin) 
constitute nearly 20% of the total phospholipid composition. 
The profiles published by White (1974) and Sun 
and Leung (1974) contain appreciable variability when 
highlighting the fatty acid composition of the ethanolamine-
and choline-containing phosphoglycerides. The ethanolamine 
phosphoglycerides (White, 1974) have been assayed as 
containing: (a) decreased concentrations of 18:1 and 20:1 
fatty acids, (b) increased concentrations of 18:2 and 20:4 
fatty acids, and (c) decreased amounts of the.c22 fatty 
acid family. Sun and Leung (1974), however, saw increased 
amounts of 18:1, 18:2 and 20:4 fatty acids of the 
phosphatidylethanolamine class with lower proportions of 
the c 22 fatty acids (22:4 and 22:6, in agreement with 
White (1974)). One would expect that the malignant lines 
El202 and SA4 as well as the 251 MG 3C and the TE907 cell 
lines would reflect these changes. These changes are not 
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similar to those listed in Table 6 with regard to tumor-
derived cell lines. In some instances, only the 
medulloblastoma-derived lines have increased 18:1 levels, 
and these are accompanied by a similar increase in the 
20:4 phosphatidylethanolamine fatty acids. The converse 
of this is represented by the SA series which should 
contain lower concentrations of the c22 fatty acids, but 
instead, contain three to four times the NFB or 251 MG 3C 
levels. The phosphatidylcholine fatty acid chain 
profiles, similar to those of the phosphatidylethanolarnine 
fatty acids (White, 1974), outline increases in 16:0, 
18:0 and 18:1 with fewer long chain polyunsaturated 
species (Sun and Leung, 1974). These profiles, moreover, 
are not miminicked among the phospboglyceride components ·'of 
the tumor-derived cell lines in this dissertation. As a 
result, these trends must be considered non-specific, 
non-correlatable to human neural tumors in vitro or their 
degree of malignant potential. The correlations linking 
specific fatty acids (18:2, 22:4, 22:5, and 22:6) in both 
phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylethanolamine 
subclasses (White, 1974) to neural tumors are not obvious 
among any of the phospholipid fatty acid class compositions 
for tumor-derived cell lines used in this dissertation. 
Diminished levels of 18:2 fatty acids in cultured human 
brain and neural tumors are not a surprise since 18:2 is 
primarily associated with serum and red cell membranes 
which are abundant in most biopsy specimens, although 
absent from cells in culture. 
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Examination of the unsaturation levels (presented 
as saturated fatty acids, Table 7) indicates that there 
are no gross differences in the phosphatidylcholine 
subclass between the tumor-derived and normal glial cell 
lines. This is in opposition to the data of White (1974) 
and Sun and Leung (1974) who observed that malignant cells 
in vivo have greater unsaturated phosphatidylcholine fatty 
-- ----
acid levels. The phosphatidylethanolamine subclass, on 
the other hand, displays more variability with respect to 
the fatty acid unsaturation levels. Comparable to Sun and 
Leung's (1974) data, the medulloblastoma cell lines El202 
and TE907 have an approximately 70% unsaturated phospha-
tidylethanolamine titer. Among the glioma-derived lines 
the SAlOl line has an identical unsaturation level to that 
of the NFB line, while the SA4 glioma is considerably 
more unsaturated. An even greater degree of variability 
exists for the phosphatidylinositol and phosphatidylserine 
acyl side chain unsaturation so much so that no correlation 
can be drawn to previously reported literature data (Sun 
and Leung, 1974; White, 1974) on the differences between 
normal and tumor-derived cells or the degree of tumori-
genicity within medulloblastoma and glioma-derived cell lines. 
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An example of the large degree of variability in 
phospholipid composition and phosphatide fatty acid acyl 
side chain profiles can be observed by examining the 
data of Robert et al. (1976), Robert et al. (1979), and 
Eichberg et ~- (1976) who studied the lipid compositions 
of hamster astroblasts {NN line) and rat gliomas (C6). 
These studies provide a good model for the comparison of 
lipid alterations in human neural tumors {gliomas and 
medulloblastomas) and in normal human glial cells {NFB 
and SAlOl lines) in vitro. Robert et al. {1976) found 
that the total lipid and phospholipid content of the C6 
line is smaller than the content of the NN line. In a 
later study {Robert et al., 1979)using the same cell 
lines, however, the C6 cells were assayed as having the 
greater phospholipid content. The phosphatidylethanolamine 
composition of the NN and C6 lines are nearly identical 
{slight increase in the C6 cells), although the phospha-
tidylcholine levels are always greater for the C6 tumor 
line in both previously discussed studies. Sphingomyelin 
levels are similar for the C6 and NN lines, but the C6 
cells contain less phosphatidylserine and phosphatidyl-
inositol. Eichberg et al. {1976) have found that 
phosphatidylcholine levels of C6 glioma cells are greater 
than the PC levels of cultured astrocytes {through one to 
52 passages) and newborn hamster brain dispersions. The 
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sphingomyelin concentrations, however, increase in the 
C6 line and are accompanied by a simultaneous decrease in 
the phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylserine plus 
phosphatidylinositol concentrations. These observations 
contrast to the phospholipid alterations observed 
by Robert et al. (1976) and Robert et al. (1979) whose 
phospholipid profiles of the C6 glioma generally reflect 
those alterations seen for the cell lines used in this 
dissertation with the exception of a sphingomyelin 
decrease observed in cultured human neural tumors. 
Considering the phosphatidylcholine acyl side chain 
compositions of C6 and normal NN astroblasts (Robert et 
al., 1976), the 15:0, 16:0, 16:1, 17:0, 18:1, 18:2, 20:0, 
20:1, 20:2, and 20:3 concentrations are elevated in C6 
glioma cells while the 18:0, 18:3, 20:4, 22:5, and 22:6 
concentrations are depressed. No differences are observed 
in the concentrations of 14:0, 17:1, and 22:1 species. 
These fluctuations are also qualitatively present for the 
tumor-derived cell lines in this dissertation. Specifi-
cally, 16:1, 17:0, 18:1 (for the medulloblastoma cells 
only), 18:2 (for the glioma lines only), 20:1, and 20:3 
phosphatidylcholine fatty acid levels are increased; 
whereas, the 18:0 and 22:5 (n-6) levels are decreased for 
all the neural tumors in culture. No differences were 
noted for the 18:3 and 20:4 concentrations among the 
glioma, medulloblastoma, and NFB cell lines. The 22:6 
levels are diminished in all of the tumor-derived cell 
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lines with the exception of the SAlOl line. Robert et al. 
(1976), furthermore, have found that 80% of the choline 
phosphoglyceride acyl side chains are shorter than 20 
carbon atoms in length and approximately 20% of these 
fatty acids are polyunsaturates. For the phosphatidyl-
choline subclass, these data do not correspond to any 
specific fluctuation seen for non-malignant and malignant 
cell lines or glial cell lines. For the phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine fatty acid acyl side chain composition, 
Robert~ al. (1976) reported that the 15:0, 16:0, 16:1, 
18:2, 20:5, 22:5, and 22:6 species are less abundant in 
the C6 glioma cells. Increased levels in these same cells 
are observed for the 17:0, 18:0, 20:0, 20:1, 20:2, 20:3, 
and 22:0 fatty acid species. ~ssentially similar quantities 
of· 14:0, 17:1, 18:3, 20:4, and 22:1 were assayed for the 
C6 and NN cell lines. The profiles observed by Robert et 
al. (1976) with regard to the 18:2, 20:5, 22:5, 20:1 and 
17:0 phosphatidylethanolamine fatty acids are similar to 
the trends observed for the cell lines used in this 
dissertation. Reflecting the trends of unsaturation in 
the C6 and NN cell line (Robert et al., 1976), the values 
for human neural tumors listed in Table 7 are similar with 
the exception of the SA4 and 251 MG 3C lines. For the 
glioma-derived cell lines, there is a decrease in the 
percentage of phosphatidylethanolamine fatty acids with 
chain lengths less than 20 carbons long compared to that 
in the NFB cell line. This is analogous to the data of 
Robert et al. (1976) who observed a decrease in chain 
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length for C6 glioma cells. The greatest disparity between 
the C6 and NN lines is found when considering the PS + PI 
(phosphatidylserine plus phosphatidylinositol) acyl group 
composition. The 16:0, 17:0, 18:0, 18:1, and 19:0 fatty 
abid species are increased~ whereas, 16:1, 18:2, 20:0, 
20:1, 20:2, and 20:4 species are greatly decreased in the 
tumorigenic cell type. Only changes for the 17:0 and 18:2 
fatty acids are like the trends found for the cell lines 
presented in this dissertation. The increase in short 
chain fatty acids indicated by the phosphatidylserine plus 
phosphatidylinositol subclass (Robert~ al., 1976) for 
the C6 glioma line is seen only among the medulloblastoma-
derived cell lines used in this dissertation. 
Comparing the lipid alterations of the cell lines 
in this dissertation with those studies of human neural 
tumor specimens, normal animal and human brain lines, it 
may generally be stated that the phospholipid class 
compositions are nearly identical. However, no conclusions 
may be drawn from the comparisons of phospholipid fatty 
acid acyl side chain compositions of specific phospholipid 
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classes. It must be pointed out that this disp·arity most 
likely exists since (a) many of the previous studies on 
lipid alterations in htiman brain tumors examined solid in 
vivo specimens, and (b) cells in culture are easily 
manipulated with regard to lipid composition and metabolism. 
Each system that examines lipid alterations in normal 
brain and neural tumors must be considered on its own 
merits (i.e., direct analysis of the tissue or culture of 
this specimen and subsequent analysis after many passages 
in tissue culture) with careful evaluation of culturing 
conditions before being thought as exemplifying the 
general lipid alterations of neural tumors. Each normal 
brain-tumorigenic brain system, therefore, is unique with 
many of the phospholipid fatty acid alterations being 
specific for that particular tumor rather than brain tumor 
in general. 
C. Fidelity of Spin Label Studies 
A firm conclusion cannot be made concerning the 
physical state of normal and.transformed membrane bilayers 
estimated using differing biophysical probes. Each method 
examines non-related aspects of membrane structure and 
function. Fluorescent, spin label, and deuterium NMR 
studies of neoplastic alterations illustrate this 
incompatibility between techniques. Electron spin 
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resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance, using spin labels 
or specifically detiterated phospholipids, monitor 
rotations and isomeric conformations of cholesterol, 
phospholipids, and pholphatide fatty acid acyl side chains 
in membrane bilayers. In contrast, fluorescent probes 
sense probe-induced motions rather than the confromations 
of individual membrane components. Mely-Goubert and 
Freedan (1980) postulate that the fluorescent polarization 
studies do not indicate overall membrane fluidity, but 
rather the interactions of these probes with proteins 
positioned in inner membrane bilayer. The similarities 
indicated by fluorescent polarization between normal and 
transformed cells may therefore be attributed to the 
monitoring of identical hydrophobic pockets of membrane 
proteins (Mely-Goubert et al., 1979) rather than indicating 
any real differences of lipid bilayer fluidity. The mem-
brane intrinsic fluidity, moreover, is not to be confused 
with the degree of mobility of membrane proteins. This 
mobility is believed to be a dynamic feature which 
determines normal and malignant cell growth (Inbar, 1979). 
Eldridge~ al. (1980), for example, observed that the 
lateral mobility of either a fluorescent-labelled 
ganglioside or concanvalin A molecule in normal and SV40 
transformed 3T3 cells is not mediated through increased 
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membrane fluidity, but is associated with distinct 
. . 
alteration of cell surface receptors. The overall membrane 
fluidity defines a complex situation applicable to different 
properties of different regions of the membrane bilayer 
rather than hydrocarbon conformations sensed by magnetic 
resonance probes. 
The ESR studies in this dissertation indicate that 
differences between normal and malignant human neural cells 
exist with respect to "spin-label-sensed membrane 
fluidity". Using the 5-, 12-, and 16-doxylstearate probes, 
the tumorigenic cells possess decreased T., splitting and 
. 
consequently possess increased membrane fluidity, Order 
parameters relating membrane fluidity to an arbitrary 
range between 0 and 1 (0 being a fluid state and 1 
indicating a rigid environment) further correlate an 
increase in fluidity (decrease in order) for the malignant 
cell types. The spin label data in this dissertation are 
presented as order parameters which possess no absolute 
units, rather than rotational correlation times which 
indicate an actual timescale of motion. Thieret (1979, 
and personal communication) and Schreier ~ al. (1979) 
point out that rotational correlation times cannot describe 
slow anisotropic motion characteristic of membrane 
immobilized spin labels. The timescale of these motions 
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is greater than allowed by ESR theory and may be only 
described by NMR or saturation-transf~r EPR techniques. 
The spin label spectra pres-ented in this dissertation 
exhibit slow anisotropic motion, even in the case of the 
mobile 16-doxylstearate probe when compared to the iso-
tropic motion of Fremys salt (Figure 12, Page 172). 
It is also observed that nitroxide crystalline-BSA 
tensor value substitution effects the absolute value of 
the order parameters. Only the SGAF order parameter 
equation is independent of tensor value substitution. 
Unless the specific order parameter equation is known, 
therefore, correlations cannot 6 be made between absolute 
order parameter values among differing studies and 
investigators. 
The spin label results of this dissertation can 
be validated by several points. The probe:lipid ratio is 
critical and can significantly alter membrane fluidity. 
Minimal perturbation of the membrane bilayer occurs when 
probe:lipid ratios are 1:100 or greater in biological sys-
tems and 1:600 in liposome studies. In previous studies, 
based on whole cell-lipid analysis, the probe:lipid ratios 
were in the range of 30-10-5:1. These studies show no 
differences between the fluidity of normal and transformed 
cells because of spin-spin interactions due to saturation 
of the membrane signal by the spin labels. The probe: 
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lipid ratios of the spin-labelled cells in this dissertation 
. . 
reflect a ratio adjusted to one pro~~ molecule per 100 
molecules of total cellular lipid. If one considers that 
a specific proportion of the cellular lipid lies in the 
cell membrane bilayer, this probe:lipid ratio.may be real-
ilistically increased. The ratio· used in this dissertation, 
however, is several orders of magnitude lower than the 
ratios of other spin label studies. The value of m, as a 
measure of probe-probe interactions, is below unity for the 
5-, 12-, and 16-doxylstearate probes in both normal and 
malignant cell lines. This conclusion indicates that the 
actual probe:lipid ratio is increased. The relative 
probe:lipid ratio does not accurately take into account 
the proportion of lipid present in the plasma membrane. 
The labelling procedure used in this study initially 
labels cell-media surface membrane, not the entire plasma 
membrane. The spin label partitions into a reduced area 
rather than over the entire membrane surface. With this 
procedure there would be a greater density of spin label 
per given surface area which should decrease the value of 
m. With disruption of cell-cell contacts, an increase in 
the value of m as spin labels distribute laterally with a 
corresponding decreasing in spin-spin interactions. 
This conclusion, however, cannot be substantiated 
due to the rapid destruction of the spin labels in both 
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normal and neural tumor cells (Figure 43). The semiquinine 
free radical of ubiquinine of the mitr~ch~ndrial respir~tory 
chain (Quintanilha and Paker, 1977) or free sulfhydrol 
groups (Dr. R. Huageland, personal communication) is 
reported to be involved with nitroxide group reduction. 
Since the cell lines in this study were labelled and ana-
lyzed within a short period of time (10 to 45 minutes), the 
amount of spin label that diffused into the cytoplasm 
or intracellular membranes should be minimized. The fast 
reduction of spin label supports the view that the trans-
formed cells possess an increase in concentration of 
sulfhydrol groups in plasma membrane bound proteins. For 
all spin label combinations with cell lines, the half-life 
of the spectral signal was 25 to 30 minutes. This rapid 
reduction of nitroxide signal also has been observed in 
liposome systems and is dependent upon temperature, buffer, 
pH, and the lipid:water ratio (Hare~ al., 1979). Spin 
label partitioning studies measuring the vertical heights 
of the spectral intensities conclude that there are no 
differences between the membranes of normal and trans-
formed cells. This may be due to the inaccuracy of 
measuring rapidly decreasing signals. The horizontal 
shape of T" and T.J. splittings,, is not affected by this 
rapid nitroxide reduction. Furthermore, in this 
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FIG 3.9,: Rapid reduction of spin labels when incorporated 
in viable intact meural tumor cells. A. Signal 
after 25 minutes. B. Signal after 12 minutes. 
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dissertation protein carriers (bovine serum albumin, for 
example) are not used to incorporate the spin label into 
the cells and consequently monitor membrane fluidity 
changes rather than reflect.ing motion of the probe bound 
to hydrophobic protein pockets. 
The spin label studies of the human normal and 
malignant neural cell lines presented in this dissertation 
indicate that the malignant cells possess greater degrees 
of lipid rotation, indicative of increased "membrane 
fluidity 11 • Although there are statistically significant 
differences between the normal and tumorigenic order 
parameters, these reflect small changes in the number of 
gauche-transphospholipid fatty acyl side chain isomeriza-
tions (Appendix II) on the order of 2 to 10%. All cell 
lines display a flexibility gradient with regard to in-
creasing degree of fluidity as the spin label probe 
moves from the rigid, restricted phospholipid headgroup 
region toward the hydrophobic mobile fatty acid side 
chains in the membrane interior. 
D. Summary and Conclusion 
A normal-transformed in vitro cell model derived 
from normal human brain and spontaneously induced human 
brain tumors is presented. The system is composed of 
normal glial cells (NFB line) and five tumor-derived cell 
lines, one ·of which, the SAlOl line, presents cell 
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culture characteristics and lipid alterations similar to 
. .. . 
cultured normal glial cells. Among the remaining lines, 
two were initiated from medulloblastomas (El202 and TE907 
cell lines), and the other two were initiated from gliomas 
(SA4 and 251 MG 3C). Using growth in athymic nude mice and 
colony forming efficiency in soft agar tumorigenicity assay 
methods, the SA4 and El202 lines are malignant (+,+), the 
SAlOl, TE907 and NFB lines are non-tumorigenic (-,-) and 
the 251 MG 3C glioma-derived cell line is intermediately 
malignant (-,+). 
The tumor-derived cell lines contain increased 
levels (on a mole percentage basis) of phosphatidylcholine, 
decreased levels of sphingomyelin and phosphatidylserine 
plus phosphatidylinositol, and similar levels of phospha-
tidylethanolamine when compared to the phospholipid levels 
of the normal glial cell line (NFB). This increase in 
phosphatidylcholine concentration agrees with increases 
observed in human normal brain and in vivo neural tumor 
--
specimens as well as non-neural fibroblast transformation 
systems (i.e., 3T3 fibroblasts, etc.). No overall cor-
relation is observed relating the phospholipid acyl side 
chain composition to that of other transformed cell sys-
tems, to that of human brain tumors in vivo, or to malignant 
potential, although there are specific instances where 
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particular fatty acids are increased or decreased in the 
. . . . . . 
neoplastic state. Considering the percentage of saturated 
fatty acids in phospholipid subclasses, no correlation is 
observed between that of the five tumor-derived cell lines 
and that of the NFB line. Correlations, however, may be 
made for individual normal-transformed cell pairs. In the 
case of the non-tumorigenic TE907 and SAlOl lines, in all 
phospholipid subcalsses they contain. decreased· levels of 
unsa~urated fatty acids. The malignant SA4 cell line does 
not show this feature in the phosphatidylcholine class; 
however, decreased levels of unsaturated fatty acids is 
observed in the phosphatidylethanolamine and phospha-
tidylserine plus phosphatidylinositol subclasses. The 
medulloblastoma derived cell lines do not exhibit this 
effect. Cholesterol:phospholipid molar ratios are below 
unity for all cells, a common feature of cell lines 
maintained in tissue. culrute. 
Membrane fluidity was investigated by the spin 
label technique using the 5, 12, and 16-doxylstearate 
probes to estimate hydrocarbon rotations at 5, 12, and 16 
methylene groups in the bilayer. Comparison of the Tu 
splitting and order parameter calculations for S, S', S", 
Sn, SJ,, and SGAF as well as the isotropic splitting 
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constant a' indicates a correlation between tumorgenicity 
n 
and spin label membrane fluidity. For all three probes, 
cell lines which produce tumors or form colonies in the 
in vivo and~ vitro tumorigenicity assays;_respectively, 
possess an increase in fluidity above the NFB level, with 
the largest absolute increases being seen as the spin label 
position moved toward the bilayer interior. The SGAF order 
parameter possesses little change with nitroxide tensor 
value substitution, while this substitution affects other 
order parameter calculations, S', S", SJ., Su, and S. 
A flexibility gradient can be generated for each cell line, 
indicating that this is a common denominator of membranes 
in general and is not just restricted to malignant human 
neural .cells or normal cells in vitro. The increase in 
spin label membrane fluidity for the malignant cell line 
is correlated with a. small increase in unsaturated fatty 
acid molecules. 
Evidence is presented which indicates malignant 
cell lines possess increased PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) molar 
ratios. This also correlates with literature values of 
the PC + SPH/PE + (PS + PI) ratios presented in the liter-
ature of normal human brain and human brain tumors. 
The data supports the concept of previous investigators 
that membrane fluidity can be primarily modulated by 
phospholipid headgroup composition, interactions, and 
metabolism rather than by the. degree of unsaturation 
and chain length of phospholipid acyl side chains. 
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APPENDIX I 
Deuterium NMR Order Parameters 
Deuterium NMR spectra of phospholipids labelled 
in specific positions consist of a doublet where the 
distance between the two splittings (absorption peaks) 
is defined as the quadrupole coupling or quadrupole splitting 
~v (kz). The lines of deuterated phospholipids are broad 
suggesting that the splitting is a composite of two signals 
with slightly different quadrupole couplings (i.e., non-
equivalence of the sn-1 and sn-2 chains of phospholipids). 
From the quadrupole splitting, ~v, the deuterium 
order parameter (SeD> of the C-D bond on a deuterated phospho-
lipid can be calculated: 
~v=(3/4) (e 2qQ/h)SCD (1) 
. -19 
where e denotes the charge on an electron (1.60 x 10 
C), his Planck's constant (6.63 x lo-34 J·S), Q ~s the 
scaler quadrupole moment (Q deuteron=2.875 x lo-2 cm2 
(Reid and Vaida, 1972), eq is the largest field gradient 
and e2qQ/h is refeered to as the static quadrupolar coupling 
constant. For paraffin chains the deuteron quadrupole 
splitting constant is 170 kHz (Burnett and Muller, 1971) 
and has been determined for a variety of other C-D bonds 
(Barnes, 1974; Seelig, 1977). The relationship between 
the splitting constant and deuterium order parameter can 
be expanded in a similar fashion as the ESR order parameter: 
(2) 
(Schindler and Seelig, 1975}. 
a is defined as the angle between the deuterium bond vector 
and the bilayer normal. For dipalmitoyl-3-phosphatidylcholine 
in a statistical model proposed by Marcelja (1974) and 
expanded by Schindler and Seelig (1975), the corresponding 
deuterium bond vectors are a=90°, 35.3 ° and 90°, and 35.3°, 
and they represent the three types of probable segmental 
motion. Therefore, the probability, p, of the respective 
orientations is important and contributes to the overall 
deuterium order parameter. 
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The relationship be'bfeen the segmental order parameter (S 1> and the 2a 01:der paraneter (SCD} can be defin=d as no 
(3) 
(Seelig and Niderberger, 1974a). This equation is valid only if the 
segmental notion can be characterized by axially synmetric CD 
segnent. When this relationship holds true, the average ori~tation 
of the C-D bond is peq::en:licular to the bilayer and the hydrocarbon 
chain is frozen in an all-trans confornation. 
The segmental order paraneter can similarly be expamed like 
that of the SCD value: 
sno1=(1/2) (3<cos
2
s>-l) (4} 
(Schindler ani Seeling, 1975) • 
• '!he rate of notion producing gauche-trans isanerizations are 
delineated by measurements of the nuclear relaxation times. (For a 
recent review of relaxation times nore applicable to liquids and 
solids than bianembranes, see Poole and Farach, 1979). T1 , the spin lattice relaxation time, and T~ the spin-spin relaxation time are 
the nost camonly used tenns. "-The spin lattice relaxation time is 
indicative of notion on the order of 10::360 MHz; whereas, ~2 treasures 
slower notions (near 0.1 Hz) • Thus, T1 =T 2 for low viscosi cy liquids 
and T1»~2 for crystalline phases. T1 ~ the time constant required for a spin system to attain thenral equilibrium, and T is the time 
constant for the spin systan ~establish thernal equifibrium with 
itself. For the case when I~ (nuclear spins), T1 and T2 can be defined by: ... 
1= 3 4 2 \ ( "( + 4'c ~ \ g lln 1 1 c 
Tl 10 h2 r6 } \ 1+'8 2"rc .. 2 (5} 1+4ao~TC 
1 ( 4 2 >J\:c+ 5TC 2Tc = <3 > <s lln + } T2 20 h2 r6 1+4w02T 2 2 2 l+'+wO '! c c 
(6} 
j 
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where the ro~ tional correlation time is -r =41Tma 3 /3kr (for water 
c =3. 5 x 10- sec) , the quanity g if deftiks the magnetic xratent, 
and r is the dist:al'l:e between nuclear spins. .M:>re simply, for dip:>le-
dip:>le interactions l::etween 13 C and ~ or deuterium quadrupole 
interactions within asynnetric enviroments: 
1 
- =A· f (T.) Tl ~ (7) 
A descril:es the interaction energy arx1 where f defines the function 
of correlation~ for various notions. 
Qualitatively, the expression may 1::e reduced to 
NI' 1 a:.M:>bili ty (8) 
for 13 c magnetic resonance where N is the number of directly attached 
hydrogen atans. For deuterium: 
(9) 
APPENDIX II 
Calculation ·of Trans-Gauche Hydrocarbon 
Conformation as a Function of 
Order Parameter and n Values 
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The number of trans-gauche hydrocarbon 
isomerizations can be statistically estimated as a function 
of the spacing between the nitroxide ring and the carboxyl 
end of spin-labelled fatty acids (n, value) and their order 
parameters. This calculation is based upon the assumption 
that all carbon-carbon bonds in the fatty acid chain are 
equivalent and that the probability of adjacent gauche+-
gauche- conformations are negligible (Hubbell and McConnell, 
1971). 
The probability of a single carbon-carbon bond in 
an all trans position is defined as Pt while Pg denotes the 
probability that any two hydrocarbon bonds are in the gauche 
(either gauche+ or gauche-) conformations., The total 
probabilities are equal to one: 
(1) 
The order parameter can be approximated by the following 
polynominal function: 
n n-1 
= P n0 + nPt P t gn, 
+ n(n-1) P + 
2! 
n-2P 2 + g n2 • (2) 
n denotes the distance between the nitroxide ring and 
carboxyl end of fatty acid chain. The quantity P~ is 
defined as the probabflity of an all trans hydrocarbon 
conformation and nP~- P corresponds to the probability 
that the hydrocarbon chgin possesses a single gauche 
confor~ation. The term n 0 represents the quantity 1/2(3~ -1)* and is a value of 1 when the hydrocarbon chain 
has an all trans conformation. n1 has a value of -1/8 when 
the chain has one gauche+ (and one gauche+) conformation; 
n 2 equals 1/16 and represents the average value of 
* The order ~arameter can be defined as 
s = 1/2(3~ -1). 
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1/2(3~2 -1) for two gauche transitions. Equal weight is 
given to g+g+, g+g-, g-g+, and g-g- isomeric states and 
gauche conformations separated by unequal numbers of 
methylene groups. The values of n decrease as the number 
of methylene groups between the nitroxide ring and the 
carboxyl end of the fatty acid chain increases (n 0 =1, 
n 1=-l/8, n 2 =1/16, n 3=-l/32 •.• ) • 
Equation 1 can be rewritten as: 
p g = 1 - p t (3) 
such that equation 2 can be calculated in terms of P • 
Arbitrary values of Pt (for example, 0.01 to 0.99 intO.Ol 
steps) are inserted until this equation yields the 
probability of gauche and trans conformations that equals 
the experimentally derived order parameter. 
Equation 2 can be rewritten as an exponential 
function and used to estimate the number of gauche-trans 
conformers. Therefore, 
where 
log sn - c = nlogPt 
C = log(n n(P /Pt) + 
o g n1 
2 (P /Pt) + • • • ) • g n2 
n(n-1) 
2! 
(4) 
(5) 
Computer iteration of equations 4 and 5 easily 
calculates the value of Pt and Pg. Neglecting C, the 
initial Pt value, defined as Pt, is calculated by the 
insertion of·the nand order parameter values into 
equation 4. Then, Pt value is inserted into equation 5 
to obtain a C' term which is inserted in place of original 
C term in equation 4 to yield Pt. This looping calculation 
is carried out until there is rapid convergence of Pt. 
The polynominal and exponential equations yield 
the same results. Calculation of the number of gauche-
trans conformations as a function of order parameters for 
the 5-, 12-, 16-doxylstearate spin labels (corresponding 
to a nitroxide-carboxyl methylene separation values of 5, 
12, and 16 groups, respectively) is listed in Tables 20, 
21, and 22 (Appendix II). In these tables, PG refers to 
the probability of gauche conformers and PT defines the 
corresponding probability of trans hydrocarbon conformations. 
EXPERIMENTAl. S• ""'"0 
METHYLENE GROUP SEPARATIOH= ""~ 
OEF•0 0 1 FIRST ItlCREMEttT= ~/ 
OEF=O 0 01 INITIAl. VALUE OF ~ TRANS• A/ 
S= o670SS5?E-02PT= o9999~E-02 
S= 0 1042709E-02PT= o 11ooeooE+OO 
Sa 0 2521290E-03PT= . 2099999E+OO 
S• 02147167E~dPT• o3099999E+00 
S= o8694217E-02PT= .4099998E+00 
S= 0 2620..)"S4E-01 PT= . ~9999SE +00 
S• o6642175E-01PT• o609999SE+00 
S= .149?100E+OOPT= o 7099997E+OO 
S= . 308224'3E+OOPT= • 8099997E+OO 
S= o '589e882E+OOPT= . 9099997E+00 
OEF"'O. 01 SECOHO INCREMENT= ;. 
OEF=0 0 99 UPPER LIMIT OF ~ TRANS• ~/ 
S= .2S?7772E+00PT= .S000000E+00PC• .2000000E+00 
S= .30S2250E+00PT• 0 809999~+00PG• .1900881E+OO 
S= .3298814E+00PT= .8199999E+00PG= .1800801E+00 
S= ·.3S2S025E+OOPT• o8299999E+00PG- o1700001E+00 
S= 0 3770466E +OOPT=· . S.""399999E+OOPG• • 1600801 E+00 
S= .4026740E+00PT= .8499999E+00PG= .1500001E+00 
S= .4297462E+OOPT= .8599999E+OOPG• .14eee01E+00 
S= . 4583274E+OOPT= 0 8699999E+00PG= . 1300001E+00 
S= .4884833E+e0PTa .8799999E+OOPG= ol200001E+00 
S= .S202818E+OOPT• .8899999E+OOPG= ol100001E+00. 
S= o5!·3?931E+eePT= o8999999E+00PG= o1000001E+00 
Sa . ~889E+OOPT= o 90999913E+eePG:a 0 900091SE-01 
S= .6262~~E+00PT= .9199998E+00PG= o8000016E-01 
S= 0 665332SE+OOPT= . 9299998E+00Pf"..= o 7000017E-01 
S= . 7064350E+00PT= . 9399998E+00PG• . 6ta00018E-01 
S= o 7496314E+OOPT= . 949999SE+OOPG= 0 S000019E-01 
S= • 7950043E+OOPT= . 9599998E+OOPG= o 4000020E-01 
S= o 8426390£+00PT= o 9699'"::f9BE+00PG= . 3e00021E-01 
S= o 8926228E+OOPT= 0 9799998E+OOPG= 0 2000022E-01 
S= .945e452E+00PT= o9899998E+00PG= ol0ee023E-01 
TABLE 20: 5-doxyl stearate probe trans-gauche fatty 
acid conformations. 
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EXPERIMENTAL S== ""•' 
NETH'I'LENE GROUP SEPARATIOH= ""12/ 
OEF=O. 1 FIRST It-tCREI'1ENT= ...,. 
OEF=0. 01 INITIAL VALUE OF % TRANS= A/ $= .4234877E-04PT= .9999998£-02 
6= .4994399E-06PT= .1100000£+00 
~ . 60-J7226E-eePT= . 2099999E+0e • 5~J9435E-06PT= . 3099999E+ee .1692408E-04PT• .4099998E+00 .2322493E-03PT= .5099998E+00 . 1997269E-02PT= . 6099999E+00 $= .1257172E-01PT= .7099997E+00 
S= .6428707E-01PT= .9099997E+00 
S= . 28!57215E+00PT= . 9099997E+00 
OEF=e. f:!U SECQHO It~1EHT= ,...,. 
s- . :5499982E-01PT• . 90eeeeeE+eePC= - : 2000000E+00 
S• . 6428730E-01PT= . 8099999E+00PG• . 1900001E+e0 
S• . ~?SE-01PT• . S199999E+OOPGa . 1800001E+00 
S= . 8747:530E-01PT• . 8299999E+00PG• .1700001E+e0 
S= . 101~E+00PT= . 8399999E+OOPG= . 1600001£+00 
S= ,1184179E+OOPT• .8499999E+00PG= .1:500001£+00 
S• . 13~283E+00PT• . ~99999E+00PG= . 1400001E+00 
S• . 1595367E+OOPT= . 8699999E+eePG= . 1399001E+OO 
S= .1848577E+eePT• .8799999E+00PG• .1200001£+00 
S= . 2139616E+OOPT= . 8899999E+OOPG• .1100001£+00 
S= . 2473817E+OOPT= . 8999999E+00PG- . 1000001£+00 
S= .285722'2E+OOPT= .9099998E+00PG= .9000015£-01 
S= . 3296664E+OOPT= . 9199999E+00PG= . 8000016£-01 
S= .3799874E+00PT:a .9299999E+OOPG- . 7000017£-01 
S= .4375577E+00PT:a . 9399998E+00PG• . 6000018£-01 
S= . 5033621E+00PT• . 9499998E+00Pf'..= . 5000019£-01 
S= .5785103E+OOPT= .9599998E+00PG= .4000020E-01 
S= . 664~.29E+OOPT= . 9699998E+OOPG= . 3eeee21E-01 
S= . 7619954E+00PT= . 9799998E+OOPG= . 2000022£-01 
S= .8733185E+OOPT= .9899998E+00PG= .1000023E-01 
TABLE 21: 12-doxy1 stearate probe trans-gauche fatty 
acid conformations. 
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EXPERIMENTAL s= ...,_, 
I'ETHYLEHE GROUP SEPARATIOHa ""'16"' 
OEFa0.1 FIRST IHCREMEHT:a ""' OEF-0. 01 IHITIAL UA&..UE OF % TRAHS• ,..,. 
S= .2343190E-05PT= .9999998E-02 
S= .6288474E-0SPT= .1100000E+OO 
S• . 3223022E-1ePT= . 2099999E+00 
S= . S448907E-08PT= . 3e99999E+OO 
S= .47S...~57E-06PT= .4099998E+OO 
S= .1571064E-04PT= .509999SE+00 
S= . 275S270E-03PT::a . 609999&+00 S= .3154407E-02PT::a .7099997E+00 
S= .2691881E-01PT= .8099997E+00 
S= . 1904098E+OOPT= . 9099997E+00 
OEF=0. 01 SECOHD IHCREMEHT• "' 
S= .~990E-02PT,;. . 7000090E+eePG• ~~00ee0E+00 
S= . 3154434E-02PT• . 7100000E+OOPG- • 2900000E+00 
S= . 3952820E-02PT= . 7200000E+eePGa . 2800000E+00 
S= .493949-~-02PTa . 7300000E+00PGa .2700000E+00 
S= .6155979E-02PT• . 7399999E+00PG• .2600001E+OO 
S= .7652439E-02PT• .7499999E+ea?G- .2500001E+00 
S• . 9489387E-02PT= • 7599999£+00PG:a . 2400001E+00 
S= .11~73E-01PT= . 7699999E+BePG• .2300001E+00 
S= .1449126E-01PT= . 7799999E+OOPC= .2200001E+00 
S= .1784954E-01PT= . 7899399E+00PG= .2100001E+00 
S= .219413'7E-01PT= . 7999999E+00PG=a .2000001E+00 
S= . 2691890E-01PT• . 8099999E+00?Ga . 1900001E+00 
S= . 3296465E-01PT= . 8199999E+OOPG- .1800001E+00 
S= .4029734E-01PT= .8299999E+00PG= .1700001E+00 
S= .4917878E-01PT= .8399999E+00PGa .1600ee1E+00 
S= . 5992221E-01PT• . 849999eE+eePCa . 1500082E+e0 
S= . 7290202E-01PT= . 859~E+OOPG= . 1400002E+00 
s- . 8856606E-01PT:o . 8699998E+OOPGa . 1300002E+00 
S= .1074483E+OOPT= . 8799998E+OOPG= . 1200002E+00 
S= . 13018!58E+00PT• . 8899998E+00PG= . 1100002E+00 
S= .1575382E+OOPT= .8999998E+00PG= .1000002E+00 
S= .1904103E+00PT= .9099998E+0ePG= .9000021E-01 
S= .2298781E+00PT= .9199998E+00PG- .8000022E-01 
S= .2772221E+00PT= .9299998E+00PG= .7000023E-01 
S= . JJ39632E+00PT• . 9399998E+00PG= . 60ooe24E-01 
S= .4019065E+00PT• .9499997E+00PG= .5000025E-01 
S= .4831929E+00PT= .9599997E+00PG= .4000026E-01 
S= . 5Se:3592E+0ePT= . 9699997E+00PG• . :3000027E-01 
S= .6964079E+00PT= .9799997E+00PC= .2000028E-01 
S= . 8348Sa2E+OOPT• , 58~~997E+OOPC• . 100002SE-01 
TABLE 22: 16-doxyl stearate probe trans-gauche fatty 
acid conformations. 
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APPENDIX III, FIGURE 40: Fatty acid methyl ester chart 
from the varian 2100 Gas Chromatograph 
(EGSS-X as liquid phase) . 
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